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FOREWORD  

 

This report was commissioned by the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) from DotEcon 
Ltd. They were asked to prepare a report setting out the implications for the 
analysis of competition when a market is characterized by bidding process and 
provide a guide to the qualitative and quantitative analysis of such markets .  

Any views expressed in this report are those of DotEcon Ltd and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the OFT nor the legal position under existing competition law 
which the OFT applies in exercise of its competition law enforcement functions.  

This report is part of the OFT's Economic Discussion Paper series, and is intended 
to inform current discussion within the competition policy community in the UK 
about cooperation between purchasers. If you would like to comment on the paper, 
please write to me, Amelia Fletcher, at the address below. The OFT welcomes 
suggestions for future research topics on all aspects of UK competition and 
consumer policy.  
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Markets Characterised by Bidding Processes 

1 SUMMARY 

1.1 Auctions and bidding processes are increasingly being used to 
effect transactions in both the private and the public sector. As a 
result, they are gaining greater prominence in the analysis of 
competition. Arguments have been advanced to suggest that 
competition in markets where bidding processes feature needs to 
be analysed differently by competition authorities. In particular, it 
has sometimes been argued that high levels of concentration are 
not indicative of market power and even that competition between 
only two firms can be sufficient where bidding processes are used.  

1.2 Academic literature, however, suggests that these assertions are 
unfounded and that markets characterised by bidding processes are 
likely to face similar issues to more conventional markets. The 
OFT's objectives in commissioning this research were to develop a 
practical guide to assessing competition where bidding processes 
are involved and to draw out the underlying assumptions that 
should be used to model bidding competition within markets.  

1.3 The OFT highlighted four key research areas: 

! drawing out the implications for competition analysis from 
economic theory and the modelling bidding processes 

! qualitative assessments of bids and bidding behaviour 

! quantitative assessments of bids and bidding behaviour, 
including worked examples of relevant analysis, and 

! production of a practical guide for case handlers. 

1.4 In developing this report we have sought to address all these 
issues. We have considered what constitutes a bidding process, 
indeed why bidding processes are employed at all, and whether 
similar competition issues are likely to arise in the case of market 
characterised by bidding processes as compared with those in more 
traditional markets. We have then looked at practical analytical 
concerns likely to be faced by a competition authority such as the 
definition of markets, the determination of dominance, the 
likelihood of collusion and, finally, the assessment of mergers. 
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Bidding processes, reasons for their use and competition 

1.5 Factors often associated with bidding processes – that they involve 
high stakes for bidders, or are based on a formal set of rules – are 
neither necessary nor sufficient for there being a bidding process. 
However, the following four features are characteristic for a bidding 
process (of which the last is key): 

! the bid-taker proposes some process for receiving bids and 
selecting amongst bidders based on a comparison of their 
offers 

! bidders can anticipate what decision processes will be 
used by the bid-taker and prepare their offers in that 
knowledge  

! the bid-taker's process for selecting amongst bidders 
determines the incentives for competition amongst them, 
and 

! competition between bidders is specific to one particular 
instance of a bidding process. 

1.6 Formal auctions clearly demonstrate these four features. However, 
it is not necessary that the rules are formalised to the extent found 
in such auctions, or formal procurement tenders. Bidding processes 
may be informal and operate without a set of rules being explicitly 
communicated to potential bidders by the bid-taker.  

1.7 Bidding processes may be used for a variety of reasons related to 
the nature of supply and demand, such as the structure of 
information about the specific needs of buyers/sellers or 
uncertainty about the value of the traded item. Reasons for using 
bidding processes include where there are bespoke requirements of 
procurers, hold-up fears for suppliers, sellers knowing little about 
demand and bidding process being helpful in reducing uncertainty 
through information pooling. The use of bidding processes does not 
necessarily imply that the bid-taker has power to impose a market 
organisation beneficial to itself but detrimental to bid-makers, often 
bidding processes simply provide a more efficient means of 
transacting.  
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1.8 There is no reason to assume that because a bidding process is 
being used, competition is likely to be more intense and 
competition concerns less relevant. In addition, although we can 
draw a rough distinction between the forms of 'conventional' 
competition and bidding processes, in effect they are more similar 
than they are different. If a supplier raises its price, it may lose a 
customer who switches to an alternative supplier. It may make little 
difference in practice whether this occurs as a result of the 
customer searching around for a better offer and making a 
discretionary choice or through the pre-programmed operation of 
the rules of a bidding process. In both cases what matters is that 
the customer has a number of possible suppliers.  

1.9 In the main we consider that bidding processes are unlikely to 
create significantly different issues to those that may arise in a 
more traditional market. In particular: 

! there is no bright-line distinction between a 'bidding 
market' and a 'conventional market'  

! bidding processes are not all the same and case-specific 
analysis will always be needed to understand how 
competition works 

! there is no 'ideal' bidding process that works well in all 
circumstances, especially not with few bidders. 

1.10 A number of practical questions arise for competition case handlers 
in undertaking assessments such as defining markets, assessing 
dominance, assessing the scope and prevalence of collusion and 
assessing mergers. We show that where bidding processes are 
involved most of the logic of competition analysis in more 
conventional settings simply carries over, albeit with some minor 
reinterpretation needed. 

Market definition 

1.11 Traditional approaches to market definition carry over to situations 
where there are bidding processes. Standard notions of demand-
side and supply-side substitution can be applied. However, the 
application of the hypothetical monopolist test to bidding markets 
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requires some minor reinterpretation. Since bidding markets involve 
processes in which price is the outcome of the decisions of many 
agents, there will be no individual price-setting agent. However, 
this inability for bid-takers to set prices does not automatically 
imply an inability for them to exert market power. 

1.12 Often bidding processes involve one-off transactions or highly 
differentiated goods and services (for example a procurer may have 
different requirements with each tenders). At first sight, this 
suggests a factor potentially leading to rather narrow economic 
markets. However, distinct bidding processes may lie in a common 
economic market because of supply-side substitution. This has 
already been recognised in case law. It is also not the case that 
markets are necessarily narrower in the case that bidding processes 
occur. 

1.13 Empirical problems may arise as the data available in bidding 
markets differs from that in conventional markets. Where there are 
occasional bidding processes, there may be a greater role for stated 
preference surveys to understand both demand-side and supply-
side substitutability given that revealed preference information is 
limited. When considering suppliers selling through bidding 
processes, it may be necessary to consider the alternatives 
available to winning buyers, not just the alternatives available to 
losing buyers.  

Assessing dominance 

1.14 Developing practical indicators of competitive intensity does raise 
some new issues when bidding processes are involved. In 
particular, it may be difficult to define and measure market 
concentration within bidding markets. Ex-ante probabilities of 
winning bidding processes are broadly comparable to market 
shares, but are not necessarily directly observable. Given this, it 
may be necessary to use a broad range of techniques to understand 
patterns of weakness and strength across bidders, as this affects 
the extent to which bidders are constrained by competition. The 
implications of asymmetries between bidders are different in 
different auction formats and with different forms of valuation 
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uncertainty; these factors must also be considered when trying to 
identify market power. 

1.15 Assessment of profitability and comparison of price with cost are 
not significantly different within markets with bidding processes. 
However, it is maybe necessary to consider the issue of 
survivorship bias in profitability assessments when there are 
significant participation costs in bidding, although similar issues 
arise also in more conventional settings.  

1.16 Owing to the discrete nature of many bidding processes, there is 
the additional possibility of using event studies to look at 
profitability shocks on entering a bidding process, and winning or 
losing. Such techniques are typically much less likely to be useful in 
conventional settings where transactions occur in a continuous 
stream, rather than as isolated events. 

Collusion and tacit co-ordination 

1.17 Bidding processes often exhibit a high degree of transparency. This 
may create opportunities for tacit or explicit collusion, as it may be 
easy to see whether particular bidders are sticking to a collusive 
agreement. Equally, this may create opportunities for detecting 
collusive behaviour where the repetition of bidding processes gives 
rise to rich data. Collusion may take various forms, including 
bidding rings, bid covering and joint bidding. US experience 
suggests that bid rigging is common. Tacit co-ordination may take 
the form of strategic demand reduction or bid-signalling. 

1.18 There are a number of relative simple ways to detect collusion 
within bidding markets. First, the best means of detection will be 
direct evidence of communication, coordination or financial 
transfers among bidders. Second, data analysis may be used to 
highlight the presence of phantom bids intended to create an 
illusion of competition. Third, it may be possible to analyse patterns 
of winning and losing bidders in order to look for evidence of bid 
rotation. Fourth, collusion may be indicated by price shocks that 
cannot be explained by cost shocks. Statistical methods may be 
useful in spotting anomalous bids. 
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Mergers  

1.19 There are a variety of effects from mergers, some of which may be 
detrimental (primarily due to reduced competition) and some 
possibly beneficial to customers (though synergies and information 
sharing). A key question to whether mergers lead to a significant 
lessening of competition when bidding processes are involved is in 
whether or not the merger increases or decreases asymmetries 
amongst bidders. Where bidding processes are involved, mergers 
that lead to strong asymmetries between bidders or which 
strengthen existing asymmetries (especially where there is common 
value uncertainty) may have a significant effect on competition.  

1.20 There are a range of qualitative checks and quantitative techniques 
that might be considered when assessing mergers in markets 
characterised by bidding processes. We develop a checklist of 
qualitative markers to be considered at a first stage and consider 
natural experiments and merger simulation exercises for use at a 
second stage. 

Empirical techniques 

1.21 The use of empirical techniques for estimating auction models is an 
active area for current research. However, many of these 
techniques are complex and require significant amounts of data 
from repeated bidding processes, which may be a practical 
impediment to use. There are a variety of simple techniques for the 
analysis of patterns of winning, losing or bids made, which we 
discuss in Annexe C. However, statistically robust conclusions 
typically require many observations of a repeated process. It is 
important not to misinterpret chance runs of winning (or losing) as 
implying competition is weak, as intuition is often a poor guide in 
such cases. We find that the detection of collusion can be difficult 
from outcome data alone, as sophisticated collusive schemes can 
create an illusion of competition. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Auctions and bidding processes are increasingly being used in order 
to effect transactions (both in the private and the public sector), 
and are gaining greater prominence in the analysis of competition.  
A number of arguments have been advanced to suggest that 
competition in markets where bidding processes play a prominent 
role needs to be analysed differently by competition authorities. In 
particular, on some occasions it has been argued that high levels of 
concentration are not indicative of market power and even that 
competition between only two firms can be sufficient. It has also 
been noted that regulated markets characterised by bidding 
processes are likely not to exhibit problems where regulatory 
authorities themselves are responsible for setting the rules of an 
auction.  

2.2 Academic literature, however, suggests that a number of these 
assertions remain unfounded. Markets characterised by bidding 
processes are likely to face similar issues in competition 
assessments as more conventional situations. We will find that 
many traditional methods of understanding and assessing 
competition remain applicable even if bidding processes are 
involved. 

2.3 The OFT's objectives in commissioning this piece of research were 
to develop a practical guide to key implications of the literature and 
to draw out those underlying assumptions that should be used to 
model bidding competition within markets.  

2.4 The OFT highlighted four key research areas: 

! drawing out the implications for competition issues from 
economic theory and the modelling bidding processes 

! qualitative assessments of bids and bidding behaviour 

! quantitative assessments of bids and bidding behaviour, 
including worked examples of relevant analysis, and 

! production of a practical guide for case handlers. 
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2.5 This report seeks to addresses these issues, and is structured as 
follows:  

! Chapter 3 summarises, by way of preliminary remarks, 
what constitutes a bidding process, why bidding processes 
are employed and whether similar competition issues arise 
in markets characterised by bidding processes as 
compared with those in more traditional markets. 

! The remaining Chapters address the practical analytical 
concerns likely to be faced by a competition authority. 
Chapter 4 considers issues relevant for the definition of 
markets. Chapter 5 considers the determination of 
dominance. Chapter 6 assesses the likelihood of collusion 
and the assessment of joint dominance. Finally, Chapter 7 
assesses mergers where there are bidding processes.  

! There are three annexes to this report. Annexe A provides 
further details on the different forms of bidding processes 
and discusses common and private values, winner’s curse 
and bidder asymmetries. Annexe B summarises relevant 
competition cases involving bidding processes. Finally, 
Annexe C examines some simple numerical experiments 
showing how dominance and collusion can be assessed 
using simple econometric techniques.    
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3 COMPETITION IN MARKETS WITH BIDDING PROCESSES: 
SOME PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

3.1 Before embarking on a discussion of how one should analyse the 
various practical issues with which competition authorities are 
likely to be faced – ranging from market definition and the 
assessment of potentially anti-competitive behaviour to the 
evaluation of proposed mergers – it is helpful to review briefly 
some of the basic concepts from the economic theory of auctions 
and bidding processes. We begin by establishing what we mean by 
a bidding process. We then consider why bidding processes may be 
used, and what – if any – impact the use of bidding processes has 
on competition.  

What is a bidding process? 

3.2 What are the economic characteristics of bidding processes and is 
there anything different about markets characterised by their use? 
There are numerous examples of bidding processes in everyday 
use, for example: 

! the procurement of inputs by a company through a 
competitive tender process 

! the sale of land or property through a public auction 

! the auctioning of rights to exploit intellectual property (for 
example rights to broadcast sports) 

! the sale of assets requiring potential purchasers to bid for 
all or part of the assets 

! public procurement through competitive tender processes 

! the auctioning of rights or concessions to use public 
assets (for example radio spectrum or oil tracts) 

! the sale of a product by a consumer using an on-line 
auction such as eBay, or 
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! the sale of paintings and antiques by traditional auction 
houses. 

3.3 Bidding processes are used both for buying and selling. In order to 
cover both cases, we adopt the terminology that: 

! the bid-taker is the single party running the bidding 
process,1 and 

! bidders are the competing participants within the bidding 
process. 

3.4 For example, in a procurement tender, the bid-taker is the buyer 
and bidders are sellers. In a competitive tender for sports rights the 
bid-taker is the rights holder, and bidders are potential buyers. Most 
of our following discussion about how bidding processes operate 
applies equally well to cases where the bid-taker is the seller and to 
those where it is the buyer.  

3.5 There have been attempts by competition authorities to identify the 
characteristic features of bidding processes when assessing 
particular cases. For example, the European Commission's decision 
on the Pirelli/BICC merger in 2000 has identified the following 
factors as being characteristic of a bidding process: 

! tenders take place infrequently 

! the value of individual contracts is significant for suppliers 
(that is the contract is be large or 'lumpy' from the 
perspective of the supplier), and 

 

                                      

1 Very often, the bid-taker will design and run the bidding process. However, it is not 
essential that the bid-taker sets the rules of the bidding processes. Sometimes, there 
may be an intermediary setting the rules of bidding process and bid-takers must 
conform to these. eBay is an example of this situation, where it acts as an 
intermediary who sets the rules of the process that bid-takers (that is sellers) must 
use. Many financial markets conform to this model, where buyers and sellers make 
requests that are matched through an intermediary. 
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! there tends to be a single successful bidder, that is the 
'winner takes all'.2 

3.6 However, none of these features are truly essential to a bidding 
process, and it is easy to show that bidding processes do not need 
to have these characteristics. 

! Bidding processes can be repeated: It is not necessary that 
bidding processes are infrequent. Bidding processes may 
be repeated over time, with individual contracts being 
relatively small. This is perfectly consistent with our 
definition of a bidding process provided that the 
parameters of each bidder's bid are chosen anew in each 
auction. For example, the UK power pool involves a 
sequence of auctions to supply generating capacity during 

                                      

2 See European Commission (2000a). In March 2000, the European Commission received 
notification of a proposed acquisition of part of BICC by Pirelli. Pirelli was an Italian 
company specialising in the production of power cables, whereas BICC was a British 
company, which also produced cables in addition to copper, aluminium and fibre optic 
wire products. In light of these business interests, the Commission decided that the 
relevant product markets for its subsequent analysis could be defined as two separate 
markets: one for low and medium voltage cables (LV/MV cables) and the other for high 
and extra high voltage cables (HV/EHV). Before analysing the effects of the merger in 
these economic markets, the Commission presented a general analysis of the power 
cable industry. They noted that over the past 15 years, the power cable industry had 
been subject to considerable change. In the past, national suppliers traditionally met 
the cabling requirements of national utilities and therefore the industry was essentially 
‘closed’. However, the widespread liberalisation of electricity markets and the 
introduction of the EC public procurement regime aimed at eliminating discrimination 
between suppliers from different Member States, had had a significant impact on the 
structure of the industry. Liberalisation coupled with falling demand and stricter utility 
investment budgets had created industry-wide excess capacity and a significant fall in 
cable prices, resulting in a number of firms leaving the industry. It was within this 
context that the Commission analysed the impact of the proposed merger. The 
Commission cited a number of factors as important in its decision on the merger 
between Pirelli and BICC, the majority of which related to the presence of bidding 
markets in the power cable industry. 
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short periods of each day. This is a frequently repeated 
bidding process.3  

! Competition in bidding processes is not necessarily 
'lumpy': The requirement that the outcome of an individual 
bidding process is significant for the bidder is closely 
linked with tenders being infrequent. Clearly if an auction 
is repeated frequently, it might not matter much to a 
bidder if it loses in a particular instance. However, some 
bidding processes may indeed have a 'bet the farm' 
aspect. For example, in specialist public procurement, such 
as defence, the bidder may have few alternative sources 
of demand other than the public sector. Nevertheless, a 
bidding process may not be 'lumpy' if a bidder is involved 
with a large number of bid-takers even where these have 
highly differentiated demands. For example, a large 
construction company may be bidding in a number of 
tender processes for contracts that are small relative to its 
total supply capacity. Hence 'bet the farm' is not an 
essential aspect of a bidding process. 

! Winner may not take all: Finally, 'winner takes all' is not 
an essential feature of a bidding process. For example, 
some auctions involve multiple units being sold 
simultaneously and there may be multiple winners.4 Again 
this feature is somewhat interlinked to bidding processes 

                                      

3 A complication with the notion of competition occurring anew with each auction is that 
sometimes winning one auction may confer advantages in later bidding processes. For 
example, winning one procurement contract may assist in winning future contracts. 
There may be competition in earlier bidding processes to gain incumbency advantages 
that can be exploited in later bidding processes, creating a link across a sequence of 
bidding processes. Even though proper understanding of how competition operates 
does require consideration of the dynamics created by such incumbency advantages, 
bids are still set for each individual auction, and we have therefore the characteristic 
feature of a bidding process. 

4 For example, carbon dioxide abatement auctions, electricity generating capacity 
auctions, gas transmission or storage capacity auction, Treasury bond auctions and 
many radio spectrum auctions all feature multiple winners. In some of these cases, 
there may be many winners. 
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being infrequent, as otherwise winning or losing in one 
particular instance might be immaterial. 

3.7 It may be tempting (though similarly misleading, as we argue 
below) to equate bidding processes with the use of a formal tender 
or auction process for transactions between two parties. However, 
the presence of such a formal process is neither necessary nor 
sufficient for there to be a bidding process. Nevertheless, formal 
auction processes provide a good starting point for identifying what 
characterises a bidding process. The following three everyday 
examples of auction processes are quite different in terms of their 
rules and how they are implemented, but it is possible to identify a 
number of common general features that help in identifying the 
economic characteristics of bidding processes. 

Box 3.1: Dutch flower auctions 

Holland has been famous for its flower auctions for many years. On each 
business day of the year, huge quantities of flowers and plants are traded 
through a Dutch auction process. For example, the largest flower auction in 
Holland, Verenigde Bloemenveilingen Aalsmeer, sells more than 22 million 
flowers and plants a day supplied by over 5400 international growers, providing 
a daily turnover in excess of 6.6 million Euros.  

The auction is organised as follows: Flowers and plants are delivered to the 
auction house either on the morning of the auction or the evening before. Upon 
arrival, they are sorted according to quality and are placed on carts comprising a 
number of containers of flowers and plants of a similar quality. These carts then 
pass in front of the auction clock, at which stage the bidding process begins. 
As the time on the clock declines from 100, the price declines and the first 
person to submit a bid secures the item (where that may be any number of 
containers of flowers and plants on the cart in front of the clock). If the bidder 
does not want to purchase the entire cart on display, the extra containers of 
plants and flowers remain in the auction process and the price continues to 
decline until all are sold. 

 

Box 3.2: Price drop TV 

Price-Drop TV is both a TV channel and a website (www.price-drop.tv) 
specialising in auctions of a range of consumer goods, including for example 
homeware, electrical goods, clothes and jewellery. TV viewers participate in the 
auction by placing telephone bids alongside online shoppers who participate via 
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the internet. These TV viewers and online shoppers give Price-Drop TV a 
customer base of over 2 million.5  

The auction process begins with free registration, during which customers 
provide their credit card details. They then search for products they want to buy 
(using either the search function on the internet or the product preview function 
of the TV channel). These products are sold using a falling price bidding process 
and are either auctioned one at a time, or a number of identical products are 
offered simultaneously. Bidders drop into this auction process at the price they 
are willing to pay, the price continues to fall until each product is sold and every 
buyer pays the lowest price.  

Buyers are able to use the 'previous product sales' section of the website as a 
source of information on previous auctions. This section includes data on the 
date and time of previous auctions, the type and quantity of products sold and 
the final price at which they sold. For example between the 10th and 14th 
August 2006, identical paper shredders were sold in batches of varying 
quantities for the following prices, which demonstrate significant variation: 

 

Date and Time Quantity Sold Closing Price per Item 
10th August, 20.51 1 £24.23 
12th August, 11.05 1 £18.81 
12th August, 22.14 150 £15.99 
12th August, 22.48 1 £31.09 
14th August, 10.49 20 £23.99 
14th August, 22.38 1 £20.46  

 

Box 3.3: Sotheby's Auction Houses 

Sotheby's auction houses use an 'English' auction process to sell a variety of 
specialist, and often rare, goods such as antiques, paintings and fine wines. 
Bidders are able to participate in the auction either in person at the auction 
house, or by making commission bids in absentia, bidding by telephone or on 
occasions by bidding over the internet. Those bidding in person participate in 
the process by simply raising their paddles when the auctioneer calls out the 
appropriate price they are willing to pay. The bid increments for each lot are 
decided by the auctioneer and are usually not more than 10 per cent of the 
previous price bid. The auctioneer will continue to increase the price until only 
one bidder remains. This successful bidder obtains the good at the 'hammer 
price' plus an additional 'buyer's premium' which accrues to the auction house 
and any taxes. 

 

                                      

5 Source: www.price-drop.tv 
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3.8 A common feature of all three examples is that one party to a 
transaction is committing to a pre-announced policy for selecting 
between potential counterparties, rather than simply exercising 
discretion in choosing between offers. In a bidding process, the bid-
taker is committing to a policy for selecting amongst bidders, 
hoping that this will create clear high-powered incentives for 
bidders that lead to effective competition amongst them.  

3.9 The rules that the bid-taker will follow are anticipated by the 
bidders and so determine their incentives. The actions of bidders 
are tailored to the rules that the bid-taker has set, so competition is 
specific to that instance of bidding process. For example, in the 
procurement setting, this means that bidders are effectively 
competing for each and every customer. 

3.10 For example, in a procurement process, the buyer sets rules for 
how the winning supplier will be determined. By contrast, in a 
conventional posted-prices market, sellers post prices and buyers 
choose suppliers retaining full discretion over the choice of 
counterparty.  

3.11 The fact that the bid-taker commits to a pre-announced policy for 
choosing a counterparty does not remove all scope for discretion. 
The bid-taker's policy may be very explicit and clear-cut in some 
cases, but involve some subjective assessment in others. For 
example, in a procurement tender, the bid-taker may check bids for 
compliance with pre-specified criteria and then simply take the 
cheapest. In more complex situations, it might be necessary to 
form some assessment of the quality of the bids, not just their 
price. For example, subjective assessment would be central to an 
architectural competition, but bids would still need to follow rules 
set out by the bid-taker. 

3.12 Last but not least, in all of these cases competition between 
bidders is specific to one particular instance of a bidding process 
(so bidders are not optimising their behaviour against demand or 
supply en masse). For instance, in a sequence of flower auctions or 
auctions for fine art a bidder has the option to change how it is 
bidding from one auction to the next. If some strong rivals go home 
early or if prices in earlier auctions are higher than expected, a 
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bidder's behaviour might change. Therefore, the bidder is not 
determining a policy that applies to a mass of transactions, but 
rather it is re-optimising for each and every transaction. In contrast, 
a seller setting a posted price that will apply to all buyers is 
optimising against the anticipated behaviour of a mass of agents; 
the price reflects a compromise relative to setting individualised 
prices for each and every buyer. We say that the seller is 
optimising 'en masse'. 

3.13 Thus, the following four features are characteristic of a bidding 
process: 

! the bid-taker proposes some process for receiving bids and 
selecting amongst bidders based on a comparison of their 
offers 

! bidders can anticipate what rules will be used and prepare 
their offers in that knowledge 

! the bid-taker's process for selecting amongst bidders 
determines the incentives for competition amongst them, 
and 

! competition between bidders is specific to one particular 
instance of a bidding process. 

3.14 In particular, the fact that competition is specific to one particular 
instance of a bidding process is critical and provides a litmus test 
for identifying bidding processes. For example, a market in which 
suppliers post prices and buyers search for the best offer may be 
said to have the first three of the four features necessary for a 
bidding process, but not the last. Suppliers may be able to 
anticipate how buyers will choose between the offers they receive; 
they might even be able to anticipate how individual customers 
would behave faced with particular prices. However, prices are not 
set specifically with a view to the decisions made by particular 
customers, but rather with a view to the behaviour of customers en 
masse. In a posted-prices market, suppliers are setting prices less 
frequently than buyers make their purchasing decisions, in contrast 
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to a bidding process where prices are chosen subsequent to a 
buyer committing to a particular rule for selecting suppliers.6 

3.15 Formal auctions clearly demonstrate these four features. The rules 
under which bids are made and the winner (or winners) determined 
may be codified in exhaustive detail. Radio spectrum auctions 
provide a good example of this – efforts are usually made to define 
the auction process as completely as possible and to ensure that 
bidders understand how the process will operate. Therefore, 
bidders can anticipate the consequences of making particular bids, 
as the auction process will determine winners in a predictable 
manner. Of course, this does not mean that bidders will know what 
other bidders will do, only that they know how the bid-taker will 
choose the winner given the bids received. Competition between 
bidders is specific to the auction at hand; bidders decide what to 
bid in that auction, rather than setting a generalised pricing policy 
for all similar auctions. Changing the auction rules might well elicit 
a different response from bidders as their behaviour will be 
optimised depending on both the auction rules and their anticipation 
of what other bidders might do. 

3.16 However, it is not necessary that the rules are formalised to the 
extent found in such auctions, or formal procurement tenders. 
Consider a sequence of bilateral negotiations between a buyer and 
potential sellers. If the buyer is not following a particular policy for 
selecting amongst potential sellers that is known in advance to 
sellers, this is not a bidding process. For example, the buyer might 
choose to accept the first offer that is considered to be acceptable 
rather than based on a comparative evaluation of offers in a way 
that can be anticipated by suppliers. However, if suppliers knew in 
advance that the buyer was likely to seek a minimum number of 
offers and take the cheapest, there would be a bidding process 
even though the buyer does not necessarily need to announce and 

                                      

6 A market with posted prices can be transformed into a market characterised by bidding 
process if a customer goes back to suppliers and asks them to improve on their 
standard offer, with suppliers knowing that their offers will be compared. It is not 
uncommon for suppliers to post headline prices, even though there might be 
individualised competition for customers through discounts. Therefore, bidding 
processes can be relevant even where there are headline posted prices. 
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commit to such a policy. The rule for selecting offers needs to be 
anticipated by the bidders; however, it does not need to have been 
communicated in any particular way. Bidding processes may be 
informal and operate without a set of rules being communicated to 
potential bidders by the bid-taker. 

Box 3.4: Hiring a builder: an example of an informal bidding 
process 

Consider the simple example of a householder wanting to hire a builder to 
undertake a building job. Clearly, formal procurement processes are seldom 
used in this situation. Nevertheless, the householder might inform each builder 
that she is seeking quotes from a number of builders in the area. She might 
even go further and specify the criteria that she will be using, such as taking 
the cheapest quote subject to the offer providing a realistic costing and 
meeting certain quality thresholds.  

This places the builders effectively into a sealed bid auction. However, even if 
the householder does not announce that she is seeking other quotes, each 
builder may well anticipate that its bid will be judged against the bids of other 
builders. They may reckon that for a large ticket item where the householder is 
unlikely to be able to estimate the cost, she would be unlikely to be pursuing a 
strategy of sequential negotiation with different builders, as she would have 
little idea about whether a quote was good value or not. Therefore, the 
builders might expect, on the usual behaviour of householders, that the 
householder will seek a number of quotes and compare them. Bidders may be 
able to form realistic expectations on likely competition from knowing about 
other builders in the local area.  

This sealed bid process may be easily transformed into an open bid process if 
the householder shares information on the quotes amongst the builders. For 
example, she might show the best offer to the next highest bidder and see if 
they can beat this. This may well undermine the ability of the householder to 
demand last and final offers from the builders, as they may well expect to 
have a good chance of being able to improve their offers. In turn, this may 
lead to higher initial offers.7 

Although the builders cannot be quite sure of what rules the householder will 
adopt in processing their bids, they have a fair degree of certainty that their 
quotes will be subject to a comparative assessment. Therefore, we can have a  

bidding process established by prior expectations on the part of bidders about 

                                      

7 It is wrong to think that open processes are necessarily more competitive than sealed 
bids simply because bidders can raise their offers. Whether an open or sealed bid 
process is better for the seller depends on the circumstances. See Annexe A for a 
discussion.  
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how the bid-taker will act, rather than any formal rules being issued. 

 

3.17 Conversely, the existence of formal rules does not per se give rise 
to a bidding process. Klemperer (2005) quotes the example of 
priceline.com as a tricky case of an auction-based marketplace that 
is not a bidding process according to our definitions. Priceline is an 
internet-based auction where customers indicate their willingness 
to pay for airline tickets and hotel rooms, amongst other things. At 
first sight, this would appear to be a form of reverse auction, with 
airlines and hotels bidding for customers. However, where it is 
impractical to bid for each and every customer on an individual 
basis some airlines and hotels bid through pre-specified rules. In 
these cases, both the supplier and the buyer are bidding through 
pre-specified rules (what might be called agent-based or proxy 
bids). However, the supplier may be changing its bidding rule 
infrequently or optimising it against the behaviour of buyers en 
masse. 
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Box 3.5: Priceline.com – not a true bidding market 

Priceline.com and its UK-subsidiary Priceline.co.uk are web-based 
intermediaries offering a variety of services and products, including flights and 
hotels. Their 'Name your own price' service allows customers to submit a bid 
for specified services, which may be accepted by a supplier. 

For example, their hotel service works as follows: 

! Customers state the city where they want to stay and travel dates. 

! They are then provided with general information about the choice of 
accommodation available in the city, and specific fixed price offers 
(which they may accept as an alternative to naming their own price). 

! They select an area of the city where they want to stay and a 
minimum quality threshold (based on a hotel star rating), and name 
the price they are willing to pay. A bid cannot be withdrawn is 
committing, and credit card information must be supplied alongside 
the bid. 

! Their offer may be accepted by any one hotel that meets the specified 
criteria. According to Priceline, a decision will normally be made 
within 60 seconds. Priceline operates a system of first-look, where 
one airline or hotel is offered the chance to accept or reject a bid 
made by a potential buyer. The first-look supplier is selected through 
a series of criteria such as its market share or the number of previous 
first-looks offered to it.  

! If a bid is rejected, then the same offer, either at the same or higher 
price, cannot be submitted again for at least 24 hours. However, a 
new offer can be made instantly, if the bidder is willing to extend the 
area or reduce the minimum quality.  

At first sight, this may appear to be a form of reverse auction in which hotels 
compete to match customer offers. However, in some cases, airlines or hotels 
may pre-specify a minimum price that they are willing to accept (where this is 
an easier option than reviewing individual bids). Therefore, in such cases, the 
process is more akin to a sealed bid auction with the seller setting a reserve 
price, but not revealing this to bidders. Over time, hotels may adjust this 
reserve price either in response to the behaviour of bidders en masse, or to 
specific bids. 

It can be seen that this approach has some of the features of a bidding 
market. There are rules for selecting between hotels based on their offers and 
incentives for competition amongst hotels to post lower prices so as to win 
customers. However, competition amongst hotels may not always be specific 
to each bidding process and hotels may optimise their prices in response to 
demand en masse. 
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Why are bidding processes used? 

3.18 Having identified the key features of bidding processes, and having 
discussed how such processes are (sometimes only marginally) 
different from ‘normal’ market transactions, we now consider why 
bidding processes might be used instead of relying on a 
'conventional' posted-prices market.8 Reasons for using bidding 
processes include the following (amongst others):9  

3.19 Bespoke requirements: A procurement tender, for example, may be 
used where it is more efficient for buyers to define the specific 
characteristics of products that would meet their requirements 
rather than for suppliers to define standardised products. Buyers 
may have differentiated requirements, and it may therefore be 
inefficient for sellers to develop a range of standardised goods and 
services given that these may fail to match the requirements of 
buyers. For example, a construction contract will be tailored 
according to what the buyer needs, and it would be clearly 
inefficient for construction companies to specify prices and 
technical details for a large range of conceivable construction 

                                      

8 Of course, the notion of a 'conventional market' is somewhat artificial. There are many 
ways in which markets are organised and in which competition occurs. For example, 
suppliers might make offers to customers on standardised products. These offers could 
be quite complex even if they are pre-specified, for example where they include 
quantity discounts. Alternatively, there may be bilateral negotiations between buyers 
and sellers, possibly alongside buyers having an outside option of searching for 
alternative sellers. There may be intermediaries bringing buyers and sellers together, 
such as with commodities markets. In practice a number of different modes of 
transacting may be used in parallel within the same economic market, and modes of 
transacting used in practice may be an amalgam of various theoretical models. 

9 In practice, history may also have an important role in why particular market 
organisations occur. In situations where there are many buyers and many sellers, it 
may be difficult to move from one form of market organisation to another. Changing 
the mode of transacting may create a coordination problem, as buyers may be 
unwilling to switch to a different way of transacting until sellers do so and vice-versa. 
It may also create benefits for one side of the market, but be costly to the other, 
leading to a roadblock on change. Therefore, market organisation may demonstrate 
considerable hysteresis. 
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projects from which buyers could choose. Tender processes may 
be a natural response to suppliers not knowing what buyers need.10  

3.20 Hold-up issues for suppliers: Suppliers may be wary of engaging in 
specific investments prior to contracting with buyers, and so wait 
for demands from buyers to occur rather than posting prices for 
standard products. This is because suppliers may fear hold-up from 
buyers who may be able to force them down to price at levels at 
which they are unable to recover the costs of the sunk investment. 
Therefore, suppliers may be unwilling to invest and offer products 
prior to receiving a commitment to buy. Given this, buyers cannot 
simply select amongst a number of pre-existing products or 
services offered by different suppliers.  

3.21 Sellers know little about demand: A common reason for sellers to 
use auctions and bidding processes is that often the seller will have 
little idea about the potential demand for the item they are selling. 
There may not be an existing market for the item in question with a 
sufficient volume of trade to provide a reference price. If the seller 
tried posting a price, there would be no guarantee that it might not 
be too high – in which case the item would not sell – or too low – 
in which case the seller would be losing potential revenues and 
would need to ration demand in some way. Auctions and bidding 
processes can elicit information about the valuation of buyers and 
avoid this problem. 

                                      

10 Note that the efficient market organisation is a function of both supply and demand 
conditions. Demand for construction services is highly differentiated. There are no 
strong economies of scale from building contractors limiting themselves to offering 
only a standardised range of building projects. Therefore, it is efficient for sellers to 
respond to buyers' needs. Contrast this with, say, selling nuts and bolts, where there 
are strong economies of scale in manufacturing a small range of standardised products 
as these can provide a reasonable match to needs. 
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3.22 Bidding process may help to reduce uncertainty: Depending on the 
structure of the bidding process, buyers (or sellers in a procurement 
setting) may be able to learn something about the information of 
other bidders. If participants have imperfect information, the 
bidding process can aggregate this information and lead to more 
efficient outcomes. 
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3.23 Bidding process can generate higher surplus for the bid taker:11 In 
some cases, using a bidding process can increase the surplus 
enjoyed by the bid-taker even when compared with negotiations 
where the bid-taker would otherwise have some bargaining power. 
This is because the bid-taker can induce potential counterparties to 
compete more strongly with each other.  

                                      

11Bulow and Klemperer (1996) show that, under certain conditions, allocating   products 
through a bidding process will yield a seller greater revenue than if he were to allocate 
those products through a negotiation process. More specifically, they find that an 
English auction with n+1 bidders, in which the seller has no bargaining power and 
there is no reserve price will be more profitable than an optimally structured 
negotiation process with n bidders in which the seller has bargaining power. This leads 
Bulow and Klemperer (1996, p 180) to conclude that 'no amount of bargaining power 
is as valuable to the seller as attracting one extra bone fide bidder'. 

  Bulow and Klemperer (1996) use the following simple worked example to illustrate why 
the competition effect of an extra bidder is more valuable than negotiating power and 
that the difference may be considerable:  

  Suppose there are two sellers of a good, call them seller A and seller B. Both sellers 
place a value of zero on the good in question and so will sell at any positive price.  

  Seller A chooses to trade the good via a negotiation process with one buyer whose 
private value is drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Assuming risk 
neutrality on the part of both seller and buyer, if seller A offers a take-it or leave-it 
price of p then it will sell the item if the buyer has a valuation above p, which happens 
with probability 1-p. Therefore, the seller's profit is p(1-p), which is optimised by 
setting a take-it or leave-it price of p=½. This offer has an expected probability of 
acceptance of ½ and, therefore, has an associated expected profit of ¼.  

  Seller B chooses to trade the good via an open English auction with no reserve price. In 
this form of auction, the price increases until there is just one bidder left (we discuss 
this and other auction formats in the following chapter). Suppose that there are two 
serious bidders, both of whom have private values drawn uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 1. In this case the expected profit is simply the lower of the bidders’ 
values, as this is the lowest price at which the weaker bidder would drop out and the 
stronger bidder win. On average, the price and hence the profit is 1/3. This is the 
average value of the smallest of the two uniformly distributed valuations (a so-called 
order statistic). 

    With solution techniques borrowed from monopoly theory, Bulow and Klemperer (1996) 
show how this result can be generalised. However it should be noted that their analysis 
relies on a number of assumptions, including a restriction placed on the private value of 
the extra bidder in the auction setting. Nevertheless, their results demonstrate the 
potential benefit to a bid-taker of using an auction procedure, as competition amongst 
bidders can elicit information that negotiation would not have. 
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Is competition different when there are bidding processes? 

3.24 A number of potential reasons are often advanced as to why 
bidding processes lead to more intense competition and why 
competition concerns might be less relevant in cases where bidding 
processes are used as the main mode of transacting, including: 

! the notion that bid-takers enjoy countervailing power and 
can ensure that bidders compete effectively with each 
other 

! the idea that bidding processes involve high stakes, which 
in turn induce intense competition 

! the claim that bidding processes give rise to Bertrand-style 
competition, in which two players are sufficient to 
guarantee a competitive outcome, and 

! the notion that bidding processes reduce search costs. 

Bid-takers do not necessarily enjoy countervailing power 

3.25 Bidding processes can be useful for bid-takers wishing to create 
competition amongst bidders. Indeed, a commonly held view is that 
in markets with bidding processes, competition concerns are 
alleviated by the fact that the bid-taker generally enjoys some form 
of countervailing power, and has both an incentive to make bidders 
compete aggressively and the means to encourage such intense 
competition.  

3.26 This conclusion is highly premature. Just because a bidding process 
may be the most advantageous mode of transaction from the 
perspective of a bid taker does not suggest that the bid-taker 
generally enjoys some form of market power. Tender processes are 
commonly used in sectors where there are differentiated consumer 
requirements and weak scale economies. In this case, the use of 
bidding process is the efficient way of transacting not a sign of 
buyers having a strong position relative to suppliers and so being 
able to dictate the terms under which competition occurs. Rather, 
the nature of demand and the cost conditions favour a market 
organisation in which the buyer defines the product or service being 
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supplied. For example, buyers of construction services typically do 
not have any buyer power, yet buyers commonly run tender 
processes. Even the simple examples discussed above illustrate 
that sometimes one side of the market may take the initiative in 
setting the mode of competition because of the fundamental 
characteristics of demand and the costs that make this efficient, 
rather than because that side of the market has market power.  

3.27 As we discuss in more detail in Annexe A, the competition 
amongst bidders may be affected by the specific rules governing 
the bidding process. Often, the bid-taker will be able to select the 
most appropriate bidding process. However, there are often 
limitations to what the bid-taker may be able to achieve. For 
example, it may be difficult for the bid-taker to commit to a one-
shot sealed bid process where subsequent revised bids are not 
considered, thus undermining the effectiveness of such a rule in 
terms of giving sharp incentives to bidders to compete.  

3.28 In addition, although incentives for bidders to participate in a 
bidding process may be affected by the choice of rules, the bid-
taker may face a small number of bidders even with the most 
attractive rules. This will typically worsen the outcomes achievable 
for the bid-taker relative to there being more bidders and tougher 
competition. Therefore, questions such as the presence of entry 
barriers or scale economies that may limit competition are just as 
relevant when there are bidding processes. This structural factor 
will always be more important in determining the effectiveness of 
competition than the rules for auctions or bidding processes. 

High stakes do not imply strong competition 

3.29 The 'high stakes' theory of competition being tough where bidding 
processes are involved appears to underpin the European 
Commission's Pirelli/BICC decision. Whilst the Commission 
acknowledged that the presence of bidding processes 'does not 
automatically ensure effective competition in highly concentrated 
markets', it explicitly took into account the fact that the 
procurement process for HV/EHV power cables involved infrequent 
tenders, each of which assigned a sizeable contract to a single 
successful bidder creating an incentive to bid aggressively. In light 
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of this and given the industry structure, they concluded that there 
was insufficient evidence that acquisition would create a dominant 
position for Pirelli/BICC.12 The underlying logic is that if bidding 
processes are 'winner takes all', infrequent and individually 
important to bidders, clearly each bidder will have a lot riding on 
the outcome of the auction. 

3.30 A number of issues arise with regard to the notion that high stakes 
imply intense competition. First, as noted above, bidding processes 
are not necessarily characterised by 'high stakes' (infrequent, 
sizeable winner-takes-all contests). Second, even where bidding 
processes do involve 'high stakes', we need to be careful to 
distinguish what the real driver of competitive intensity is in such a 
situation, that is whether bidders compete vigorously because of 
the use of a bidding process or simply because of the cost and 
demand conditions associated with 'high stakes' situations for 
suppliers. 

3.31 High stakes situations may arise in industries where large sunk 
investments are needed and the incremental costs of winning a 
bidding process are relatively low. An example is defence 
contracting where there is a strong R&D component. Where bidders 
have already incurred sunk costs, they will be happy to receive any 
contribution to recovering these and so competition could drive 
prices down even to incremental cost. Therefore, these situations 
might see quite competitive outcomes simply because sunk 
investments or current idle capacity needs to be made use of.  

3.32 In such cases, competitive outcomes are a function of the cost 
structure of the industry rather than a result of suppliers having 
been involved in bidding processes. Even if the market were 

                                      

12 The Commission also took into account the nature of bidding processes in the LV/MV 
market, noting that although transactions took place more frequently in this market, 
buyer power on the part of utilities would be able to counteract any dominant 
behaviour among bidders. Again this led the Commission to conclude that there was a 
small risk of oligopolistic dominance as a result of the merger and the merger was 
cleared. Pirelli's market share in 1999-2000 in the HV/EHV market was 30-40 per 
cent whereas BICC’s was 5-15 per cent. For LV cable, Pirelli’s share was 20-30 per 
cent and BICC’s was 1-10 per cent whereas for MV cable, Pirelli’s share was 25-35 
per cent and BICC 1-10 per cent (European Commission (2000a, paragraphs 64, 66 
and 79)).  
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organised with purchasers using negotiations or suppliers posting 
prices, this would lead to intense competition under these 
conditions. There are likely to be strong incentives to compete for 
additional business whenever variable costs are small and fixed 
costs large, regardless of the mode of competition and the 
mechanism of transacting. 

3.33 Furthermore, high stakes do not by themselves guarantee 
effectively competitive outcomes. Even in high value auctions, 
outcomes will typically be affected by the number of competitors, 
as we will explore in more detail in the following chapter. Just 
because the outcome of a bidding process is crucial for a bidder, 
this does not mean that competition will be effective unless there is 
sufficient challenge from other bidders.  

3.34 Indeed, the very fact that the process is 'high stakes' might mean 
that there are few participants. For example, if a particular bidder is 
expected to have an advantage over others and stand a high 
chance of winning, it might be difficult to get other participants. 
Some radio spectrum auctions have demonstrated this clearly. For 
example, the Dutch 3G spectrum auction in 2000 was 'high stakes' 
for winners, as they were established incumbents with existing 
businesses to protect, yet there was little competition and licences 
were secured relatively cheaply compared with other auction 
processes in the EU. 

Bidding processes do not imply Bertrand competition 

3.35 Conventional oligopoly theory tells us that the intensity of 
competition in a posted-prices market depends on, amongst other 
factors, the sharpness with which consumers switch between 
competing suppliers in response to price changes. Where products 
are differentiated, a price increase may lead to only a modest 
reduction in demand. On the other hand, if different suppliers' 
products are similar, even a small price difference could lead to a 
significant number of customers switching. Hence it is natural to 
ask, whether bidding processes might lead to sharper competition 
because suppliers can anticipate a strong response if they raise 
prices, as this is pre-programmed through the rules of the bidding 
process?  
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3.36 The suggestion that competition is somehow sharpened by bid-
takers having predictable and discrete responses to bids has its 
starkest expression in the claim that competition in a bidding 
process is analogous to homogeneous Bertrand-style competition in 
a conventional market.13 There seem to be two (admittedly inter-
related) planks to this argument: 

! that the bid-taker's demand may 'switch' from one 
supplier to another discretely and in response to a small 
(even infinitesimal) change in one supplier’s bid if this 
changes the order of the bids, and 

! that the number of bidders does not matter much provided 
there are at least two. 

3.37 The presumption that competition in bidding processes can be 
tough even with a small number of players appears to have become 
quite pervasive amongst competition practitioners. For example, it 
was argued in defence of the merger of South African mining 
companies Murray & Roberts/The Cementation Company that  

'[i]n bidding markets … as long as there are at least two 
firms capable of making credible bids, competition can be as 
vigorous with two firms as with three or more' (Competition 
Tribunal (South Africa) (2004, paragraph 46), drawn from 
Lexecon (1995)).  

                                      

13 The homogeneous Bertrand model is often used to illustrate the outcome of price 
competition between firms. It is based on the following assumptions: (i) firms sell 
identical goods and consumers always buy from the cheapest firm; (ii) if the prices 
charged by firms are the same, demand is shared equally among those firms; (iii) 
firms play a one-shot non-collusive game in which they simultaneously choose the 
price at which to sell their output; (iv) firms are not capacity constrained and 
therefore they can meet all available demand; and (v) firms face identical constant 
marginal costs of production. Given these assumptions, the unique equilibrium 
solution is for each firm to charge a price equal to the marginal cost of production, 
and therefore each firm earns zero profit in equilibrium. This result holds for any 
number of firms greater or equal to two. Therefore, under these conditions, the 
number of firms is not relevant to outcomes provided there are at least two. 
Suppliers' behaviour does not depend on the number of other competitors (provided 
there is one). 
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3.38 This argument was raised in much the same form in the 
Competition Commission's recent Cott/McCaw merger case (see 
Competition Commission (2006) and Annexe B). Cott argued that 
they satisfied the typical definition of an ideal bidding market and 
that provided there were at least two firms in the market, this 
would be sufficient to ensure competition. 

3.39 In Annexe B, we list a number of merger cases in which bidding 
processes have featured. The large majority of these cases have 
lead to merger clearances. For example, of cases referred to the UK 
Competition Commission that featured bidding processes, only one 
has resulted in a finding of significant lessening of competition. We 
can only speculate whether this is the result of industries where 
bidding processes feature being in some way different, or whether 
a laxer approach has been taken. Nevertheless, there may be 
grounds for concern that arguments suggesting bidding processes 
are little affected by concentration have been treated with undue 
credence. 

3.40 The quotation from the mining merger cited above is a direct appeal 
to an analogy with homogeneous Bertrand competition, in that 
lowering a bid a little might lead to winning a procurement auction, 
much as in the same way undercutting one's rival in homogeneous 
Bertrand competition leads to capturing of the whole market (given 
the assumptions made). Therefore, the 'winner takes all' aspect of 
a bidding process mimics sharp switching behaviour of customers 
in the homogeneous Bertrand model. Although this argument has 
primarily been advanced in connection with outcomes being little 
affected by the number of competitors, it would also seem to imply 
that competition is necessarily sharp whenever there is a bidding 
process. 

3.41 However, the analogy with Bertrand competition does not generally 
hold. Often, even though there is 'sharp' switching in the sense 
that a bid-taker's choice depends only on the ranking of bids, 
bidders do not know what other bidders will do and so do not 
directly experience a 'sharp' price response when setting their bids. 
For example, Klemperer (2005) points out that in a sealed bid 
process, bidders anticipate a progressive reduction in the chance of 
winning if they make their bids less competitive, just as in a more 
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conventional setting a supplier posting prices faced by many buyers 
will anticipate a progressive reduction in demand as customers 
switch to competitors if price is increased. Therefore, it is not the 
case that competition in a bidding process is necessarily analogous 
to homogeneous Bertrand competition. Indeed, in many situations 
bidding behaviour will change progressively as the number of 
competitors change, unlike homogeneous Bertrand competition.  

3.42 In open bidding processes, bidding behaviour may be much less 
dependent on what other bidders do. For example, the terms of an 
offer might be improved until such point as the bidder is unable to 
improve it further profitably and this point may not depend on what 
others do. Nevertheless, even in this case the bid-taker typically 
enjoys a benefit from there being a greater number of bidders. 
Bidding processes select lowest cost suppliers or highest value 
buyers; the larger the field of bidders the bid-taker is selecting 
amongst, the better the outcomes it can expect to achieve.  

3.43 General conclusions are difficult; the specific rules governing the 
bidding process matter. The rules of bidding processes affect the 
information available to bidders, which may in turn affect the 
intensity with which they compete. Furthermore, the situation of 
bidders (particularly the existence of bidder asymmetries and the 
nature of bidders' uncertainty about costs or value) interacts with 
the rules of the bidding process to affect the nature of competition. 
We provide a brief review of different bidding processes, and the 
lessons that can be learnt from auction theory in terms of their 
relative performance in Annexe A. 

Do bidding processes avoid buyer search costs? 

3.44 A further argument for claiming more intense competition in the 
presence of bidding processes is that buyer search costs may not 
matter to the same extent as in a conventional posted-prices 
market. Consider again the example of a procurement tender. In 
this case, the buyer does not need to search for offers and select 
amongst them as in a more conventional market; buyers may come 
to the seller. In contrast, if we consider a conventional posted-
prices market, the buyer may need to search out and compare 
offers.  
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3.45 If the cost of searching out offers is significant, the buyer will need 
to decide whether to seek further offers or to make do with one of 
the offers it already has. Consumer choices may not necessarily be 
made under full information of all the offers available, potentially 
blunting the extent to which customers switch suppliers in 
response to price differences. In effect, consumers would behave 
as if products are differentiated, though the source of the friction in 
switching could be due to search costs rather than any true 
difference in the nature of the products. Clearly bidding processes 
avoid buyers having to incur search costs to find and select a 
supplier. By committing the buyer to respond sharply to the relative 
prices of offers, arguably this might provide sharper incentives for 
suppliers. 

3.46 This is a coherent, but not particularly compelling argument. In 
particular, where it is costly for a buyer to find sellers, similar 
considerations may apply to the tender process itself, as it may be 
costly for the buyer to identify potential suppliers, invite tenders 
and develop formal rules. This could limit participation in the 
bidding process. Drawing on our earlier example, any householder 
who has tried to organise a tender for building work knows of the 
costs of identifying and encouraging suppliers to bid. 

Summary 

3.47 We have seen that bidding processes involve a bid-taker 
committing to a policy for selecting the trading partner from a 
number of bidders who prepare their bids in light of this policy, and 
whose incentives are therefore shaped by the policy announced by 
the bid-taker. The litmus test for a bidding process is that bidders' 
strategies are tailored to the specific bidding process, and they 
optimise with regard to their competitors in that tender and against 
the rules set by the bid-taker, rather than against an anonymous 
market. Factors often associated with bidding processes – high 
stakes for bidders, or formal rules – are neither necessary nor 
sufficient for there being a bidding process. 

3.48 Bidding processes are used for a number of reasons related to the 
nature of supply and demand, and in particular to the level 
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information about the specific needs of buyers/sellers or the value 
of the traded item.  

3.49 There is no reason to assume that simply because a bidding 
process is being used, competition is necessarily more intense and 
competition concerns are less relevant. To make any statements 
about the relative toughness or softness of competition under 
different types of market organisation, we need to compare like 
with like. This is not easy to do empirically, as the way in which 
transactions occur in markets will typically be shaped by factors 
specific to each market,14 for example that it is more efficient for 
the buyer to specify requirement than for sellers to offer 
standardised products. These factors may or may not be correlated 
with underlying structural determinants of competitive intensity, 
such as the presence of entry or expansion barriers. This means 
that we need to be suspicious of claims that competition is more 
intense simply because bidding processes are involved. Unless we 
have some control market with similar cost and demand conditions 
but a different way of conducting transactions, statements such as 
this are not meaningful. 

3.50 Although we can draw a blurry distinction between the forms of 
'conventional' competition and bidding processes, in effect they are 
more similar than they are different. If a supplier raises its price, it 
may lose a customer who switches to an alternative supplier. It 
may make little difference in practice whether this occurs as a 
result of the customer searching around for a better offer and 
making a discretionary choice or through the pre-programmed 
operation of the rules of a bidding process. 

3.51 Before proceeding to a discussion of approaches to market 
definition in the case of bidding processes, it is worth stressing that 
our concern is not so much with bidding processes per se, as with 
economic markets where bidding processes are an important means 
of transacting. This means that:  

                                      

14 Theoretical studies on the impact of radically different market organisations are also 
rather thin to come by. One notable exception is a comparison of auctions with 
bargaining processes. The auction design literature has looked extensively at the 
impact of using different rules for auctions.  
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! We must start with an economic market in the usual sense 
of competition law, which in turn requires us to focus on 
substitutability rather than the way in which transactions 
come about. Consider the example of items sold on eBay, 
where sellers generally rely on bidding processes. It would 
be nonsensical to consider a market for 'goods sold on 
eBay', given the range of items on offer. If we consider 
one particular type of item (say bicycles), buyers typically 
have many substitutes available outside eBay, most of 
which do not involve the use of bidding processes.15 

! Within an economic market, bidding processes should be 
the norm rather than the exception. For example, house 
sales are more commonly conducted in England and Wales 
through negotiation than through bidding processes, 
though formal auctions are sometimes used. Therefore, an 
appropriately defined16 property market is not a market 

                                      

15  A rather different question is whether the listing and auction service supplied by eBay 
to sellers constitutes an economic market. This depends on what alternative means of 
transacting might be available to sellers. In many cases, we would expect sellers to 
have alternative means of reaching buyers. 

16  Market boundaries would have to be defined with regard to substitutability on the 
demand and the supply side in terms of the type of property (for example residential 
or commercial) and the geographic area (for example local, regional or national). 
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characterised by bidding processes even though auctions 
are sometimes used.17  

3.52 There are many examples that satisfy these two conditions. Many 
intermediate goods or services markets typically involve suppliers 
competing in tender processes, and where the majority of sales 
occur through such bidding processes.18 An example of a market 
where buyers compete through bidding processes, is sports rights 
where broadcasters submit bids in response to a bidding process 
set up by the rights holder.   

3.53 The following diagram summarises our discussion of what we mean 
by bidding processes, and how these factors can be taken into 
account when identifying markets characterised by bidding 
processes. 

                                      

17 In cases where some, but not all, transactions within a market occur through bidding 
processes, there is the question what proportion of transactions needs to occur 
through bidding processes for a market to be ‘characterised by a bidding process’? 
This is a difficult question to answer in the abstract because the ways in which 
markets are organised and competition occurs are varied, so conclusions are likely to 
be highly case-specific. What matters for the conduct of competition is the proportion 
of suppliers' profits that is exposed to the outcome of bidding processes. This 
depends strongly on the proportion of revenues that suppliers earn though bidding 
processes. However, in some sectors, winning a major high-profile contract through a 
bidding process may assist in winning other sales from smaller customers made 
though a different mechanism. For example, a major public sector contract might be 
seen as a signal of quality when competing for other contracts (consider, for example, 
computer software). Alternatively, there might be strong economies of scale for 
suppliers, so winning a large contract through a procurement process may be a 
necessary condition for being able to serve smaller customers with similar products or 
services. In such cases, bidding processes may have a more important role in 
competition than their immediate revenue contribution would suggest. Further case-
specific analysis is likely to be necessary in these cases. For example, if larger 
customers purchase through bidding processes, but smaller ones do not, it may be 
necessary to consider the possibility of price discrimination by the seller; the price 
achieved by large customers may not constrain the price for small customers and so 
competition might be occurring separately for large customers. 

18 There have been a number of recent merger cases concerned with such markets, for 
example communications satellites (Boeing/Hughes, European Commission (2000b)); 
specialist microscopes (Carl Zeiss/Bio-Rad Laboratories, Competition Commission 
(2004a)); logistics supply for healthcare; and helicopter transport for oil rigs (CHC 
Helicopter Corporation/ Helicopter Services Group ASA, Competition Commission 
(2000a)). 
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Figure 3.1: Identifying markets characterised by bidding 
processes 

1) Is there a predominant mode of transacting in the market in question?

2) Does this involve formal bidding rules?

3) Does one side of the market have strong expectations 
that the other side of the market makes a comparative 

selection?

4) Do bidders compete anew in each bidding process?

Market characterised 
by bidding processes

Bidding processes not 
important

Bids are rules optimised 
against en masse 

behaviour of the other side 
of the market (e.g. 

priceline.com)

Yes No

No

Yes

No – consider informal processes

Yes

May be difficult to reach 
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bidding processes may be 
important but market not 
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Identify the relevant economic market

No

Yes
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4 MARKET DEFINITION 

4.1 The first analytical step in a competition investigation is the 
identification of a relevant market. The general principles of market 
definition are no different just because a market involves bidding 
processes. Standard approaches to market definition can be used 
when there are bidding processes, though in some cases a little 
reinterpretation may be needed.  

4.2 Bidding processes are often used where buyers define their 
requirements, rather than for commodity products. This raises the 
question of whether markets with bidding processes may tend to 
have certain other associated characteristics that might be relevant 
when considering market definition. The general considerations are 
no different from a conventional market without bidding processes. 
Nevertheless, in procurement processes there may be a relatively 
greater need to consider issues of supply-side substitution and the 
potential for entry in markets characterised by bidding processes.  

4.3 It may be that a seller does not directly set prices, but rather that 
they are determined by a bidding process. This raises a natural 
question about how to interpret the hypothetical monopolist test 
given that it may be unnatural to imagine price being increased 
(even hypothetically) by a single agent. Price may be an outcome of 
the decisions of many agents, rather than an instrument used by 
only one agent.  

4.4 The 'all or nothing' outcome of some bidding processes may mean 
that the data available for the analysis of substitution possibilities 
may be somewhat different in nature to that obtained from a more 
conventional market. Because bidding processes typically involve 
small numbers of players and may also be run only occasionally (or 
even just once), often we might fail to see switching behaviour by 
buyers or sellers simply because of the limited number of 
observations available. Therefore, some care may be needed in 
interpreting data. 
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Traditional approaches to market definition 

4.5 Market definition is intended to identify the boundaries of a relevant 
economic market and determine which suppliers currently or in the 
near term potentially compete with one another. It is often the first 
step towards understanding how competition works in a particular 
setting. 

4.6 Market definition considers both what alternatives customers may 
have to purchasing a particular good or service (demand-side 
substitutability) and what alternative suppliers there may be 
(supply-side substitutability). In both cases, we are interested in 
whether the price of a particular good or service is constrained, 
either by the ability of customers to switch to alternatives or by 
potential competition from alternative suppliers currently producing 
other goods and/or services.19 If so, the relevant market will need 
to be drawn wider. 

! Demand-side substitutes: Commonly, market definition 
starts by focussing on consumer behaviour and demand-
side substitutes. Starting from the reference product or 
service, we identify those other products and services to 
which customers could switch in response to a price 
increase for the reference product, using the Hypothetical 
Monopolist Test (that is whether a hypothetical  
monopolist could profitably raise price above the 
competitive level).20 Such a strategy would not be 
profitable if sufficiently close substitutes exist. Where 
close demand-side substitutes are found, the relevant 
market should be broadened and the hypothetical 

                                      

19 Supply side substitution is closely linked to the analysis of entry barriers. Whether 
potential competition from other suppliers counts as entry or as supply side 
substitution depends on the ease and speed with which firms currently not supplying 
the product or service in question can commence such supply. In general, if alternative 
suppliers can do so without incurring significant investment costs and can do so 
within a year of the hypothetical price increase, they are included in the relevant 
market on the basis of supply side substitution.  

20 For the purposes of applying this test, the price increase should be small, but 
significant and non-transitory (the so-called SSNIP test). 
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monopolist test reapplied, until price increases could not 
be effected profitably. 

! Supply side substitutes: even if consumers might not be 
able to switch to an alternative product or service in 
sufficient numbers to render a hypothetical price increase 
unprofitable, the relevant market has to be broadened if 
alternative suppliers would easily and quickly provide the 
product or service in question in response to such a price 
increase. Conventionally, supply-side substitution is usually 
limited to situations in which a supplier of one product or 
service can readily switch to providing another product or 
service without needing to make significant investment; 
the process of switching is speedy and cheap. If this is not 
the case, and switching supply facilities is time-
consuming, requires investment or is committing, then this 
would not typically be considered a situation of supply-
side substitution. 

Do bidding processes imply narrow markets? 

4.7 Where bidding processes are used, this is likely to be in response to 
the particular characteristics of the good or service traded. Often, 
bidding processes are used where buyers have very specific 
requirements, potentially suggesting that demand side substitution 
is limited. Similarly, the one-off nature of many bidding processes 
may be taken to indicate limited substitution possibilities. Given 
this, it may be tempting simply to identify the relevant market with 
the 'market' created within the specific auction process whilst it is 
running. For example, taking this narrow approach might suggest 
that: 

! if a government is selling radio spectrum in a certain band, 
then the relevant market is simply this radio spectrum, or 

! if a company is procuring the building of a new 
headquarters with precise specifications, then the market 
is construction services with these precise specifications 
undertaken at a certain location. 
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4.8 In some cases narrow markets may be appropriate. However, 
before concluding this we need to consider the possibility that 
separate instances of a bidding process all lie in the same market, 
which may depend on supply substitution. This potential has to a 
limited degree already been acknowledged in case law. 

4.9 The issue of potentially narrow markets was relevant in the 
Oracle/PeopleSoft merger, as discussed in the box below. In this 
case, EU and US competition authorities took different approaches 
to market definition, with the US taking a narrower approach. 

Box 4.1: The Oracle/Peoplesoft merger 

When analysing competition through bidding processes, it is important both to 
define the appropriate economic market and also to use the correct economic 
model of competition for the analysis. For example, in some situations we may 
wish to define the relevant market as each individual bidding process whereas 
in other situations a collection of bidding processes may be the more 
appropriate definition as this may better allow for the effects of new 
competition over time. However in both cases, it will be equally important to 
base the analysis within an economic framework that acknowledges 
individualised competition for customers. The Oracle and PeopleSoft merger can 
be used to highlight the importance of this issue in more detail. Further details 
of the case can be found in European Commission (2004), Department of 
Justice (2004) and Annexe B. 

Background to the case 

In 2003, the software company Oracle launched a hostile bid to take over a 
rival company, PeopleSoft. Oracle and PeopleSoft were producers of enterprise 
application software (EAS), a type of software used by companies in their 
human resource and financial planning processes. This software can be 
categorised as either ‘high’ or ‘low’ function depending on the precise attributes 
of the package in question. The market for EAS was skewed with larger 
customers typically demanding higher function software. 

In 2003, the only providers of high function software were SAP, Oracle and 
PeopleSoft, taking first, second and third place in supply respectively. However, 
there were a larger number of smaller providers of low function software.  

Software contracts for EAS are awarded to suppliers following a bidding 
process in which a number of suppliers make bids over several rounds in order 
to ‘win’ the opportunity to provide software to the procurer.  

The US Department of Justice (DoJ) Case 

When defining the market, the DoJ first used testimonial evidence from 
customers, industry experts and economists to suggest that the relevant 
product market for the merger analysis was high function software supplied by 
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SAP, Oracle and PeopleSoft. Within this product market context, they did not 
use the narrowest definition of each individual procurement as a separate 
market but instead presented evidence on the outcomes of a number of bidding 
processes. As argued by Oracle’s defence team the DoJ's narrow product 
market definition failed to acknowledge a number viable substitutes that 
exercised a constraint on the three suppliers over time. These viable substitutes 
included the possibility of outsourcing the human resources and financial 
planning functions or using vendors of lower function software.  

However a potentially bigger problem with the DoJ's case was their inability to 
convince the Judge presiding in the case to base his subsequent deliberations 
within a bidding process context. As noted by Werden (2005, slide 12), the 
Judge's failure to 'acknowledge even the possibility of a separate competition 
for each customer' resulted in him applying 'the [wrong] analytic framework 
used for differentiated consumer products in which all customers face the same 
prices' and therefore meant that he 'viewed the evidence through the wrong 
lens'. As a result, important implications derived from auction and bargaining 
theory were entirely omitted from the Judge’s decision on the merger. 

The European Commission (EC) Case 

Initially the EC also suggested that the relevant product market definition was 
that of high function software. However in light of the US proceedings and 
following an analysis of bidding data provided by Oracle, it revised this 
conclusion and chose to apply a broader product market definition. It also chose 
not to define each procurement as a separate market.  

When applied within this context, Oracle's data showed that other suppliers 
(apart from SAP, Oracle and PeopleSoft) had been awarded contracts to supply 
large customers, leading the EC to conclude that there were at least four other 
competitors who were active in the bidding process over time and therefore 
who should also be included in the economic market definition. Moreover, by 
further analysing the market within this bidding process context, they were also 
crucially able to show that “the number and identity of the bidders did not 
systematically affect the discounts offered by Oracle” (Henley Manning and 
Reed (2005, p 3)).  

Findings 

In light of the above proceedings, by 2004 the DoJ had failed in its attempt to 
prevent the merger and the EC had cleared it. Key determinants of both of 
these outcomes were the definitions of the relevant economic market, as 
applied by the DoJ and the EC, and the models of competition employed in each 
case. 

 

4.10 Simply equating the economic market with a specific instance of a 
bidding process may lead to excessively narrow markets and does 
not conform to the usual approach taken in market definition. We 
need to consider both demand-side and supply-side substitution 
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possibilities in order to identify competitive constraints. In 
assessing this further, it is helpful to consider situations where the 
bid-taker is a buyer or a seller separately. 

The buyer as bid-taker 

4.11 Procurement tenders are typically used where the seller has a 
specific requirement that it wishes to meet; often this may also be 
a one-off or occasional process. Even where the buyer runs 
repeated bidding processes, its requirements may change from 
auction to auction, as for example with construction or IT 
procurement.  

4.12 Given differences in the specification of requirements, the goods 
and services procured through two different tenders are unlikely to 
be demand-side substitutes. It may be apparent that two goods are 
not demand-side substitutes simply from looking at the rules of the 
bidding process – a bid to supply one set of goods and services in 
one tender would not normally be a valid bid in another tender. If 
different specifications of the product or services to be supplied 
were considered to be substitutes, a buyer would normally be 
expected to run a single integrated bidding process, giving itself the 
opportunity to trade off different specifications, or purchase more 
of one product and less of another, depending on relative terms and 
conditions offered by bidders. Thus, where in a conventional 
market we might need to engage in a survey or analyse historic 
demand data to investigate whether two goods are substitutes for 
the buyer, in this case the buyer has revealed that two goods are 
not significant demand-side substitutes by setting specific rules for 
two bidding processes and running them separately. 

4.13 However, this does not imply that every bidding process with 
specialised demand creates a unique relevant market, as we also 
need to consider supply-side substitutability. Although there may 
be a number of separate auctions, there may be significant overlap 
in terms of actual or potential bidders. It may be easy for a bidder 
in one instance of a bidding process to bid on another occasion. 
Where the bidder can readily and easily switch, it may be more 
appropriate to consider this as supply-side substitution and widen 
the market definition. For example, for a buyer requiring the 
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construction of an office block in Birmingham the construction of a 
similar building in Aberdeen is unlikely to be a substitute, but firms 
bidding for one project may well be capable of bidding for the 
other, and therefore are suppliers in the same economic market. 
Even if there are few firms actually bidding in both tenders, it might 
still be that some bidders could have the potential to switch from 
participating in one bidding process to another or even to 
participate in both. Whether this is possible depends on how 
specific the buyer’s requirements are, the scope of activities of the 
sellers, and any short-run capacity constraints that the sellers might 
have.  

4.14 Therefore, different tenders for purchase of related, but 
differentiated, services do not necessarily constitute individual 
markets in their own right, even though the goods or services being 
bought may not be substitutable for the buyer. Supply 
substitutability has a much more important role in determining the 
boundary of the market. 

4.15 This issue of the individual nature of the product purchases in a 
sequence of auctions leading to unduly narrow markets has been 
noted in a number of cases. For instance, in Carl Zeiss/Bio-Rad 
Laboratories (Competition Commission (2004a), paragraph 4.6), the 
Competition Commission was concerned that the 'the individually 
configured nature of the products sold and the bidding features of 
the sale' could mean that 'a traditional analysis based on price 
could lead us to define markets that are too narrow'. This was in a 
situation in which purchasers would hold tender competitions for 
supply of microscopes with varying requirements. Annexe B 
discusses the case in more detail. 

4.16 It is worth emphasising that bidding processes do not require a 
fundamentally different approach to market definition as the 
standard concepts of demand-side and supply-side substitution 
apply perfectly well. What may be a little different is that supply-
side substitution may have a more important role in market 
definition where there are sequences of procurement processes for 
similar, though not identical, goods. 
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The seller as bid-taker 

4.17 The converse situation is where a seller of a good or service offers 
it to buyers through a bidding process. In this case, we would need 
to consider the alternatives available to buyers and whether they 
could switch to alternative products if faced with a small, but 
significant and non-transitory price increase. 

4.18 Obviously, the very fact that a bidding process is being used 
implies that the standard hypothetical monopolist test cannot be 
applied directly: the seller is not setting a price in the conventional 
sense of posting a price to buyers, which they then accept or 
reject. Rather, the bidding process determines the price that buyers 
pay. What each buyer pays is determined by the auction rules set 
by the seller, what that buyer bids and what other potential buyers 
bid. Therefore, prices emerge, rather than being controlled by the 
seller. Buyers may even pay very different prices depending on the 
auction rules (as, for example, with a first-price auction of a single 
item). There is no 'law of one price'.21 

                                      

21 As with our previous discussion of buyer-designed auctions, the structure of a seller-
designed auction may tell us something about demand-side substitutability possibilities 
within the products sold by that seller, but the implications of observing separate or 
unitary auctions are less clear cut. For instance, if a seller chooses to sell a number of 
products through a unitary process, this may be because they are demand-side 
substitutes. Selling them separately might expose bidders to risks from having to make 
a bid for one item without knowing what the price of a substitute might be and lead to 
more conservative bids. However, a unitary process might also mean that the items 
are complements for some bidders, so that their willingness to pay for one item might 
depend on acquiring other items. For example, governments selling radio spectrum will 
often sell a number of blocks of similar spectrum in a unitary process for this reason. 
Sometimes a unitary process is used because lots are substitutes, sometimes because 
they are complements, and the fact that a unitary process is being used does not 
imply that the items on offer are demand side substitutes. Conversely, we often see 
sellers using a sequence of auctions, rather than a unitary process even in cases 
where the items on offer are clear substitutes. For example, wine sales are often held 
sequentially for batches of the same wine. We cannot necessarily infer from this that 
the items sold in different auctions are not substitutes. The reason for this may be 
that the seller would gain little extra from running a more complex, and more costly to 
run unitary process. There might even be some benefit from running sequential 
auctions if this allows the seller to discriminate amongst bidders, with those who are 
irrational, impatient or risk averse paying more to buy early. Sellers may also need to 
run sequential auctions if the pool of potential buyers changes over time.  
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4.19 However, just because the seller does not directly set the price, 
this does not mean that it cannot exert market power. By using a 
bidding process, the seller is seeking to maximise its revenues from 
selling a certain quantity of goods. Many conventional auction 
formats operate with a fixed supply, for example selling one lot or a 
fixed number of lots. The seller can typically commit to the quantity 
it will supply, even if this is contingent on the price obtained (for 
example through the setting of reserve prices). In this case, it is 
quantity that is being directly controlled by the seller and price 
affected only indirectly. This strategy is likely to be a much more 
effective means of exerting market power than setting a high 
reserve price, as this is difficult to determine and risks leaving units 
unsold. 

4.20 This suggests a natural generalisation of the hypothetical 
monopolist test to such situations. Rather than asking whether a 
bid-taking seller can increase price profitably, we need to ask 
whether it can profitably reduce the quantity it supplies, increasing 
competition amongst bidders and increasing the price it obtains. 
Therefore, the fact that prices are determined by bidders does not 
fundamentally affect the application of the hypothetical monopolist 
test. 

Data available for empirical analysis 

4.21 Market definition exercises often use observed demand behaviour 
to test demand-side substitutability. This may be informal, for 
example looking at evidence of switching behaviour by customers, 
or formal, for example estimating cross-price elasticities to test 
whether two goods are in the same market. These approaches rely 
on there being some variation in the relative prices of two goods to 
see if consumers' demand changes. 

4.22 In a conventional market the demand facing a firm is typically the 
result of aggregating the individual demands of many customers. 
Even if the response of individual customers to price changes is 
discrete and lumpy, aggregate demand will respond smoothly; we 
can see demand for one product fall a little and demand for another 
increase a little in response to a small price change. Econometric 
techniques can be used to estimate price responsiveness. It is also 
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sensible to consider the response to small hypothetical price 
changes, as there should be some customers whose decision to 
purchase are sufficiently marginal to be affected.  

4.23 By contrast, where bidding processes are involved, there may be an 
'all or nothing' aspect to buyers' demands. Rather than observing 
quantities and prices changing smoothly, we may only observe the 
price at which a single lot is being sold to a single buyer. In order to 
establish what techniques may be used in order to deal with such 
situations, it is again helpful to distinguish cases in which the bid-
taker is selling goods from those in which the bid-taker is buying.  

The seller as bid-taker 

4.24 Where goods are bought in indivisible amounts, responses to price 
changes are necessarily discrete and lumpy. Price changes need to 
be sufficiently large to produce a response at all. This raises 
particular empirical problems, both with the use of actual demand 
data (revealed preference) and survey data (stated preference). 
Without taking this into account, there is a danger of failing to 
identify substitution possibilities and drawing markets too narrowly. 

4.25 By the very nature of markets characterised by bidding processes, 
often the available data will reflect purchase by buyers at a number 
of discrete points in time and the number of observations may be 
quite limited. As a result, we may fail to see a buyer winning on 
one occasion but losing on another and switching to an alternative. 
This is different to a conventional market, in which we observe the 
aggregate behaviour of many buyers at one or more points in time.  

4.26 Switching to an alternative by a winning bidder may be an 
occasional event that we fail to observe because of a small sample 
size. However, this does not mean that the seller is necessarily 
unconstrained by potential substitutes. The seller may perceive a 
probability of losing buyers to an alternative each time it holds an 
auction process. This probability can act as a constraint ex-ante 
whether or not such switching actually occurs ex-post. Only where 
we see an auction process repeated sufficiently often can we 
assess this probability. However, clearly such empirical assessment 
is impossible for one-off auctions or infrequent auctions. 
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4.27 One approach is to look at what losing bidders do as an alternative. 
This may suggest whether or not there are reasonable substitutes. 
However, there is danger that this approach introduces the 
opposite bias and overstates the potential for substitution. The 
options available to losing bidders are unlikely to be the same as 
those available to winning bidders. The very fact that one bidder 
loses and another wins suggests that the latter has a higher 
valuation and may have fewer alternatives. Therefore, even if losing 
bidders have other options, winning bidders may not. A seller can 
exert market power whenever winning bidders have few 
alternatives.  

4.28 This discussion demonstrates that some care is needed in 
interpreting data on auction outcomes to determine whether buyers 
have alternatives available and thus whether the relevant market 
needs widening. If auctions are infrequent or one-off, we may fail 
to observe bidders switching to alternatives due to the small 
sample and understate the importance of alternatives. Conversely, 
if we look only at what losing bidders do as an alternative, we are 
likely to overstate the importance of substitutes. 

The buyer as bid-taker 

4.29 Analogous issues arise when the bid-taker is the buyer (for example 
in procurement auctions). It may still be the case that demand is 
lumpy and derives from a single buyer, rather than being the 
aggregate of demand from many small buyers. There are many 
examples of this situation.  

4.30 The problem remains that we fail to see the buyer switching to 
alternatives simply because of a small sample (with a one-off 
auction being the most difficult case). This creates a potential bias 
towards defining markets too narrowly.  

4.31 Unlike the case of a bid-taking seller, it may be possible to draw 
some inferences about the existence of substitutes for the buyer 
from the design of the auction process. For example, the buyer 
might set a reserve price and choose not to purchase if this price is 
exceeded, as then it would prefer to switch to an alternative. If 
buyers do not build the option not to accept any bid, either as 
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discretion or through a reserve price, this would suggest that there 
are few alternatives for the buyer. Again, if we can assume that 
the bid-taker has designed the auction process in a rational manner, 
we can draw some inferences about their objectives that may be 
useful in determining market definition. 

Practical lessons for market definition 

4.32 We have seen that the traditional approach to market definition still 
applies in the case of markets characterised by bidding processes. 
The key concepts of demand-side and supply-side substitution 
remain relevant. However, this said, in markets characterised by 
bidding processes there may be a need to reinterpret some 
approaches and to be careful about potential biases that could be 
introduced. 

The hypothetical monopolist test 

4.33 The application of the hypothetical monopolist test to bidding 
markets requires some reinterpretation. Since bidding markets 
involve processes in which price is the outcome of the decisions of 
many agents, there will be no individual price-setting agent. 
However, this inability for bid-takers to set prices does not 
automatically imply an inability for them to exert market power.  

4.34 In markets with bid-taking sellers, bid-takers may be able to exert 
power by committing to the quantity supplied rather than the price 
charged. In markets with bid-taking buyers, reserve prices may be 
used. Therefore, a generalised version of the hypothetical 
monopolist test should be applied to bidding markets: 

! in the case of a bid-taking seller, the relevant question is 
whether prices above the competitive level could be 
sustained by withdrawing supply from the bidding process, 
and 

! in the case of a bid-taking buyer, the relevant question is 
whether the bid-taker could limit the price set by a single 
bidder, for example by setting a reserve price related to an 
outside option.  
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Demand-side and supply-side substitutability 

4.35 The traditional approach considers the extent to which the price of 
a good or service is constrained by both demand and supply-side 
substitutability. Demand-side substitutability typically gets much 
greater consideration with certain supply-side issues are often being 
dealt with later when considering the potential for entry. However, 
where bidding processes are involved, we need to ensure that 
supply-side substitutability is fully considered at the outset.  

4.36 This is particularly relevant for procurement processes. These 
processes often involve specialised suppliers that are responding to 
buyers' needs as defined through a tender process. Since we do 
not have the conventional situation in which suppliers are offering a 
standardised range of products, demand-side substitution 
possibilities are likely to be limited. In some cases it may be that 
markets are genuinely narrow. However, before concluding this we 
need to give consideration to supply-side substitutability. Potential 
suppliers may include not just those who have recently supplied 
similar products, but also those who could potentially meet such 
bespoke requirements. Failure to consider this issue will lead to the 
market being defined too narrowly. 

Data issues 

4.37 Empirical problems may arise since the data available in bidding 
markets differs from that in conventional markets. Whereas 
traditional market definition exercises rely on analysing the smooth 
responses of demand to small changes in relative prices, this 
smooth response will not occur in bidding markets since bid-taking 
sellers face demand from individual buyers rather than aggregated 
demand across buyers. This requires sufficiently large price 
changes in order to produce a response.  

4.38 Further problems may also arise since bidding processes are often 
(though not necessarily) one-off in character. This may limit the 
data available for market definition through analysis of revealed 
preferences. Failure to observe switching to alternatives (by buyers 
or sellers) may not provide any reliable evidence if bidding 
processes are seldom repeated; we may simply have too few cases 
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to observe such events from the limited availability of data. Where 
there are occasional bidding processes, there may be a greater role 
for stated preference surveys to understand both demand-side and 
supply-side substitutability given that revealed preference 
information is limited. 

4.39 When considering suppliers selling through bidding processes, we 
need to consider the alternatives available to winning buyers, not 
just the alternatives available to losing buyers.  

4.40 The following diagram summarises the approach to market 
definition in markets characterised by bidding processes. 

Figure 4.1: Market definition in markets characterised by 
bidding processes 

Identify reference product and supplier

In case of bid-taking buyer, consider whether price of 
bidder could be limited through reserve prices

In case of bid-taking seller, consider whether price 
increases can be sustained by withdrawing supply

Consider what losing 
bidders do as an 

alternative. 

Consider widening 
market (but take care 

not to overstate).

1) Is the auction frequently undertaken (i.e. is there 
sufficient data to assess price responses)?

Consider HMT as usual

YesNo

1) Is the auction frequently undertaken (i.e. is there 
sufficient data)?

Consider auction 
design (reserve prices 

or buyer discretion) and 
whether buyer has 

alternatives. 

Consider widening 
market.

Consider HMT as usual

YesNo
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5 IDENTIFYING ABUSE OF DOMINANCE 

5.1 In this chapter, we consider how one can identify whether parties 
involved in bidding processes might have, and abuse, a dominant 
position. We concentrate on identifying situations in which bidders 
rather than bid-takers may have market power. 

5.2 The starting point for establishing the existence of a dominant 
position is often an analysis of market structure indicators (such as 
concentration), though normally structural indicators alone cannot 
provide conclusive proof of the existence of market power; and 
further analysis of factors such as entry barriers and countervailing 
buyer power is needed. Analysis of residual demand helps in 
understanding the extent to which an attempt by any particular 
firm to increase price would result in a loss of demand, taking 
account of the likely competitive responses of other firms in the 
market. Analysis of whether a dominant position is being abused 
(that is whether market power is being exploited), usually focuses 
on a direct comparison of price with costs, or an assessment of 
profitability. 

5.3 Developing indicators of competitive conditions when bidding 
processes are involved does raise some new issues. In particular, it 
may be difficult to define and measure market concentration within 
bidding markets. Probabilities of winning bidding processes are 
roughly comparable to market shares, but are not necessarily 
directly observable. Given this, we may need to use a broad range 
of techniques to understand patterns of weakness and strength 
across bidders, as this affects the extent to which bidders are 
constrained by competition. The implications of asymmetries 
between bidders are different in different auction formats and with 
different forms of valuation uncertainty (see Annexe A); these 
factors must also be considered when trying to identify market 
power. 

5.4 Assessment of profitability and comparison of price with cost are 
not significantly different within markets with bidding processes to 
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more conventional markets.22 However, we must consider the issue 
of survivorship bias in profitability assessments when there are 
significant participation costs in bidding processes. Owing to the 
discrete nature of many bidding processes, there is the additional 
possibility of using event studies to look at profitability shocks on 
entering a bidding process, and on winning or losing. Such 
techniques are typically much less likely to be useful in 
conventional settings where transactions occur in a continuous 
stream, rather than as isolated events. 

5.5 Before discuss these issues in detail, it may be helpful to consider 
briefly whether there are reasons to expect that particular forms of 
abusive behaviour are more likely in markets characterised by 
bidding processes. 

! Excessive pricing: In general there have been very few 
competition complaints in the EU based solely on abuse 
through excessive pricing. In part, this reflects the 
difficulty of establishing an appropriate benchmark for 
pricing. Most complaints about abuse of dominance tend 
to involve exclusionary behaviour, not least as there is a 
directly affected party to complain. There is no strong 
reason to expect excessive pricing to be more of an issue 
when bidding processes are involved. However, it is worth 
noting that bidding processes are useful to a seller when 
trying to maximise revenue and when faced with imperfect 
information about what buyers are prepared to pay. 
Therefore, it would not be surprising if a seller with market 
power chose to use a bidding process to sell its products. 
Nevertheless, as already discussed in Chapter 3, there are 
a wide variety of reasons why bidding processes may be 
used, so we cannot take this as being indicative of market 
power on the part of the bid-taker. 

! Tying and bundling: It is not obvious that there are 
particular issues related to bundling and tying that are 
specific to markets characterised by bidding processes. 

                                      

22 For a discussion of profitability assessment in competition policy, see OXERA (2003). 
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Our search through relevant cases has not thrown up any 
examples of bundling or tying issues within bidding 
markets. Clearly bundled products or services can be sold 
through bidding processes, but the fact that bidding 
processes are involved does not modify the conventional 
analysis in any obvious way. Whether bundling or tying is 
anti-competitive is unlikely to depend on the manner in 
which sales are transacted. 

! Predatory bidding: Bidding processes may give bidders a 
good opportunity to execute predatory strategies. In 
particular, a very low bid may be guaranteed to win. 
Where an auction is 'high stakes', the outcome might have 
a significant impact on other bidders. Nevertheless, the 
general considerations are no different just because 
bidding processes are involved. For predation to be 
rational, it is necessary that the predating bidder can 
knock out a competitor and enjoy higher prices later, for 
which the presence of entry barriers is a necessary 
condition. Therefore, again this is a question about broad 
structural features of the market, rather than the 
mechanism by which transactions are executed. 

5.6 Given the similarities with conventional markets, we begin with 
discussing profitability analysis in the case of bidding processes, 
followed by a brief description of the possible use of event studies, 
before dealing in detail with the more complicated issue of what 
measures may be used in order to screen for potential market 
power instead of the widely-used concentration measures in 
conventional markets. 

Profitability analysis with bidding processes 

5.7 Regardless of whether or not transactions occur through bidding 
processes, profitability analysis is often a helpful tool for 
establishing whether a firm earns returns that suggest ineffective 
competition. Profitability assessment will entail consideration of a 
firm's costs, revenues and asset base. There may be significant 
complexities due to measurement issues, as accounting measures 
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of profitability may be a poor reflection of true economic 
profitability over the short run. 

5.8 Determining what is a reasonable return on the firm's capital base 
will require consideration of the risks that investors are exposed to. 
It may be difficult to assess risks with hindsight given the 
survivorship bias created by unsuccessful firms or projects 
terminating while successful ones carry on. These and many other 
issues are discussed by Oxera (2003) and are equally relevant 
whether or not bidding processes are involved. 

5.9 Nevertheless, certain issues may be more prominent when bidding 
processes are involved. Where costs of participating in a bidding 
process are significant, we may need to consider participation as a 
risky investment. This means that issues of survivorship bias may 
be particularly important for some types of bidding process (though 
the issue may arise in any market).  

5.10 In many markets we see firms making risky investments, with 
those who are successful tending to survive and others falling by 
the wayside. This creates a potential problem for profitability 
analysis in that the population of surviving firms is not 
representative of the risks faced by those firms in the past. 
Although this problem is not in any way unique to markets 
characterised by bidding processes, in some cases, a bidding 
process may create a rather extreme form of survivorship effect if 
the 'winner takes all'. 

5.11 Some auction processes may impose significant costs on bidders in 
preparing and submitting bids. For example, large-scale 
procurement of specialised products, such as construction services 
or IT projects may often have this characteristic. Whilst not all 
bidding processes necessarily have significant participation costs, 
they may be significant where there is much at stake for bidders 
and significant preparation is needed. Particularly if bidding 
processes are occasional or the requirements of the bid-taker vary 
from instance to instance, there may be little opportunity for 
bidders to spread costs across a number of bidding processes. 

5.12 In such cases, we need to think of bidders' decisions to participate 
in such processes as an investment decision: is it worth incurring 
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the costs of preparing a bid given the likely returns if successful 
and given the chances of winning? Where there are significant 
participation costs, this limits the number of participants. In turn, 
this may lead to a limitation of competition within the auction and 
bidders may enjoy some rents as a result. However, if there is 
otherwise free entry to the auction, these rents will be capped by 
the participation costs. 

5.13 This has an immediate implication for assessing the profitability of 
successful bidders. Measured from the conclusion of the auction 
onwards, successful bidders may appear to be earning supernormal 
profits. However, this may simply be a return earned on an earlier 
investment in costs of preparing and making a bid, which need to 
be recovered on average – and will therefore be over-recovered by 
the successful bidder. 

5.14 For there to be an incentive to enter the auction in the first place, 
clearly rents discounted by the probability of winning need to 
exceed the participation costs. Therefore, post-auction rents may 
exceed participation costs by a large multiple. Even small 
participation costs could have a significant effect on participation.  

5.15 If there are N symmetric bidders, then each anticipates winning 
with a probability of 1/N. Therefore, post-auction rents need to be N 
times participation costs for there to be an incentive to participate. 
In effect, the winner of the auction earns supernormal profits equal 
to all bidders' participation costs, including its own and those of all 
the other losers.  

5.16 Therefore, even if we were to assess the profitability of the 
successful bidder on an internal rate of return basis starting prior to 
the auction and including all of its own participation costs, it would 
still appear to earn supernormal profits. We would have failed to 
take account of the costs incurred by other bidders and would have 
introduced a survivorship bias.  

5.17 There is case precedent on taking account of survivorship biases, 
but not specifically in connection with bidding markets. For 
instance, in the UK supermarkets inquiry, the Competition 
Commission (2000b, paragraph 8.85) explicitly adjusted their 
interpretation of profitability for survivor bias, noting that: 
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'In a more competitive environment there is the potential for a 
so-called 'survivor bias'. If some companies earn more than their 
cost of capital and some less, and if some of the latter group, as 
a result, cease to trade, then the measured average IRR of the 
surviving companies will exceed their cost of capital, even if all 
of them are in a fully competitive market. As a result a degree 
of caution is needed when making comparisons of IRR and cost 
of capital.' 

5.18 The CC's argument applies equally to the situation of some 
companies winning and others losing within a bidding process.  

5.19 Whether participation costs are a significant issue in practice will 
depend on the nature of the auction process considered. For 
example, some procurement tenders might require significant 
preparation for each and every bid, with little scope economy in 
participation costs from preparing multiple bids. Conversely, in 
other cases the services being supplied might be sufficiently 
standardised so that there are scope economies across participating 
in multiple bids. In such cases, participation costs may be negligible 
over a sequence of auctions. 

Event study approaches 

5.20 Auctions and bidding processes are often discrete events. If a 
bidding process is repeated frequently, they may be a range of 
other methods for looking at the strength and weakness of bidders, 
as we discuss below. Therefore, for now we concentrate on one-
off or infrequently repeated auctions. 

5.21 In such cases, we can look at the impact on company valuation of 
participating in a bidding process and on its results becoming 
known. This technique is particularly suited to one-off or occasional 
bidding processes. In contrast, such an approach may yield little in 
a conventional market, as transactions may occur regularly and 
there may not be isolated and discrete events that we can study. 
For example, compare the situations of a defence contractor 
winning a large government contract with that of a commodity 
equipment supplier continuously meeting many small orders. In the 
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latter case, there are no isolated events that we can consider; each 
period is business as usual. 

5.22 Where bidders are evenly matched, the expected profitability of any 
particular bidder winning will be fairly equal. If we suppose that 
there is free entry into an auction (subject to any participation 
costs), this will dissipate any ex-ante expected rents; the expected 
benefit of participating will equal the expected benefit of not 
participating. Therefore, at least for listed companies, announcing 
participation in the auction where there is effective competition 
should have no impact on enterprise valuation. This is true even if 
there are significant participation costs. However, if a particular 
bidder wins an auction, this represents new information relevant to 
the value of that company. Therefore a stock market event study 
may see a valuation shock on winning or losing the auction, but no 
shock on announcing participation. The box below discusses the 
example of companies who win or lose spectrum auctions and the 
effects that this has on equity markets. 

Box 5.1: The impact of winning or losing spectrum auctions on 
stock prices 

Spectrum auctions provide a good example of the potential shocks that may be 
occur to company profitability on winning or losing bidding contests. Both 
positive and negative adjustments in stock prices have been observed in the 
course of spectrum auctions and on the announcement of results.  

For example, in the now famous UK 3G auction (which raised £22.4bn), as 
prices rose there was a decline in the equity prices of those bidders expected to 
secure licences, for example both Vodafone and BT. The table below is drawn 
from Borgers and Dustmann (2002). However, they also note that telecoms 
stock prices over this period were quite volatile, so this might not be evidence 
of an adjustment in market expectations. Separating correlation from causation 
is clearly one of the major problems with any event study approach. 
Nevertheless, it is interesting that Vodafone experienced the larger decline in 
equity price having won the only large licence in the auction, for which it paid 
£5.964bn, than did BT, which won a smaller licence at a price of £4.030bn. 
Even more interestingly, this position was reversed in the middle of the auction 
when BT was bidding aggressively on the larger licence. Borgers and Dustmann 
(2002) were rather dismissive of this observation, as their primary interest was 
whether the bidders' strategies within the auction were responding to 
movements in equity prices. BT continuing to bid on the large licence despite 
the decline in its equity price suggests at first sight that the decline was not 
related to the auction, else BT's behaviour seems difficult to rationalise. 
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Maldoom (2005) provides a possible explanation in that BT may have been 
trying to damage Vodafone by exhausting its available resources for the many 
other 3G auctions that followed soon after.  

 

 Share price 
at round 99 
relative to round 
1 

Share price 
close (round 
150) relative to 
round 1 

BT -16% -13% 

Vodafone -13% -24% 

 

 

An example of a positive equity price stock is provided by the auction of a 
mobile phone licence in Egypt in 2006. In the end, this licence was won at an 
unexpectedly high price, far exceeding commentators' expectations prior to the 
auction. Some losers experienced significant and coincident appreciations in 
their equity prices following announcement of the outcome of the auction. 
Presumably this was linked to the high auction price suggesting that other 
telecoms assets owned by the losers might have undervalued. This value 
increase had been competed away for the winner, but not for the losers.  

In both these cases, we can see that equity market valuations of bidders may 
be affected by news revealed by the outcome of an auction. For this to be the 
case, it is necessary that the outcome of the auction could not be foreseen 
once the participants were known. 

 

5.23 By contrast, if we consider a situation where there are significant 
asymmetries between bidders, there would be an increase in the 
expected value of stronger bidders simply from announcing 
participation in the auction, with a smaller shock on winning 
provided the stronger bidder wins. The more asymmetric bidders, 
the greater the ability of the market to foresee the outcome of the 
auction. For example, if we consider the most extreme case of a 
bidder who is expected to win almost for certain, a stock market 
event study would show a valuation shock on announcing 
participation, but not on winning as this would most already have 
been anticipated at the time of entering the auction.  

5.24 Taken together, these two considerations provide a useful way of 
testing for bidder asymmetries. In particular, by looking at the 
relative equity price of two different bidders (or more generally 
comparing bidders against some index for all bidders), it is possible 
to control for changing factors that might affect all firms within a 
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sector similarly. In particular, suppose that there are two bidders, A 
and B. Suppose that there are common factors affecting both their 
equity prices, but the only factors idiosyncratic to each bidder 
relate to their success in the auction.  

5.25 If A and B have similar chances of winning:  

! there should be no shock to their relative equity prices on 
participating in the auction, and 

! there will be a shock to the relative equity price on one of 
them winning and the other one losing as this particular 
outcome could not have been anticipated. 

5.26 Conversely, suppose that A is a strong bidder and B is a weak 
bidder. In this case: 

! there will be a shock to relative equity prices on 
participating in the auction, with A appreciating relative to 
B 

! there will be an even larger shock in the opposite direction 
to the relative equity price if B wins, and 

! if A wins, then there may still be a small appreciation in 
A’s equity price relative to B (as A was not foreseen to 
win for certain), but this shock will be smaller the greater 
is the asymmetry between A and B. 

5.27 The significant advantage of such an approach is that it makes no 
particular assumptions about the form of the auction process. 
Although we have been mainly discussing sealed bids, this 
approach works just as well for any other auction process, 
including English auctions. It is equally applicable regardless of 
whether there are private or common values. 

5.28 There have been a large number of studies to date on the impact of 
mergers and other discrete events on company valuation (see for 
example Thompson (1985)). The methods used in such studies are 
directly transferable to bidding markets. In particular, studies of 
mergers have typically focussed on shocks both on the 
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announcement of intended mergers and on completion. This 
distinction between the anticipated and achieved benefits of a 
merger is directly analogous to the benefits to a bidder of 
participation or winning an auction. Therefore, there are well 
developed existing techniques that can be applied. 

5.29 A key problem with any event studies is that of being sure what 
the causes for a movement in profitability might be. Equity markets 
are subject to discrete adjustments from time to time and these 
might not necessarily be related to economic fundamentals. 
Therefore, there is always some danger that profit shocks 
coincident with winning, losing or participating in an auction or 
bidding process may not be causally related. This is a particular 
concern given that one might be looking at the profitability of one 
firm on a small number of occasions (in the worst case for just one 
instance of a bidding process). 

Analogies to concentration measures 

5.30 A mainstay of traditional competition analysis is the estimation of 
market shares. In a conventional market, it is usually fairly easy to 
measure market shares according to value or volume. A market 
share exceeding 40 per cent is often taken as creating a 
presumption of a dominant position.  

5.31 Although market share information cannot by itself tell us whether 
a firm has a dominant position, it can be very useful in practice. In 
particular, low market shares generally mean that suppliers do not 
have market power, so can act as a valuable screening device. High 
market shares may mean that a supplier has market power, but this 
depends on the mode of competition. For instance, as with 
homogeneous Bertrand competition, high market shares may not 
confer market power if rivals can expand rapidly to steal market 
share from a competitor who prices above cost. Also, as market 
shares reflect the current position, clearly they can never tell us 
anything about potential competition from entrants; high market 
shares may not be associated with market power in contestable 
markets. 
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5.32 Despite these provisos about the interpretation of market shares, 
clearly they are extensively used, and it might therefore be helpful 
if a similar approach based on structural indicators could be used in 
the case of markets characterised by bidding processes.  

5.33 One particular problem with the application of simple structural 
indicators is that one needs to be clear about what market shares 
are intended to measure. Consider the extreme case of a bidding 
process in which a single seller wins the right to supply all of a 
particular good for which there is no substitute for a significant 
time period. A naïve market share measure might therefore indicate 
that the successful bidder enjoys a market share of 100 per cent. 
Such a naïve measure would clearly ignore the fact that – as noted 
above – supply side substitution is important, and that therefore 
the relevant market would not just comprise the successful seller, 
but also firms that could supply the product (and that could have 
won the tender). However, even if this clearly suggest that the 
market share of the successful bidder is not 100 per cent, it leaves 
open what measure one should use in order to establish the relative 
market position of this firm. 

Winning probabilities are similar to market shares 

5.34 Clearly competition in a bidding process happens prior to the result 
being determined. Therefore, any analogy to market shares needs 
to reflect the relative positions of bidders entering this competitive 
process. In a sealed bid procurement auction, the higher a bid, the 
less likely the supplier is to win. A dominant bidder is one whose 
bid is little constrained by what other bidders do within the bidding 
process; it can achieve a price above cost in a procurement auction 
without significantly harming its chances of winning and so has 
some ability to act independently of rivals.23 Thus, market power 
would be reflected in a high winning probability (all other things 
being equal), and the different winning probabilities most closely 
resemble the structural indicator provided by market shares in a 
conventional market.  

                                      

23 This is the standard notion of dominance as developed in the United Brands case. See 
Commission of the European Communities (1978). 
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5.35 However, unlike market shares, probabilities of winning are not 
often directly observable. Where an auction is repeated sufficiently 
often with common participants and on a similar basis so that costs 
or valuations are redrawn, we might be able to observe the 
probabilities of particular bidders winning from observed 
frequencies. However, often this will not be possible. In the polar 
case of a bidding process being held just once, there will be no 
observed frequencies of winning. Therefore, winning probabilities 
will necessarily be subjective beliefs held prior to running the 
bidding process.  

5.36 Although we cannot expect to be able to measure winning 
probabilities in the same way as market shares, they provide a 
useful means to think through the types of information and 
evidence that can be used to assess the intensity of competition in 
a bidding process. Much as with market shares, bidders with low 
winning probabilities will have little ability to affect the outcome of 
a bidding process – their low probability of winning is an indication 
of their weak position and their inability to constrain stronger 
competitors, and differences in winning probabilities are therefore 
an indicator of relative strength in the same way as differences in 
market shares can be. 

Box 5.2: Winning probabilities in sealed bids 

There is a close analogy between choosing the optimal level of a sealed bid and 
pricing in a differentiated goods oligopoly. As the level of a bid affects the 
probability of winning (and so expected demand) in an auction, the level of price 
in a conventional oligopoly affects demand. In both cases, the decisions of 
rivals are relevant and must be anticipated when deciding how much to bid or 
at what level to set price. 

Consider the simplest possible example of a one-shot procurement auction, 
where the purchaser has no alternative but to procure the good in question and 
so the auction represents the entire relevant market. (We return to the case of 
the relevant market consisting of a sequence of similar auctions later.) The 
analogue to market shares in a conventional market is the perceived 
probabilities of bidders winning, given the equilibrium bids they make. Provided 
that we assume the distribution of costs is common knowledge amongst all the 
participants in the auction, there is no disagreement about what these 
probabilities are and they sum to one.  

If we can assume that bidders are symmetric, in the sense that each bidder 
considers that the cost of any other bidder is just as likely to be above or below 
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her own cost, then this approach is easy to implement. Clearly all bidders face 
equal probabilities of winning and this is determined by the number of bidders. 
Therefore, in this particular case, we can measure competitive intensity simply 
by looking at the number of bidders. 

In reality, there are often significant asymmetries between bidders. A weaker 
bidder will consider that there is a better than evens chance that a stronger 
bidder will beat him. Patterns of perceived weakness and strength may be 
common knowledge and reflected in bidding strategies, with stronger bidders 
able to enjoy some rent as a result of their position. At least in principle we can 
still define ex-ante probabilities of winning given equilibrium bids in this case. 
With an asymmetric distribution of costs, these winning probabilities will be 
unequal.  

 

5.37 Although it is helpful to know that the basic logic of market shares 
carries over to bidding markets, it is not feasible to estimate ex-
ante probabilities of winning as surrogate market shares. There are 
two main problems:  

! The first problem is theoretical. Under certain assumptions 
about the rationality of bidders, it is reasonable to treat 
them as having private information about their own costs, 
with the overall distribution of all bidders' costs being 
common knowledge. This means that regardless of which 
bidder’s perspective is taken, perceived probabilities of 
winning are the same and sum to one. However, it is 
entirely possible that bidders will not conform to these 
theoretical assumptions. For example, two bidders might 
both think that they had a 90 per cent chance of winning, 
even though these are not compatible assumptions.24 
Without the critical assumption of common knowledge of 
cost distributions, however, there will be unavoidable 
subjectivity in the assessment of winning probabilities.  

! The second problem is practical. Even if all the necessary 
theoretical conditions that are required for us to define ex-

                                      

24This is analogous to the existence of betting paradoxes. Such problems arise when the 
so-called Harsanyi doctrine breaks down, so that differences in beliefs cannot be 
explained by differences in information starting from a common prior. See Harsanyi 
(1962).  
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ante winning probabilities objectively hold, it is not at all 
obvious how one can observe the relevant parameters (for 
example the distribution of costs from which individual 
bidders’ costs are drawn).  

5.38 As noted above, if we had a large sample of comparable auctions 
where each time the costs of bidders are drawn anew from the 
same underlying distribution, then we would be able to estimate 
these ex-ante probabilities of winning from the ex-post frequencies 
with which different bidders won. However, such circumstances 
will not always prevail for numerous reasons: 

! many auctions are one-off in nature 

! even if auctions are similar, there may be different factors 
affecting the costs of suppliers, so costs are not drawn 
from a common distribution across auctions 

! there may be learning over time about the costs of rivals 

! the population of suppliers may change over time, and 

! even if none of the factors above are relevant, the data 
sample may be too small to estimate probabilities with any 
precision. 

5.39 These are significant practical problems. For example, in the most 
challenging case of a one-shot auction, we need to consider a 
variety of soft information to understand whether there are 
significant bidder asymmetries. 

5.40 If bidders are reasonably symmetrical, the number of bidders is a 
sufficient statistic. However, this requires us to make an 
assessment of whether bidders are symmetrical or not. In practice 
this is less challenging than might first appear. After all, bidders 
need to assess each other's relative strength in order to decide 
what to bid in a sealed bid auction. Therefore, it might well be 
possible to look at views from analysts and industry experts to 
determine whether particular bidders are perceived as being 
stronger than others. Indeed, these views are likely to be used by 
bidders when determining what to bid. The key question is whether 
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bidders may have particular skills or assets that give them an 
advantage if these are not reproducible by other bidders in the 
short run; understanding these helps to identify patterns of 
weakness and strength amongst bidders. This is not different in 
principle to considering whether a supplier in a conventional market 
might have an irreproducible advantage. 

5.41 An alternative approach might be to survey bidders about their 
respective perceptions with regard to who is more or less likely to 
win. In particular, bidders can be surveyed about whom they 
perceive as weak or strong. We give an example of how to do this 
in the box below. This can be done by asking bidders who they 
think might win hypothetical tournaments between various pairs of 
bidders. Bidders may have an incentive to misrepresent their own 
chances of winning, but this can be avoided by not asking a bidder 
about any tournaments involving themselves. This might be a 
useful method when there are three or more bidders. 

Box 5.3: Sampling expectations 

Suppose that we had a one-off bidding process for a procurement contract 
with, say, three bidders who we call A, B and C. How could we assess the 
relative strength of the different bidders? In the absence of any direct 
information about costs, we cannot compare bids with costs. Awaiting the 
outcome of bidding process will not necessarily yield any useful information, as 
we would need to repeat the process with different draws of cost in order to 
assess which bidder was strongest.25 

Is there any way to assess the beliefs that bidders hold about each other? 
Asymmetries are often common knowledge amongst bidders, as patterns of 
strength and weakness are likely to derive from factors such as distinctive 
capabilities or assets, previous experience and so on. In this case, well-informed 
third parties (for example industry analysts) and the bid-taker may also know 
which bidders are weaker and which stronger. In this case, we could run a 
survey and ask informed parties to rank the three bidders in terms of their 
likelihood of winning the bidding process. If no bidder were any stronger than 
any other, we would not expect to see any particular pattern to the responses. 
For example, we could expect A to be ranked highest roughly one-third of the 

                                      

25 Even with a sequence of auctions, it may not be possible to correctly identify the true 
strength of bidders: some bidders in the short-run will always win more or less 
auctions than they 'fairly' should.  The results of modelling in Annexe C show that 
even with a run of 100 auctions there can be quite wide differences in the proportion 
of auctions won. 
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time. We can perform a statistical test on the stated preferences to see if a 
particular ranking of bidders being seen more often is significant. 

This approach gives information about the presence of asymmetries, but not 
about their strength. In order for a bidder to be dominant, it must have a 
particularly strong position relative to other bidders. In this case, it might be 
appropriate not just to ask respondents to rank bidders in terms of strength, but 
also to consider the probabilities with which one bidder might beat another. 
This can be simply done by presenting respondents with a tournament between 
a pair of bidders and asking what the probability might be of one beating the 
other. This could be done by indicating a rough relative probability from a 
limited set of options (for example 90%-10%, 75%-25%, 50%-50%, 25%-
75%, 10%-90%). 

It might also be possible to ask bidders themselves about winning probabilities. 
For instance, bidder A could be asked about the probability that B would beat C 
in a two-way run off. With just three bidders, this information is quite limited, 
but with a greater number of bidders this could be useful.  

 

Using observed winning frequencies to estimate winning 
probabilities 

5.42 So far we have focussed primarily on one-shot auctions, as these 
highlight the key problems in assessing market power amongst 
bidders, particularly the subjective nature of assessing bidders' 
beliefs about each other. Where auctions are repeated, there is 
much greater scope for systematic analysis as the available data 
are richer.  

5.43 Whereas probabilities of winning can only be assessed subjectively 
for a one-shot auction, where an auction is repeated (or where 
there are a number of very similar auctions) it may be possible to 
estimate these probabilities empirically. Indeed, bidders are 
themselves likely to look at the outcomes of previous auctions 
when assessing the strength of rivals and deciding how to bid.26 

                                      

26 When looking at a sequence of auctions, there will often be significant question marks 
over the extent to which these auctions are comparable. Suppose that we have a 
sequence of procurement auctions. These may be for specific and differentiated 
demands, but there is sufficient communality in the potential suppliers that the 
relevant market would comprise all the auctions rather than being limited to each 
individual auction. For example, tenders for specialist equipment would typically have 
these characteristics. 
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5.44 If we are to estimate ex-ante winning probabilities (which 
determine competitive constraints) from ex-post outcomes, it is 
necessary that each auction represent a new draw from the same 
underlying cost distribution. In particular, this means that each 
instance of the auction process is not an entirely new situation 
with a completely different underlying cost distribution. For 
example, a sequence of procurement processes of similar 
requirements competed for by a common group of suppliers is likely 
to have a reasonable similar distribution of costs across different 
instances of the bidding process; individual bidders’ estimates of 
costs may go up and down due to random factors from one 
instance of the process to the next, but all bidders can anticipate 
the likely spread of costs. Clearly if the items being procured were 
very different from one bidding process to the next, we would have 
a sequence of effectively one-off unrelated processes, rather than a 
sequence of related processes that we could analysis as a group. 
Therefore, the first question when confronted with a sequence of 
bidding processes should be to ask whether it is sensible to 
consider them as a group, which requires that we can consider 
each instance as being a redraw of costs or valuations from some 
underlying distribution of costs or valuations.  

5.45 It might be that success or failure in one auction is indicatory of 
likely costs in a later auction. In this case, there will be updating of 
bidders' beliefs about others' costs. The distribution of beliefs 
about cost will be asymmetric in later auctions even if it is not 
initially so. If there are private values and updating of beliefs about 
costs occurs, this would tend to make previous losers more 
aggressive and previous winners less aggressive in their bidding. 
Therefore, there is no advantage for previous winners in a later 
auction, as they have in effect revealed their hand. 

5.46 Clearly this is a situation in which beliefs about the underlying 
distribution of costs or valuations are changing over time as bidders 
learn about each other. Although it is sensible to consider the 
sequence of auctions as a group, clearly earlier auctions are not the 
same as later auctions. Therefore, it would not be appropriate 
simply to look at probabilities of winning from empirical frequencies 
of winning across the whole sequence of auction, as this would fail 
to pick up the emerging asymmetries across bidders. 
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5.47 It may be that winning a previous auction is in itself a significant 
advantage when competing in a later auction. For example, there 
may be learning by doing effects. In this case, we could see 
incumbency advantages being carried over from earlier auctions. If, 
in addition, there is a significant common value element to an 
auction, small incumbency advantages created by winning earlier 
auctions may lead to very substantial advantages in later auctions, 
as asymmetries in costs will be magnified in terms of bids due to 
winners' curse.  

5.48 It is relatively simple to test statistically for incumbency effects 
(see the box below). If we identify a range of factors likely to drive 
costs, we can try to explain which bidder wins and possibly also 
the level of bids in terms of these factors. If additionally, we find 
that there is explanatory power from looking at who won previous 
auctions, this suggests that there might be incumbency effects. 
However, this method is sensitive to being able to find good 
explanators of cost, otherwise winning earlier auctions may simply 
act as a proxy for omitted factors. 
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Box 5.4: How to test for incumbency effects in sequences of 
auctions 

Where there are incumbency effects in a sequence of auctions, it should be 
fairly easy to identify these empirically provided the sequence is sufficiently 
long. In particular, we can look for serial correlation in identity of the winning 
bidder.27 For example, we could use a multinominial logit or probit model to 
estimate winning probabilities, including as an explanatory factor an indicator 
variable for whether the winner has won within a certain number of previous 
auctions.  

Ideally, this approach also needs some information about drivers of costs, as 
otherwise there is no way of distinguishing between shocks to individual 
bidder’s costs that are sustained over a number of bidding processes (so a low 
cost bidder in one auction tends to be a low cost bidder in the next few 
auctions) and true incumbency effects, which are caused by winning previous 
auctions. It is not necessary to measure costs directly, but rather identify 
factors correlated with costs that can be used to control for cost changes. 

An alternative approach would be to look for the consequences of incumbency 
effects in terms of reducing competition. In particular, incumbency effects may 
give rise to a pattern of increasing profitability. Initial auctions will have been 
heavily contested as there are no incumbency effects and bidders are 
competing to acquire a strong position. However, over time competition will 
become less intense and the winner’s profitability may increase. Participation 
may reduce over time as it becomes clear to bidders that non-incumbents have 
a depressed chance of winning, potentially making it not even worthwhile to 
compete. 

 

5.49 How then do we interpret a situation in which a given bidder tends 
to win an auction repeatedly, possibly also with a higher 
profitability than analysis of cost drivers would suggest? Although 
this may be indicatory of lack of competition, this is not necessarily 
so. For example, imagine that one supplier had a small but 
predictable advantage over the next lowest cost supplier. This 
advantage might be very small, but could be sufficient to always 
produce the same winner. Therefore, it may be difficult to 

                                      

27 Tests of serial correlation have proven somewhat successful in identifying incumbency 
effects. The results of run-tests on data from Monte Carlo modelled sequences of 
auctions (Annexe C) show that auctions with incumbency effects can be 
differentiated from those without, but not necessarily from ones where some bidders 
have a cost advantage, so long as data from a sufficient number of auctions are 
available. 
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distinguish between a true incumbency effect, created by winning 
an earlier auction, and an unchanging asymmetry between bidders. 

5.50 Where there are significant incumbency effects, there may be 
knock-on effects on participation just as there are with 
asymmetries between bidders. If one bidder is expected to always 
win, then the incentives for other bidders to participate may be 
poor. Eventually, it might even be that competitors with only a 
slight disadvantage choose not to participate, leading to the 
winning bidder having market power. Unlike a conventional market, 
the potential for entry may not be a sufficient threat. The stronger 
bidder will usually know who is participating in any particular 
auction and can set its bid accordingly, earning rents where there is 
no serious competition and bidding to win where there is. Unless 
the bid-taker takes specific steps to limit transparency (so the 
strong bidder does not know who he is up against), competition 
may be entirely ineffective. 

5.51 This strongly suggests that it is not only the number of times that a 
particular bidder wins a sequence of auctions that we should 
consider. A pattern of reducing participation and a predictable 
winner may also be relevant, as discussed in the box. 

5.52 At the same time, it is important not to draw too much from 
observing the same winner appearing over time in a sequence of 
auctions. Even if the winner of an auction is determined randomly 
and independently each and every time a bidding process is run, it 
is the case that the same winner will occur on a number of 
successive occasions simply by chance. Often, poor intuitions 
about probability lead people to spot patterns in random data that 
are not really there and which are simply down to coincidence or 
chance.28 This can be avoided by using properly specified 
hypothesis (such as that all bidders have an equal chance of 
winning) and using standard statistical hypothesis testing methods. 

                                      

28 For example, Feller (1971) considers the case of a fair coin repeatedly flipped. Quite 
long sequences of only heads or only tails can occur with a surprisingly high 
probability. It would be incorrect to infer that the coin was biased simply for seeing 
such a sequence. A careful statistical test is needed as intuition is often wrong in 
such cases.  
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5.53 The GE/Honeywell merger (see European Commission (2001) and 
Annexe B) provides an interesting example of the very different 
interpretations that might be drawn from a sequence of successes. 
In this case, US authorities took this to be a signal of effective 
competition, where the EU was concerned about the possibility of 
incumbency effects.29  

5.54 Finally, we should recognise that a sequence of bidding processes 
may create greater opportunities for entry than a one-off process. 
In particular, it is possible for potential entrants to observe prices 
and determine whether entry is likely to be profitable for them. In 
contrast, a one-off or occasional bidding process may require 
potential bidders to work hard to form expectations about likely 
outcomes when deciding whether to participate. Therefore, we 
need to give more consideration to the potential competitive role of 
entry in these situations. For example, the Compass/RG UK 
decision (see Competition Commission (2002a) and Annexe B) 
pointed to the potential for entry over a sequence of bidding 
processes as a factor in clearing a merger. 

Implications of auction formats and valuation 

5.55 If we can assume that bidders are symmetric and have private 
valuations, the choice of auction format is not particularly 
significant to the assessment of market power. We can see this 
immediately from the revenue equivalence theorem (see Annexe A). 
Assuming symmetry and private values, any auction format that 
leads to efficient allocation produces the same expected revenue 
for a seller. Therefore, under these conditions, what matters is the 
number of bidders, not the choice of auction format. Even with two 
bidders, we could obtain quite reasonable rivalry under these 
assumptions.  

5.56 In practice, these assumptions are strenuous and unlikely to be 
particularly relevant. Often it is common knowledge prior to an 
auction that not all bidders stand an equal chance of winning and 
that some are stronger than others. In this case, the assumption of 

                                      

29 See Patterson and Shapiro (2001).  
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symmetry does not hold and so there is no revenue equivalence. 
Also, in many auctions there are factors affecting valuations that 
are common to all bidders, in which case the private value 
assumption does not hold. 

Asymmetric bidders with private values 

5.57 Consider first asymmetries between bidders, but maintain for now 
the assumption of private values. There has been some research on 
modelling the impact of asymmetries in this case, as we discuss in 
more detail in Annexe A. The broad finding of this literature is that 
a seller may often increase revenue from using a first-price sealed 
bid process in preference to an open process if it is the case that 
asymmetries are sufficiently large. This implies that strong bidders 
tend to be more able to exert market power (in the sense of not 
needing to bid close to valuation) in open auctions than in first-
price sealed bids. 

5.58 It is very difficult to draw entirely general conclusions, as there are 
various forms of asymmetry amongst bidders. Most of the research 
on asymmetric private value auctions has been based on the use of 
numerical techniques, making full generalisation difficult. 
Nevertheless, the broad message is that the impact of asymmetries 
between bidders in private value settings will typically be worse if 
open processes are used rather than first-price sealed bids. 
Therefore, our discussion about assessing winning probabilities for 
sealed bid processes as an analogy to market shares may 
understate the impact of asymmetries in open processes. Given the 
difficulty of specifying and modelling asymmetric auctions, we can 
probably at best expect to develop rules of thumb to aid qualitative 
assessments. 

5.59 This is a dramatically different conclusion to some of the 
arguments that have been made that competition may be effective 
in bidding processes even with small numbers of bidders. In the 
case of an open process, we need to be particularly concerned 
about bidder asymmetries, as strong bidders may be less 
challenged by weaker rivals than in a first-price sealed bid. It is only 
where bidders are reasonably similar that competition can be 
effective with a smaller number of bidders. If bidders are very 
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asymmetric, competition might not be effective even with a large 
number of bidders if the winner cannot be effectively challenged by 
at least one other bidder. Therefore, depending on the auction 
format, asymmetric situations could result in a bidder being 
dominant.  

5.60 In practice, the bid-taker should choose an auction process that 
mitigates market power deriving from bidder asymmetries. For 
example, it might be sensible for a seller to use a first-price sealed 
bid rather than an open process if faced by one strong bidder. 
However, as we discuss in more detail in Annexe A, there can be a 
variety of reasons why the bid-taker may not be able to optimise 
the process, such as legal constraints, inability to commit to 
particular auction rules or even irrationality. We cannot necessarily 
assume that the bid-taker can take steps to optimise the bidding 
process to mitigate market power. In particular, the use of an open 
bidding process should not be taken as automatically indicating that 
the bid-taker is untroubled by asymmetries between the bidders. 

Common valuations 

5.61 In a first-price sealed bid auction with private valuations, we would 
typically find that the differences in bids are less acute than the 
underlying differences in costs. This is because stronger bidders 
will typically try to enjoy some of their advantage in rent. For 
example, in a procurement auction, this would mean that a strong 
bidder will be bidding significantly above cost. However, bidders 
with higher costs would need to bid closer to cost, as otherwise 
they would likely lose. 

5.62 However, in auctions with strong common value aspects, exactly 
the opposite may occur. Differences in bids may be more extreme 
than differences in costs due to the effects of winner’s curse (for a 
detailed discussion see Annexe A). This is because the need to 
adjust bids to correct for winners' curse is relatively greater for 
weaker bidders. A weak bidder winning against a strong bidder is 
much more likely to win due to misestimating common value as 
compared with a strong bidder beating a weak bidder. The 
asymmetric effect of winner’s curse is self-reinforcing. Because 
strong bidders adjust their bids less than weak bidders, this makes 
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it even more likely that a weak bidder beating a strong bidder does 
so because of incorrectly estimating common value. This justifies a 
greater adjustment to the weak bidder’s bid to account for winner’s 
curse.  

5.63 This issue has an immediate implication for the assessment of 
bidder market power. If there are common values, we need to be 
much more concerned about the effect of asymmetries between 
bidders than in a private values situation. In particular, given the 
difficulties of assessing ex-ante probabilities of winning and the 
intensity of competition within an auction, often it is necessary to 
consider both the number of bidders and any obvious patterns of 
asymmetry amongst them. However, with strong common values 
even small asymmetries may have a large effect on outcomes.  

5.64 Furthermore, the issue of winner’s curse becomes more important 
the greater the number of bidders, as winning has a greater 
information content relevant to estimation of common value. If a 
bidder is concerned that beating one other bidder might indicate 
that it has overestimated the value of what it has won, then this is 
even more significant if it has beaten ninety-nine others. Therefore, 
if there are strong common values and significant asymmetries, 
competition may not be particularly effective even with a large 
number of bidders. A sufficient number of these bidders need to be 
similarly strong, rather than there just being a large number of 
bidders. 

5.65 Although there is a strong case for needing to be more concerned 
about the impact of asymmetries in common value settings, this 
leaves open the question of how to identify such situations. There 
has been some academic research on this question. There are two 
basic approaches: 

! the use of a structural model in which functional forms are 
specified for uncertainty and unknown parameters 
estimated (for a description of the structural approach, see 
Laffont and Vuong (1996) and for an application, see 
Paarsch (1992)), and 
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! non-parametric approaches that focus on the relationship 
between bids and the number of bidders (see Armantier 
(2002)). 

5.66 In general, parametric approaches are not especially helpful for 
applications such as an assessment undertaken in a real-world 
competition investigation. It can be difficult to find solid reasons for 
specifying that bidders beliefs about other bidders’ costs or 
valuations take one form rather than another. Results that rest on 
specific assumptions about functional forms may be difficult to 
justify and result in protracted debate. Sensitivity analysis is 
difficult given the many different ways that exist of setting up 
relevant models. 

5.67 Therefore, non-parametric approaches are likely to be more useful 
in practice. These rely on the observation that in private value 
settings where the bid-taker is selling (and the bidders are buying), 
bids conditional on cost are always decreasing with the number of 
bidders. (The converse holds where the bid-taker is a seller, where 
bids conditional on value are always increasing with the number of 
bidders.) However, where common value is sufficiently important, 
this monotonic relationship may be broken, with bids first 
increasing and then decreasing as the number of bidders increases. 
This is due to two conflicting effects at work (for a more detailed 
discussion see Annexe A):  

! greater competition leads to bids closer to cost, and 

! more bidders leads to stronger winner’s curse and 
increases the expected cost conditional on winning.  

Exactly where bids stop falling with the number of bidders and start 
increasing depends on the strength of common values and the 
specific form of uncertainty.30 

5.68 Whilst some academic studies have successfully applied this 
observation as a test for common values, data from a fairly large 

                                      

30 For a worked example showing the non-monotone relationship between bids and 
numbers of bidders, see Wilson (1992). 
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number of auctions is needed in order to allow a sufficiently 
powerful statistical test of one valuation model against another. 
This is a significant practical hurdle to applying the methodology. 
Without sufficient data, statistical tests will be inconclusive. We 
can entirely forget about using such an approach if a bidding 
process is one-off or only repeated a small number of times. 

5.69 In any case, in those studies where private valuation models have 
been rejected in favour of common valuation models, it is largely 
self-evident that common values are important. For example, one 
study considers auctions of contracts to plant trees in British 
Columbia. Clearly there are many factors that are common across 
all bidders in determining the cost of fulfilling such a contract (for 
example topography, weather etc) so a priori reasoning alone 
suggests that common value is important. Therefore, more informal 
approaches may in practice be at least if not more useful than 
formal testing. In particular, where there are factors likely to affect 
the costs or valuations of all bidders, but which are unknown, the 
common value model is likely to be more relevant. There is no 
reason why interviewing or surveying bidders might not elucidate 
what these factors are and so provide reasonable evidence for a 
conclusion that the common value model is more appropriate. 

Analysis of residual demand 

5.70 In a conventional market, the calculation of market shares is only a 
starting point. If a supplier has a small market share, this generally 
means that they do not have market power and cannot be 
dominant. If a supplier has a high market share, this does not 
automatically imply market power, as we also need to consider the 
extent to which pricing may be constrained by potential entry or 
expansion by other players.  

5.71 In some models of oligopolistic competition, high market shares are 
associated with large price-cost margins.31 However, in other 
models attempts to raise price above cost are unprofitable as this 
creates an opportunity for rivals to expand and steal market share. 

                                      

31 For example, in the standard Cournot model. 
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For this to be possible, it is necessary first that there are low 
barriers to expansion and/or entry. Second, it is necessary that a 
rival can steal market share sufficiently quickly relative to the 
setting of prices, otherwise entry or expansion could be rendered 
unprofitable due to the incumbent cutting price. Therefore, 
although market share might be high at current prices, increasing 
price would lead to market share being rapidly lost. In this case, the 
supplier faces a substantial residual demand elasticity (that is the 
demand facing that supplier taking account of both customers 
switching to alternative products and alternative suppliers). 

5.72 This idea carries across to markets with bidding processes. 
Consider a first price sealed-bid procurement auction. It could be 
that a bidder has a high probability of winning given equilibrium 
bids. However, if that bidder were to raise price significantly above 
cost, it might be that its probability of winning would sharply drop, 
both in sealed bids and open auctions. In such a case, it would be 
constrained from raising its bid much above cost. This is the direct 
analogy of a supplier having substantial residual demand elasticity, 
but translated to a bidding context. The bidder would not be 
dominant (in the sense of United Brands)32 as it would not have any 
independence of action in setting its bid. 

5.73 How likely is such a situation? This is primarily a question about 
how similar bidders are. We have discussed the question of 
asymmetries between bidders above. The other relevant issue is 
how widely spread bidders can expect costs or values to be. The 
more similar bidders are, in terms of both predictable differences 
and unpredictable random factors affecting costs and valuations, 
the more intense competition will be.  

5.74 Traditional arguments about competition being effective with 
contestability or Bertrand competition do not easily carry over to 
the case of bidding processes. Such arguments rely on entry or 
expansion occurring contingent on prices and so acting as a 
constraining effect even if market shares are high. However, in a 
bidding process, price is an outcome of the process and is not 

                                      

32 See Commission of the European Communities (1978). 
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known until the conclusion of the process, by which point entry 
cannot have any effect on the outcome. This is often true for both 
sealed bid and open processes.33 Therefore, participation in the 
process is often not contingent on the price achieved if the process 
is discrete and one-off. This is different to a conventional 
contestable market, where sustained prices above cost would 
trigger hit-and-run entry. In a bidding process, the set of 
participants depends on expectations about the price that will be 
achieved, not necessarily the price itself. This may mute the 
constraining effect of potential entry on bidders for occasional 
bidding processes. It might be more reasonable to expect entry into 
a sequence of bidding processes if outcomes are seen to create an 
opportunity for profitable entry, but often bidding processes will be 
occasional or one-off. 

5.75 The preceding discussion clearly identifies the main factors 
affecting the rate with which the ex-ante probability of winning 
changes as bids change. This depends on whether both 
asymmetries across bidders - predictable differences between 
bidders - and the extent to which cost (or valuation) distributions 
are concentrated or dispersed – random differences between 
bidders. 

5.76 It is simplest to consider first the case of symmetric bidders. Again, 
we suppose for definiteness that we have a procurement-style 
auction (though the discussion can also be applied where the bid-
taker is selling). The rate at which the perceived probability of 
winning drops off depends both on the number of bidders and also 
on the dispersion of bidders’ beliefs about costs. 

5.77 If bidders' beliefs about costs are such that the distribution of costs 
is concentrated, then each bidder will expect its probability of 
winning to drop off rapidly as it increases its bid. Conversely, if the 
distribution of costs is more dispersed, then this probability will 
drop off more slowly. Therefore, for a given number of bidders, 

                                      

33 This is more debateable for informal bidding processes, as new participation might 
occur part way through the bidding process. This is not uncommon in takeovers. 
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prices will be closer to costs when beliefs about costs are more 
concentrated. 

5.78 This idea is similar to the differentiation of goods under price 
competition in a conventional oligopoly setting. Where goods are 
not very differentiated, demand will drop off rapidly as the price 
increases, as consumers will switch to close substitutes. Where 
goods are more differentiated, switching is more muted and 
demand will drop off less rapidly. With a given number of 
competitors, competition will be more intense the less 
differentiated the products are. 

5.79 Although there is a very close connection between the idea of 
differentiated goods in a conventional market and the dispersion of 
costs or valuations in a sealed-bid process, clearly it is much more 
difficult to assess the latter than the former. What matters in 
bidding processes are the beliefs that bidders have about the 
valuations of others; these are difficult to assess objectively for all 
the reasons already discussed. 

5.80 We have already seen that there may be a variety of soft 
information that may be relevant in assessing bidder asymmetries. 
In the same way, for a one-shot auction, qualitative assessments 
are likely to be the most useful method for assessing cost or 
valuation dispersion. Valuations or costs are likely to be dispersed 
where there are uncertainty and idiosyncratic factors affecting 
bidders. We can ask bidders and informed third parties about what 
these factors might be. 

5.81 Where a bidding process is repeated, these random factors 
affecting costs (or valuations) change from instance to instance of 
the process. Therefore, with repeated runs of a bidding process, it 
may be possible to look at factors such as the dispersion of outturn 
prices and try to reconstruct some information about the underlying 
distribution of costs or valuations.  

5.82 This is a potentially difficult task, as we are interested in the 
dispersion of the costs (or valuation) of an individual bidder, 
whereas price reflects the minimum (or one but lowest) cost across 
a number of bidders. Reconstruction of the underlying cost 
distribution will typically require parametric estimation methods, 
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specifying the underlying distribution of costs (or valuations) in 
terms of a small number of estimates then computing the implied 
distributions of order statistics (that is lowest cost, one but lowest 
cost etc.) with various numbers of bidders. We then try to fit the 
implied distributions of order statistics to observed outcomes, 
controlling for any variation in the number of bidders across 
different instances of the bidding process.  

5.83 Whilst this is a potentially useful technique, it may require a large 
number of observations to be useful, especially if the number of 
bidders is varying across different instances of the auction process. 
In addition, the need to parameterise the underlying distribution of 
costs creates the opportunity for criticism on robustness, as one 
would need a good reason to use one particular assumption about 
the form of the cost distribution rather than another. 

Conclusions 

5.84 This chapter has considered methods for the identification of 
dominance in bidding markets, focusing on situations where bidders 
have market power. Three approaches are typically used to analyse 
market dominance:  

! a comparison of price with costs 

! an assessment of profitability, and  

! an analysis of market structure, including market shares 
and concentration. 

5.85 The first two approaches raise similar issues regardless of whether 
the analysis is based within a bidding or conventional market 
context. For example, following the first approach may be difficult 
in both bidding and conventional markets if data on costs is difficult 
to obtain and following the second approach may raise issues of 
survivorship bias. This section has therefore predominantly focused 
on the third of these approaches. 

5.86 Before analysing market structure in bidding markets, it is 
necessary to make a distinction between the market positions of 
bidders, ex-ante and ex-post. Since many bidding processes result 
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in a winner with a 100 per cent market share, we are instead 
interested in analysing concentration at the auction stage.  

5.87 We have shown that it is possible to draw an analogy between 
market shares in conventional markets and the ex-ante probabilities 
of winning in bidding markets, although there are three particular 
problems with this analogy:  

! bidders subjective perceptions of their probabilities of 
winning may not fit with the required objective theoretical 
assumptions. For example two bidders may both believe 
they have a 90 per cent chance of winning, which is 
clearly inconsistent 

! it is uncertain how ex-ante winning probabilities can be 
accurately estimated. This may be particularly problematic 
if the bidding process is a one-off and bidders are 
asymmetric, if costs aren't drawn from a common 
distribution across repeated auctions, if learning over time 
about rivals’ costs occurs, if the population of bidders 
changes over time or if the data sample is small  

! in repeated auctions, although it may be possible to 
empirically estimate ex-ante winning probabilities from ex-
post outcomes, this crucially relies on the assumption that 
each auction represents a new draw from the same 
underlying cost distribution. This may not always be the 
case, so this assumption needs to be checked in each 
case.  

5.88 However despite these issues, we are able to draw a number of 
broad conclusions relating to market power in bidding markets: 

! First, in open auction processes with symmetric bidders 
and private valuations, the revenue equivalence theorem 
implies that the choice of auction format is not significant 
to an assessment of market power. What matters is how 
many bidders participate in the process 

! Second, when bidders are asymmetric and valuations are 
private, strong bidders can exert more market power in 
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open auction processes than in typically first-price sealed 
bid auctions. Arguments stating that competition will be 
effective in bidding processes with small numbers of 
bidders may be fundamentally flawed. If bidders are 
asymmetric, competition might be ineffective even with a 
large number of bidders, if there are asymmetries and the 
auction format is not chosen carefully 

! Third, in auctions with common valuations, winner's curse 
will be greater for weak bidders and also when there are 
larger numbers of bidders in the process. In these cases, 
small differences between bidders can lead to weak 
bidders being unable to beat strong bidders. Even small 
asymmetries can have large dampening effects on 
competition if they are generally anticipated. 

! Fourth, the dispersion of bidders' valuations affects 
competition in bidding processes. The more similar bidders 
are, the more competitive the outcome will be.  

! Fifth, as in conventional markets, high market shares in 
bidding markets will not automatically lead to large price-
cost margins. Whereas a firm with high market share in a 
conventional market may be constrained by the ability of 
rival firms to expand as long as low entry barriers exist, a 
strong bidder in an auction may be constrained from 
raising his bid if this reduces his probability of winning 
against other auction participants. However, in repeated 
auctions, the effectiveness of competition also depends on 
the strength of incumbency effects.34 For example, if large 
incumbency effects are present and the same winner 
always wins each auction, there may be knock on effects 
on participation which allow the winning bidder to exercise 
market power.  

                                      

34 This is confirmed by the Monte Carlo modelling in Annexe C, which shows that where 
incumbency effects are stronger, bidders are more likely to win series of auctions. 
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5.89 Given the potential problems associated with estimating market 
power, particularly in one-off auctions, we have also identified that 
an event study approach may be particularly useful in some 
situations. This approach can be used for any type of auction 
process, regardless of whether private or common values exist, and 
it gives rise to the following broad conclusions:  

! a positive valuation shock upon announcing participation in 
an auction but not upon winning is indicative of market 
power, and  

! a positive valuation shock upon winning an auction but not 
upon announcing participation is indicative of a lack of 
market power. 

5.90 The following diagram summarises the approach for assessing 
dominance in markets characterised by bidding processes 

Figure 5.1: Assessing dominance in markets characterised by 
bidding processes 
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6 COLLUSION AND JOINT DOMINANCE 

6.1 Bidding processes often exhibit a high degree of transparency. This 
may create opportunities for tacit or explicit collusion, as it may be 
easy to see whether particular bidders are sticking to a collusive 
agreement. Equally, this may create opportunities for detecting 
collusive behaviour where the repetition of bidding processes gives 
rise to rich data. 

6.2 We start by considering the forms that explicit collusion amongst 
bidders may take. First, we consider bidding rings, where colluding 
bidders predetermine who will win in a sequence of bidding 
processes. This is a natural analogy to a cartel setting prices 
collectively in an oligopolistic market. However, bidding rings may 
also create telltale signs in bidding data that can be used to detect 
such collusion. 

6.3 Complex multiple lot auctions can provide rich ground for various 
forms of tacit collusion. For example, there are well-documented 
examples of bidders in spectrum auctions signalling using their bids 
to suggest coordinated outcomes. Because there is no explicit 
collusive agreement amongst bidders in this case, this is a form of 
tacit collusion. It may be possible to limit the ability of bidders to 
behave in this way through good design of bidding processes, for 
example by limiting transparency. 

6.4 Certain types of auction may promote strategic behaviour by 
bidders, such as reducing the number of lots they might be seeking 
to buy in order to achieve better prices on those that they do buy. 
In such situations, bidders are seeking an accommodation with 
rivals, so this is effectively a form of tacit collusion even though a 
bidding process might not be repeated. We can expect it to be 
difficult to identify such situations as what might be tacitly 
collusive behaviour given one set of bidder preferences may be 
possible to rationalise as unilateral behaviour given a different set 
of preferences. 

6.5 Finally, we relate the various forms of tacit collusion considered to 
the Airtours criteria (see Court of First Instance (2002)). Many of 
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the same ideas about factors favouring tacit collusion apply equally 
well where there are bidding processes. 

Collusion in repeated bidding processes 

6.6 There are various ways in which bidders may seek 
accommodations with other bidders. Where auctions and bidding 
processes are repeated over time, it may be possible to share out 
the winning position through some notation scheme – a so-called 
bidding ring where this is done through explicit coordination. Where 
bidding processes involve multiple lots, it might be possible to 
reach an accommodation with other bidders through sharing out 
the lots available by reducing the number demanded, which we 
consider later. 

6.7 There are a variety of different schemes that can be used to sustain 
collusive outcomes in bidding processes. The box below lists some 
examples. Such schemes can take many different forms, so it 
important that empirical techniques are flexible and consider the 
specifics of the case at hand.  

6.8 It may well be that bid rigging of various forms is a pervasive 
problem. Porter and Zona (1993) quote the fact that more than half 
of the criminal cases filed by the Antitrust Division of the 
Department of Justice between 1982 and 1988 involved bid 
rigging or price fixing in auctions. 

6.9 Bidding rings are a form of collusion in which there is a cartel that 
decides which cartel member is going to place the lowest bid prior 
to an auction. Sometimes bidders might operate a strict bid rotation 
scheme with other colluding members simply not bidding. Bids may 
rotate through members in a pre-determined manner, be determined 
by publicly observable signals (such as a famous example where 
electrical equipment manufacturers coordinated according to the 
phases of the moon (see Smith (1961))) or be subject to agreement 
on each occasion.  

6.10 Cartel members planning to lose may either not submit bids at all or 
else submit phantom bids to create the impression of competition. 
The latter approach is sometimes called bid covering. This is 
intended to mislead the bid-taker into thinking that competition 
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amongst bidders is effective when it is not. For example, with 
procurement contracts, phantom bids might suggest to the buyer 
that cost is much higher than it really is and so stave off further 
enquiry from the buyer about whether value for money is being 
obtained. 

6.11 Another potential form of collusion is joint bidding. Here bidders, 
who could have competed against one another, submit a joint bid. 
The difficulty with joint bidding is that it is difficult to distinguish 
from legitimate and potentially pro-competitive practices. For 
example, it is common for suppliers to team up in a procurement 
process in order to meet the full range of a buyer's needs; 
individually they may lack some of the necessary skills or 
experience. Without the opportunity to bid jointly, they might not 
be able to bid at all. Even where bidders could have potentially bid 
against one another, a joint bid is not necessarily anticompetitive if 
the joint bidders would have been in a weak situation had they bid 
separately. 

Box 6.1: Examples of bid rigging 

Logging rights 

Baldwin, Marshall and Richard (1997) consider the case of US Forest Service 
timber sales. The Forest Service sold over half of the timber is the Pacific 
Northwest from the late 1970’s onwards. Logging rights have been sold by 
auction from US national forests for many years and concerns about collusion 
by bidders have been equally longstanding. Logging tracts were sold by an oral 
auction, making it easy to monitor adherence to cartel agreements. Because of 
the need to bring in cutting equipment and haul logs long distances to mills, 
entry of loggers from other regions was unlikely. 

There were congressional hearings on the matter in 1977, but the DoJ only 
managed to prosecute a handful of cases of bid rigging. In 1981, there were a 
number of auctions in which sales were made at close to the reserve price 
despite there being a number of bidders. The reserve price set by the Forest 
Service seems to have been set at a very low level. Baldwin et al suggest that 
bids slightly above the reserve might have been intended to hide collusive 
tendering as the DoJ had successfully prosecuted bidders for bid rigging in a 
nearby area in 1975. 

Road building 

Porter and Zona (1993) discuss the case of the New York State Department of 
Transportation (DoT) using a bidding process for road construction projects. The 
DoT had a policy of publicly announcing bids and the identity of bidders, making 
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it easy to monitor adherence to cartel agreements. A 'Plan Buyers List' was also 
available listing all the firms who purchased plans for a particular job. Therefore, 
it was easy for firms to determine who was likely to bid from a specific 
contract. The 'Plan Buyers List' was also distributed to trade associations. The 
contract was award to the lowest bidder in a first-price sealed bid auction, with 
the proviso that cost estimates needed to be realistic on comparison with the 
DoT’s own estimates. Therefore, the firms competed only on price. 

In 1984, one of the five largest firms in Nassau and Suffolk counties was 
convicted of rigging bids on a contract for a road in Long Island. The other four 
firms were listed as unindicted co-conspirators. There was limited participation 
in bids for large contracts in Nassau and Suffolk counties, with 45 per cent of 
the bids on jobs over $1m being submitted by four firms. There appeared to be 
little entry from firms in other areas, which Porter and Zona (1993) ascribe to 
the high transportation costs of the raw materials. Local unions were also 
strong, potentially creating another barrier to entry. Porter and Zona (1993) 
found evidence of phantom bids in that the likely ranking of bids by cartel 
members did not coincide with the ranking of costs. 

 

6.12 Even where bidding rings do not involve all (or even most) of the 
players in a market they may still be effective. Within bidding 
processes for buying or selling a single unit and a fixed set of 
participants, bids are typically strategic complements, so a more 
aggressive bid by one player encourages a more aggressive 
response. This means that if a bidding ring moderates its bids 
through collusion and this is anticipated by rivals outside the ring 
(as would be the case with a repeated auction over time), then 
those rivals will also moderate their bids. Therefore, the strategic 
reactions of rivals outside the bidding ring help it rather than hinder 
it. In such situations, it is not necessary for the cartel to include all 
potential bidders for it to be profitable to collude.  

6.13 Nevertheless, such a cartel could be undermined by entry, making 
prices inflated above cost unsustainable over a sequence of 
auctions. Therefore, low entry barriers frustrate collusion in market 
characterised by bidding processes just as they do in more 
conventional oligopolistic competition. In both of the examples in 
the box above, the sustainability of collusion clearly depended on 
the presence of entry barriers even if all market participants 
colluded. 
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6.14 Where bidding processes involve a number of units, it may be more 
difficult to sustain collusion. Consider the example of selling a 
number of related lots (for example radio spectrum). If some 
bidders form a cartel to try to limit the price paid, this may lead 
bidders outside the cartel to expand the number of lots that they 
want to buy. This is directly analogous to collusion in a 
conventional oligopoly being unsustainable because of low barriers 
to expansion amongst those firms not colluding.  

6.15 It is more difficult for colluding parties to sustain collusive 
outcomes if the ability to transfer rents between them is limited. 
Without the ability to share the spoils of collusion, it can be difficult 
to ensure that each of the colluding parties has a sufficient 
incentive to maintain the collusive behaviour. 

6.16 In repeated auctions there may be a natural way to achieve this, as 
winning bids can be rotated on a round-robin basis amongst 
colluding bidders. This has the advantage of avoiding explicit 
financial transfers that could be used as evidence of collusion. 

6.17 Another approach is for colluding bidders to enter equal bids and 
rely on tie-breaking rules within the bidding process to determine 
the winner randomly. This has the advantage that all colluding 
bidders do equally well in expectation. It also avoids problems with 
bid rotation schemes where a colluding bidder might have an 
incentive to quit the cartel immediately after winning, as this when 
it has longest to wait until it can expect to win again under the 
collusive scheme. 

6.18 McAfee and McMillan (1992) note the importance of rent transfers 
in making collusive behaviour sustainable. Without the ability to 
make transfers, cartels in their model will need to make equal bids. 
They note that equal bids have been observed in bidding for 
government contract in the US. Comanor and Schankerman (1976) 
also examine the propensity of cartels to submit identical bids. 

6.19 Some auction rules are more conducive to collusive behaviour than 
others. In particular, second-price auctions and open bidding 
processes generally create stronger incentives for collusion than 
first price processes; collusion tends to be self-enforcing in the 
former but not in the later (see Robinson (1985)). 
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6.20 A simple example demonstrates this point. Suppose that there are 
two bidders who are prepared to pay 8 and 10 respectively for 
some item. In an open auction, the highest value bidder wins at a 
price of 8. If the two bidders get together before the auction and 
agree that only the high value bidder will participate, then he can 
win at the reserve price (say this is zero). Therefore, there is a 
substantial incentive to collude. The lower value bidder does not 
have any incentive to renege on this arrangement, as if it 
participated in the auction process, it knows that the price would 
rise to 8 and it could not win. If the collusive agreement broke 
down and the weak bidder participated, then the higher value 
bidder always has the option of bidding the price up to the point 
where it won, so there is little risk.   

6.21 Similar arguments apply to a second-price auction process. The 
higher value bidder can win at the reserve price if the weaker 
bidder does not participate. However, by making a bid at a price of 
10, it will win at the reserve price if the weaker bidder does not 
participate but at the same time ensure itself against the risk that 
weaker bidder did participate, in which case it would win at a price 
equal to the bid of the weaker bidder. Therefore, second-price 
auctions allow low risk collusion. 

6.22 In a first price sealed-bid, the higher value bidder can reduce its 
sealed bid if it thinks that the other bidder will not participate, in 
this case to zero. However, this exposes the bidder to a risk if the 
other bidder reneges. In fact, there could be an incentive for the 
lower value bidder to renege in this case as it might reckon that the 
higher value bidder lowering its bid could create for it to win. 
Therefore, the collusive arrangement is not self-reinforcing in the 
same way as with an open process. 

6.23 A bid-taker who is concerned about collusion can obviously use a 
more collusion-proof auction process, such as a first-price sealed 
bid. It might even if possible to limit transparency about who is 
participating in the auction to further undermine collusion. 
However, there may be adverse consequences for the bid-taker 
from such approaches. For example, if there are common values a 
first price auction will typically lead to more conservative bidding. 
Therefore, although there are measures that the bid-taker can adopt 
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to reduce the incentives for collusion, it is still the case that 
collusion damages the bid-taker. 

Identifying collusion 

6.24 As with any other market, the most effective means of detecting 
collusion will be direct 'smoking gun' evidence of communication 
and coordination amongst bidders. Providing incentives for whistle 
blowing in terms of reduced fines for those coming forward first 
can provide an important incentive to renege on collusive 
arrangements. The existence of financial transfers amongst bidders 
unexplained by any other purpose may also be indicatory of 
collusion; this may be the rent transfers necessary to sustain 
collusion. 

6.25 Furthermore, as we have already seen in the examples above, the 
existence of entry barriers is likely to be a necessary condition for 
collusion to be sustainable. Therefore, if entry barriers are low, we 
may be able to dismiss the possibility of collusion rapidly. 

6.26 Data from bidding processes may allow various tests to be applied 
to detect features in the data potentially associated with 
collusion.35 In the case of bidding rings, the structure of phantom 
bids can be particularly telling. Much of the literature on detection 
of bidding rings has focussed on identifying ways in which 
phantom bids differ from other bids lying outside the bidding ring. 

6.27 If bids are genuine, they should be related to cost (or valuation if 
bidders are buying). Therefore, one approach is to consider factors 
that may driver the cost of various bidders, such as capacity, 
distance from buyer etc. Phoney bids amongst the bidding ring will 
be uncorrelated with these cost drivers or at least less correlated 
than bids from outside the bidding ring (see Porter and Zona 
(1993)). Phoney bids are typically more correlated with each other 

                                      

35 As shown in Annexe C, care should be taken when analysis data for evidence of 
collusion, it may be that the result of any analysis is consistent with collusion, but 
that it is also consistent with other explanations, such as incumbency effects.  To be 
confident that collusion has occurred one needs to be relatively sure that other 
factors are not distorting the analysis. 
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than should be expected, presumably as they are set relative to the 
agreed winning bid.  

6.28 A more sophisticated application of these ideas is given by Bajari 
and Ye (2003). Their approach is to model a firm's bid in terms of 
various cost drivers. They note that in a model of competitive 
bidding in a first-price auction with private valuations:  

! the unexplained part of firms’ bids should be uncorrelated 
across firms, and 

! cost drivers should affect different firms in the same way. 

They systematically test these properties for pairs of firms in order 
to identify candidate cartels. Where these tests fail, there is a 
suspicion that bids are being determined collusively. The Bajari and 
Ye (2003) approach is practically useful as the econometric 
methods they use are not taxing.  

6.29 These approaches based on detecting phantom bids have proved 
fruitful because bidding rings have used relatively unsophisticated 
means to construct these phantom bids. A potential danger of 
using a highly formulaic approach to testing for phantom bids is 
that a sophisticated bidding ring could take account of the method 
by which bids are checked for irregularities and generate phantom 
bids that were indistinguishable from genuine bids. This has been 
offered as a potential criticism of the Bajari and Ye (2003) 
approach, as it is possible to construct schemes for colluding which 
would pass their tests (see Harrington (2005)). However, the point 
applies more generally to any pre-specified approach to collusion 
detection. 

6.30 An alternative approach is to use structural methods. Given 
assumptions about the distribution of costs, it may be possible to 
distinguish the impact of collusion on the distribution of winning 
bids. For instance, without collusion, the price in an open auction is 
given by the second highest valuation. With collusion of two 
bidders, this price is sometimes determined by the second highest 
valuation (if the colluding parties are not the two strongest bidders) 
and sometimes by the third highest valuation (if the colluding 
parties are the two strongest bidders). Therefore, the statistical 
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distribution of price is different in the two cases (see Baldwin, 
Marshall and Richard (1997)). 

6.31 However, this approach is problematic due to the importance of 
assumptions about the underlying distribution of costs. In 
particular, it is typically necessary to specify a parameterised 
distribution for the underlying cost. Given the potential to debate 
these assumptions, this does not seem a particularly practical 
approach for a real-world competition investigation. 

6.32 A complementary approach is to try to identify the selection of the 
winning bidder within a cartel. Where transfers are not possible 
within the cartel, this might occur through a bid rotation scheme.36 
However, it is difficult to use bid rotation as being characteristic of 
collusion as there are other legitimate explanations of this 
behaviour.  

6.33 In particular, it is possible that bidders might operate with short-run 
capacity constraints, so winning one auction might discourage the 
previous winner from bidding in a later auction (or at least bid less 
aggressively reflecting higher short-run costs due to scarce 
capacity). Therefore, short-run capacity constraints may produce 
patterns of winning and losing similar to collusive bid rotation. 

6.34 More useful, is the observation that cartels often lead to structural 
breaks in prices when they form and breakdown. The logic is 
exactly the same as for conventional markets without bidding 
processes, where tacit collusion may breakdown and be re-
established (see Bresnahan (1987)). This creates shocks in prices 
that are not explainable in terms of underlying cost shocks. 
Econometric techniques are available for continuous monitoring of 
structural change (see Chu, Stinchombe and White (1996)). 

6.35 Finally, there are methods available to spot bids that may be 
anomalous. Where bids are equal, this might be evidence of bid 
rigging, as we have discussed. However, if bids are simply equal to 

                                      

36 The feasibility of using bid rotation schemes to sustain collusion is shown by Aoyagi 
(2003). 
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a reserve price or if bids are only permitted at discrete values (for 
example whole £1 millions), this may explain the co-incidence. 

6.36 Tax fraud has been identified using certain properties of the 
distribution of digits within numbers. Many data series (deriving 
from normally distributed data) have the property that the first 
significant digit, second significant digit and so on are logarithmic 
distributed. For example, the first digit is 1 much more frequently 
that 2 and so on. This is called Benford's Law and is a 
consequence of using the decimal system to represent quantities 
(see Hill (1995)). Furthermore, successive digits within numbers are 
not independently distributed. Where numbers are constructed 
arbitrarily, rather than reflecting underlying data, they often fail to 
observe these complex regularities. This provides another useful 
means of identifying phantom bids. 

Tacit collusion 

6.37 We now turn to the issue of tacit collusion. Often open bidding 
processes are quite transparent and provide ample opportunity for 
bidders to observe what others are doing. This creates 
opportunities for tacitly collusive behaviour. Bidders are still acting 
unilaterally, but are anticipating the actions of rivals, leading to a 
tacitly coordinated outcome. 

6.38 In repeated bidding processes, the issues are much the same as 
with tacit collusion over time in a conventional oligopoly. Prices 
above cost are sustained by the threat of reversion to a more 
competitive outcome if bidders do not follow the tacitly collusive 
outcome (see Abreu, Pearce and Stacchetti (1986)). What is more 
interesting is the potential for tacit collusion to occur in certain 
types of bidding process even if they are not repeated. 

6.39 In particular, where a bidding process involves a number of lots, 
there are various ways in which bidders might accommodate rivals 
and reduce the intensity of competition through tacitly coordinated 
behaviour. For example, consider a procurement auction in which 
there are a number of contracts being awarded for different regions 
of the country. Bidders may have natural home territories into 
which they retreat to avoid competition with others. This is 
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rational, as the superior price achieved would be lost if entry into 
another region lead to a tit-for-tat response in their home territory. 
Therefore, open multiple unit auctions may be vulnerable to market 
sharing outcomes. 

6.40 Radio spectrum auctions provide some of the clearest and best-
documented examples of this form of strategic behaviour. For 
example, where a number of lots are being sold, bidders may 
engage in so-called strategic demand reduction. This can arise 
whenever lots are closely substitutable, so that their prices are 
closely linked, and bidders want multiple lots. In particular, 
reducing the number of lots bought can reduce the ultimate price 
paid on all lots won. A bidder may be better off buying fewer lots 
at a lower price rather than more lots at a higher price. In effect, 
each bidder has some ability to affect the price of all lots; it is as if 
every bidder had market power within the auction. 

6.41 A good example of the problems caused by strategic demand 
reduction is provided by UK electricity markets.37 Under old 
electricity trading arrangements, the pool price of electricity was, 
roughly speaking, determined by an auction in which generators 
offered to supply certainty quantities of electricity at certain 
prices.38 The supply functions of generators were aggregated and a 
market-clearing price determined where supply was equal to 
expected demand. All generators received this market price. It was 
found that this significantly advantaged bidders with multiple 
plants, who were able to take advantage of the rules by 
withdrawing capacity so as to increase the price received on those 
bids still accepted. In order to counteract this, the UK has moved to 
a replacement system (NETA) in which each generator received the 
amount of their bid. This ‘pay what you bid’ arrangement reduces 
the incentive to withdraw capacity to boost prices, as it is now 

                                      

37 For background reading, see Newbery (2004). 

38 This is an example of a 'reverse auction', as participants are bidding to supply to a 
buyer, rather than – as in a spectrum auction –buy from a seller. Strictly, in this case, 
the problem is one of 'strategic supply reduction', but it is directly analogous to the 
strategic demand reduction problem in spectrum auctions. 
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longer the case that accepted bids automatically received the 
benefit of a higher market clearing price as under the old system. 

6.42 Strategic demand reduction and market sharing outcomes are 
particular problems in radio spectrum auctions with regional 
licensing, as reducing the number of units demanded may also be 
associated with geographical market sharing, reducing competition 
in end markets. This has been seen in US and Canadian spectrum 
auctions with regional licences.  

6.43 One way to address the problem of strategic demand reduction is 
to use certain forms of a last and final bid at the end of an open 
auction process. In a sealed bid, the link between reducing the 
number of lots demanded and receiving a lower price for other 
winning bids may be less immediate (analogous to the example of 
reform of the UK electricity trading arrangements discussed above). 
However, this depends on how exactly the final sealed bid is 
structured and the extent to which reducing demand affects the 
pricing of substitutable lots (see Ausubel, Cramton and Milgrom 
(2006)). In particular, it is necessary to abandon the requirement of 
uniform prices and allow for substitutable (or even identical) lots to 
sell at different prices in order to undermine incentives for strategic 
demand reduction. With different prices, reducing demand does not 
then automatically reduce the price of other lots won. At the same 
time, efficiency requires that bidders can express their preferences 
for substitutes and complements, so a complex sealed-bid 
combinatorial process is generally required.  

6.44 These techniques for reducing incentives for strategic demand 
reduction are currently at the cutting edge of auction design and 
have yet to receive much practical application. Therefore, it is 
probably unrealistic to expect that private buyers or sellers can take 
these issues into account. 

6.45 Although strategic demand reduction is a form of tacit collusion, 
identifying it is very difficult without reliable information about a 
bidder’s preferences. For example, suppose that a bidder buying 
lots in an open, multiple-lot auction decides to stop bidding for 
three lots and make do with two to secure a better price on those 
lots that it does expect to win. The bidder does this at a price 
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where it would still enjoy a surplus from buying a third lot at the 
prevailing price, but this surplus is less than the gain it expects on 
the other two lots from winning at a lower price. If we knew the 
bidder’s preferences we could observe this. However, it is very 
difficult to distinguish this situation from one where the bidder’s 
valuation on a third lot was at or below the current price and was 
dropping back to two lots just because the third lot was too 
expensive. 

Bid signalling in multi-unit auctions 

6.46 It is more feasible to look for situations in which bidder might use 
the transparency of an open bidding process in an attempt to 
communicate its intentions to other bidders in order to sustain 
tacitly collusive outcomes. In such situations, we do not have the 
problem of distinguishing between tacitly collusive behaviour and 
simple myopic value-maximising bidding behaviour. Signalling 
behaviour is good evidence of tacit collusion. 

6.47 Radio spectrum auctions provide some notable examples. For 
example, Cramton and Schwartz (2000) discuss the example of a 
multiple licence auction in the US run in 1996 to 1997. In this 
auction, US West was competing vigorously with another bidder 
called McLeod for lot number 378, which was a license in 
Rochester, Minnesota. Although US West has mostly bid in whole 
thousands of dollars up to that point, it bid $313,378 and $62,378 
for two licenses in Iowa for the first time, overbidding McLeod. 
McLeod seemed to understand that it was a punishment for 
competing in Rochester and stopped bidding on that lot.  

6.48 Another well-known example is the German 3G mobile spectrum 
auction. One feature of the later rounds of the auction was the 
apparent attempt by Mannesmann to signal to T-Mobile that it was 
willing to settle for a six-player market.39 During the rounds 130-
150, Vodafone used small jump bids in seven of its eight bids, such 
that its bids always ended with the digit 6. 

                                      

39 See Grimm, Riedel and Wolfstetter (2001). 
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6.49 Klemperer (2005, p 17) quotes an even clearer example from a 
1999 German spectrum auction: 

'Another favourite example of bidders' ability to 'collude' in a 
'one-off' ascending auction was provided by the 1999 
German DCS-1800 auction: ten blocks of spectrum were 
sold, with the rule that any new bid on a block had to 
exceed the previous high bid by at least 10 per cent. There 
were just two credible bidders: the two largest German 
mobile-phone companies, T-Mobil and Mannesman; and 
Mannesman's first bids were DM18.18 million per megahertz 
on blocks one to five and DM20 million per MHz on blocks 
six to ten. T-Mobil—who bid even less in the first round—
later said 'There were no agreements with Mannesman. But 
[we] interpreted Mannesman's first bid as an offer.' (Stuewe, 
1999, p 13). The point is that 18.18 plus a 10 per cent raise 
equals 20.00. Clearly T-Mobil understood that if it bid DM20 
million per MHz on blocks one to five, but did not bid again 
on blocks six to ten, the two companies would then live and 
let live with neither company challenging the other on the 
other's half. Exactly that happened. So the auction closed 
after just two rounds with each of the bidders acquiring half 
the blocks for the same low price, which was a small 
fraction of the valuations that the bidders actually placed on 
the blocks.' 

6.50 Such bid signalling has been used as the basis of a successful 
competition complaint in the US. Mercury PCS sometimes 
submitted bids that ended with three-digit numerical codes in order 
to signal a set of linked lots that it was suggesting as a market 
sharing outcome. The US District Court (see Department of Justice 
(1998)) found that Mercury's behaviour had 'anticompetitive 
effects'. 

6.51 Although bid signalling makes for some interesting examples and 
appears relative easy to detect and take action against, good 
design of bidding process is by far the best way to deal with such 
problems. For example, the simple measure of forcing bidding to 
bid in increments, rather than allowing any whole number bid, can 
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effectively stop bid signalling using coded bids. Further possible 
steps include using bidding processes with limited transparency. 

Relationship with conventional notions of tacit collusion 

6.52 Factors likely to lead to tacit collusion have already been laid out in 
the Airtours decision. These legal tests are well-grounded in 
economic models of tacitly collusive behaviour in repeated games.  

Box 6.2: The Airtours Criteria 

In 1999, the European Commission blocked a takeover bid for First Choice by 
Airtours on grounds that 'it would give Airtours/First Choice and the other two 
large tour operators in the United Kingdom short-haul foreign package holiday 
market (Thomson and Thomas Cook) a collective dominant position' (see Court 
of First Instance (2002)). In 2002, the decision by The Court of First Instance 
to overturn this prohibition and clarify the meaning of the term 'collective 
dominance' made Airtours/First Choice a landmark case. The Commission 
undertook an analysis examining the prevalence various characteristics deemed 
necessary for tacit collusion. These characteristics included: 

- Homogeneous Products 

- Stable and Symmetric Market Shares 

- Stable Demand 

- High Entry Barriers 

- Presence of a Mechanism by which to Punish Deviant Firms 

However in the Airtours/First Choice case, many of these characteristics were 
absent in the market. This suggests that the Commission's decision to prohibit 
the takeover was based on a broader definition of collective dominance. The 
ensuing controversy this created led to a review of the Commission's decision 
and subsequent re-clarification of the meaning of collective dominance by The 
Court of First Instance. It is now defined according to the following criteria: 

'The Court states that three conditions must be met if there is to be a finding of 
collective dominance. First given the characteristics of the relevant market, 
each member of the oligopoly must know how the other members are behaving 
in order to be able to adopt the same policy. Second, members of the oligopoly 
must be deterred over time from departing from the policy thus adopted. Third, 
that policy must be able to withstand challenge by other competitors,…potential 
competitors…or customers' (Court of First Instance (2002)). 
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6.53 Although these factors were developed with repeated oligopolistic 
competition in mind, they apply equally to markets where there are 
bidding processes: 

! Regardless of the mode of competition, the presence of 
entry barriers is clearly a necessary condition for collusion 
to be sustainable. In a repeated auction process, this 
means that other bidders cannot enter. In a one-off auction 
process such a spectrum auction, there may be a de-facto 
entry barrier in that competition occurs amongst a defined 
group of bidders who have passed some prequalification 
criteria. 

! Collusion is likely to be much easier to sustain in bidding 
processes where there is competition just over price, not 
also over other characteristic of the product, as for 
example occurs in some procurement processes. This 
corresponds to the notion of a homogeneous good. 

! Where bidders are relatively symmetric and have similar 
chances of winning, it is easier to sustain tacit (or explicit) 
collusion without needing to make side payments. 

! Procurement auctions have, by construction, stable and 
predictable demand, making it easy to see the actions of 
other bidders and to foresee the consequences of 
accommodating rivals. 

! Finally, all the various forms of tacit collusion we have 
discussed entail some retaliation mechanism, even in a 
one-off bidding process. For example a market sharing 
outcome in an open, multiple lot auction is sustained by 
the threat of bidding on a rival’s territory in response to a 
bid on one’s own. 

Once again, we see that standard ideas from oligopoly theory still 
apply. 
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Conclusions 

6.54 This section has considered methods for identifying collusion in 
bidding markets. The transparency frequently associated with 
bidding processes, combined with the relative ease of enforcing 
coordinated outcomes in repeated auctions, may create an ideal 
environment for collusion. For example, repeated auctions offer an 
ideal way to transfer collusive rents since winning bids can be 
rotated, avoiding the need for any explicit financial transfers. The 
usual criteria used to identify collusion in conventional markets, 
namely that each member knows how others are behaving, each is 
deterred from departing from the chosen policy and that the policy 
is able to withstand challenge by other competitors, will therefore 
apply equally to bidding markets.  

6.55 We have identified a variety of schemes that can sustain collusive 
behaviour in bidding markets. These include: 

! bidding rings 

! phantom bids  

! joint bidding, and 

! market sharing within multiple unit auctions.  

6.56 We have also shown that second-price and open bidding processes 
are more conducive to collusion and although a bid-taker could use 
alternative auction processes or limit transparency in order to 
reduce collusion, this may be a less than ideal solution. 

6.57 There are a number of relative simple ways to detect collusion 
within bidding markets: 

! first, the best means of detection will be direct evidence of 
communication, coordination or financial transfers among 
bidders 

! second, data analysis may be used to highlight the 
presence of phantom bids. Whereas genuine bids should 
be correlated with costs, phantom bids will be 
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uncorrelated with these costs but correlated with each 
other. In this respect, econometric techniques may prove 
helpful in real-world investigations however it should be 
noted that sophisticated bidding rings may take into 
account the methods used to check for collusion and 
adjust their bids accordingly 

! third, it may be possible to analyse patterns of winning 
and losing bidders in order to look for evidence of bid 
rotation. However this will not always be reliable. For 
example, capacity constraints may produce patterns of 
winners similar to those created by bid rotation 

! fourth, collusion may be indicated by price shocks that 
cannot be explained by cost shocks 

! fifth, statistical methods such as the application of 
Benford’s law, may be used to spot anomalous bids. In 
some cases, equal bids may be anomalous. 

6.58 Structural econometric methods that seek to explain auction 
outcomes in terms of the underlying distribution of costs (or 
valuations) have also been suggested, but these methods are 
difficult to implement as they typically require significant 
assumptions about the distribution of costs. 

6.59 The following diagram summarises the approach to analysing 
collusion in the case of bidding processes. 
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Figure 6.1: Analysis of collusion in the case of bidding 
processes 

1) Is there direct evidence of collusion?

Consider types of collusive behaviour

Collusion Tacit co-ordination

Yes

No

a) Test for lack of 
relationship between 

costs and bids

b) Test for evidence of 
phantom bids 

c) Test for evidence of 
bid rotation

d) Test for anomalous 
bids

Conclude evidence of collusion

Where positive

a) Test for evidence of strategic demand reduction

b) Test for evidence of bid signalling

c) Apply traditional (Airtours) criteria

Conclude evidence of tacit co-ordination

Where positive
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7 MERGERS WHEN THERE ARE BIDDING PROCESSES 

7.1 In this section, we discuss what happens when bidders merge. We 
concentrate on horizontal mergers between bidders within a bidding 
process, rather than vertical integration by bidders. We can 
distinguish between three potential effects of horizontal mergers 
when bidding processes are involved: 

! first, as discussed in Annexe A, there are effects resulting 
from the reduction in the number of bidders within the 
auction. Depending on the auction format, bidder 
behaviour may change with a reduction in the number of 
competitors. Furthermore, other things being equal, the 
pool of bidders that the bid-taker has to select from also 
becomes smaller. We refer to both these effects under the 
broader heading of 'participation' effects. Both of these 
effects tend to make the bid-taker worse off 

! second, productive efficiency gains may occur in cases 
where merging bidders are suppliers, as for example in a 
procurement process. Costs may be saved through 
economies of scale between merging bidders (for example 
saving of fixed overheads). Typically, mergers are treated 
more favourably where these benefits might be passed on 
to customers rather than simply enjoyed by the merging 
parties. However, pass-through of such benefits may be 
limited where productive efficiencies of the merging party 
increase asymmetries amongst bidders 

! third, information effects may be present as a result of 
merging bidders sharing their information on, for example 
the underlying value of the lot in question. These effects 
arise only where bidders have common values and can, in 
extremes, lead to the somewhat perverse outcome that 
competition may become more intense as the number of 
bidders is reduced. 

We discuss each of these effects in the subsections below. 

7.2 Given these possible countervailing effects from mergers we need 
to consider what factors can be used to discriminate beneficial and 
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detrimental mergers. Broadly, the issues when there are bidding 
processes are similar to those in more conventional oligopolistic 
competition: in particular, tradeoffs between reductions in 
competitive intensity as compared with possible efficiency benefits.  

7.3 Rigorous theoretical analysis of mergers in bidding models is 
complicated by the wide range of different effects that mergers can 
produce on the information available to bidders (including both the 
merging parties and other bidders) which in turn leads to changes 
in bidding behaviour. This makes truly general conclusions rather 
difficult to find. Nevertheless a good rule of thumb is that mergers 
which create strong asymmetries between bidders or which 
strengthen existing asymmetries (especially where there are 
common values) may have a significant effect on competition. 
Moreover, this problem is typically worse in open auction 
processes. Therefore, we outline a check-list for qualitative analysis 
of mergers where there are bidding processes considering factors 
such as these. 

7.4 Increasingly, merger analysis is relying on the use of quantitative 
techniques, especially simulation techniques. These can broadly be 
divided into two types. Where bidding processes are repeated, it 
may be possible to see the impact of changing participation by 
comparing outcomes. There may already have been a natural 
experiment if the set of participants changes across instances of 
the bidding process. Alternatively, simulation methods may be 
used. However, the results of simulations are quite dependent on 
the assumptions made about the structure of bidders’ costs or 
valuations, which may be difficult to test. 

Participation effects 

7.5 We focus in this section on effects stemming from changes in 
bidder numbers in private value auctions, as this is the simplest 
situation to understand. When there are private, rather than 
common, values, there is no effect on the estimates that bidders 
hold about their own costs or valuations from changing the number 
of bidders. This is a major simplification. We will return to the 
alternative case of common valuations below. 
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7.6 As discussed in more detail in Annexe A, under the broad heading 
of participation effects, we can identify two separate effects that 
may arise from reducing bidder numbers:  

! the competition effect, where bidder behaviour changes 
due to competition being less vigorous, and  

! the population effect, where the bid-taker has a smaller 
pool of bidders to select from and so tends to do worse on 
average.  

The relative magnitude of each of these effects depends on the 
specific auction format used and how bidders' costs or valuations 
are distributed. General conclusions are difficult to come by apart 
from in simple cases (such as all bidders being symmetric)40. With 
some auction formats the overall participation effect may be 
created solely through the population effect, with bidder behaviour 
remaining unchanged; in other formats, there may be both 
competition and population effects contributing to the participation 
effect. Nevertheless, we can generally expect the overall impact of 
the participation effect to be detrimental for the bid-taker. 

7.7 The competition effect determines the extent to which bidders' 
behaviour (that is their optimal bid), changes as the number of 
participants in the auction changes. When bidders' values are 
private, the direction of the competition effect is as follows:41 

! in a sealed first price auction, for any given value, as the 
number of bidders falls, the optimal bid of each bidder falls 

                                      

40 With symmetric private values, the revenue equivalence theorem tells that on average 
auction prices will be the same with any auction format. This is, however, no longer 
true once we drop the assumption of symmetry, as then different formats have 
different efficiency properties. In this case, there may be a tension between auctions 
that are efficient (that is the lowest cost bidder wins) and those that are competitive 
(that is the bid of the winner is cost reflective). 

41 See Annexe A for a more detailed discussion. 
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! in a sealed first price procurement auction, for any given 
cost, as the number of bidders falls, the optimal bid 
increases 

! in a sealed second price auction, there is no competition 
effect as bidders can do no better to bid their valuations or 
costs, and 

! in an open auction, there is no competition effect as the 
winning price is determined by the strongest losing 
bidder’s valuation or cost. 

7.8 Therefore, in private value auctions, the competition effect only 
occurs in first-price sealed bids. In this case, the reduced 
competition associated with a merger between two or more firms 
will, ceteris paribus, lead to less aggressive bidding. By contrast, if 
the merger occurs between a number of firms who subsequently 
participate in second-price sealed bid or an open process, no 
change in bidder behaviour will occur, though obviously outcomes 
still will be affected. In both of these cases, bidders' optimal bids 
are independent of the number of competitors they face in the 
bidding process, as long as at least one other bidder participates. 

7.9 The population effect occurs because the pool from which the bid-
taker can select either the lowest cost or highest value bidder 
changes as the number of bidders in the auction process changes. 
With a smaller pool to select from, the bid-taker will typically 
achieve worse outcomes on average. 

7.10 In considering population effects, it is important to be clear about 
how the assumptions we are making about bidders' costs or values 
relate across successive instances of a bidding process. In 
particular, there are two polar cases in which commonly seen in 
both models and arguments about the effects of mergers: 

! bidders have given costs or values that apply unchanged 
across successive instances of a bidding process, or 

! bidders' costs or values in each instance of a bidding 
process are determined by a random draw from an 
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underlying distribution that is independent on each 
occasion. 

7.11 Many informal arguments about the impact of mergers often tend 
to assume the first case – that costs or values are the same pre- 
and post-merger and so the merger makes no difference to the 
selection of the lowest cost or the highest value by a bidding 
process. For example, if there were suppliers with costs of 5, 10, 
15 and 20, then if any two merge (with the merged supplier having 
the lower cost of the pair) the lowest cost is still 5, though there 
may be effects on competition (see the box below).  

Box 7.1: The impact of a merger – a simple example with given 
costs 

Consider a simple example of an open auction (the logic is the same for a 
second-price sealed bid) for procurement in which we suppose the costs of 
bidders are the same pre- and post-merger. In particular, suppose we have four 
bidders (call them A, B, C and D) having private costs of 5, 10, 15 and 20 
respectively. In the absence of a merger between any of the participants, bidder 
A wins the auction at a price of 10.  

Suppose now that bidders A and B merge and assume that the cost of this 
post-merger coalition is given by the lowest cost of the group. This coalition is, 
therefore, equivalent to replacing bidders A and B with a new bidder (denoted 
bidder AB) who has cost of 5. In this case, bidder AB will win the auction at the 
higher price of 15. The price has worsened for the bid-taker in this case, as it is 
set by the strongest losing bidder. 

Suppose instead that bidders C and D had merged (becoming bidder CD with a 
cost of 15). Now, as in the pre-merger situation, bidder A wins at a price of 10. 
In this setting therefore, it is only in the case that the bidders with the lowest 
costs merge that the winning price will be affected.  

Similarly, if A and C (or D) merge, there is no such effect. 

Although this is a very simple example, it illustrates some useful points: 

– If the merger does not eliminate the strongest loser, who determines the 
price, there is no effect. However, clearly this situation arises only 
because of our assumption that costs are predetermined. If there were 
some chance that C or D might be in the top two, there would be an 
effect on the expected price that the bid-taker would pay.  

– There is significant opportunity for the winner to improve the price it 
achieves by merging with the next closest competitor. 
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7.12 As highlighted by Froeb and Shor (2005), if we assume costs are 
not redrawn with each instance of a bidding process, then despite 
the reduction in competition and possible increase in the winning 
price, from an economic point of view, mergers in this setting do 
not create efficiency losses; the lot will still be allocated to the 
bidder or bidder coalition with the highest value. Provided we can 
suppose that the population of supplier costs is given, any 
detrimental effects of the merger arise purely as a result of the 
transfer of profit from the bid-taker to the winning bidder. The 
example in the box above has this property. This occurs because 
there is no demand response from the bid-taker; they still buy one 
unit. 

7.13 Arguments such as these based on unchanging costs across 
instances of a bidding process are unrealistic. It is more plausible 
that each occurrence of a bidding process produces somewhat 
different costs or values amongst bidders. In practice, we can 
reasonably expect the bid-taker to enjoy some expected benefit to 
having a large pool of bidders to draw from. The greater the spread 
of bidders' costs or values, the greater this benefit of a larger pool 
will be. It may well be open to debate how large this benefit is, but 
we cannot reasonably expect to be in the polar case of there being 
no benefit at all. 

7.14 Consider, for example, firms competing on a number of 
procurement tenders run by different buyers with different 
requirements. The suppliers will cost the buyers' requirements and 
bid accordingly in different auctions. Cost estimates will be 
compiled afresh for each instance of the bidding process. For each 
bid-taker, fewer bidders will mean less choice post-merger and 
higher costs on average. The greater the dispersion of bidders' 
costs, the more the bid-taker benefits from expanding the pool of 
bidders as the expected value of the lowest cost in the pool falls. 

7.15 Although it might not be the case that costs or values are re-drawn 
entirely anew with each instance of a bidding process (that is costs 
or values are statistically independent across instances of the 
bidding process), most practical situations involve some redrawing. 
If it were the case that costs of different suppliers were fixed 
forever, there would be little point in bid-takers running 
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successively instances of bidding processes; once one auction had 
been run, then future bid-takers could simply use the winner of that 
process as their supplier at a similar price. Clearly the very fact that 
bid-takers run further bidding processes is because costs of 
suppliers change – possibly because buyers’ requirements are 
different – and the identity of the cheapest supplier may change. 
Moreover, losing bidders would have no reason to participate in 
further bidding processes, as they would know that they would be 
beaten for certain by the previous winner. 

7.16 Although some redrawing of costs or values is clearly the empirical 
relevant case, there are a number of ways in which the impact of 
mergers on the redrawing of costs or valuations of bidders can be 
modelled. Unsurprisingly, different assumptions have different 
implications for the impact of the merger. However, not all models 
are equally plausible.  

7.17 For example, in an n firm scenario, we could assume that in the 
absence of a merger, there are n random cost (or value) draws, 
whereas following a merger between m firms, there are simply n-
m+1 random draws (reflecting the assumption that just one cost 
or value is drawn for the merged coalition of bidders). However as 
noted by Dalkir, Logan and Masson (2000), this approach is 
problematic since it implicitly assumes that the most efficient firm 
post-merger is on average less efficient than that in the absence of 
a merger. Such an approach does not provide the merging firm with 
any benefit from being able to use the lowest cost technology of its 
constituent members.  

7.18 Therefore, if we were simply to look at the results of decreasing 
the number of bidders from n to n-m+1 using a symmetric model 
of bidding behaviour, this would tend to misrepresent the impact of 
the merger. We would not be considering the improved average 
cost of the merging parties that should be implicit to considering a 
bidding process as a mechanism for selecting amongst costs that 
are at least in part randomly determined. This is an important 
practical point to which we return below. 

7.19 One natural way in which this bias in assessing the impact of a 
merger may be overcome is to assume that the merger creates 
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asymmetries between bidders. In particular, we could model a 
merger process as supposing that there are n random draws of 
cost, but the cost of the merged supplier is the minimum of m of 
these random draws. This introduces an asymmetry between the 
merged supplier and other bidders, as the distribution of costs is 
not the same. The merged firm enjoys a lower cost on average, as 
it has m 'bites at the cherry'. Indeed, it may be possible to look at 
the business plans of the merging parties to see what claims are 
made about cost reductions and whether this might be a plausible 
way of understanding the likely impact on cost. For example, if 
expertise and assets are combined in a way that allows the merged 
entity to compete with a cost no greater that that of the individual 
parties within each and every future bidding process in which it 
competes, this might be a possible model. If the merger simply 
achieves an overhead cost saving, such cost savings are less 
plausible. 

7.20 Following this approach, Dalkir, Logan and Masson (2000) show 
that the adverse price effects predicted to accrue from mergers 
that create asymmetries through lower costs are significantly less 
than those assuming symmetry among bidders post-merger. Exactly 
what the impact on price might be will necessarily depend on the 
auction format used. Where one bidder is predictably stronger than 
the other, then often the use of a first-price sealed bid will 
challenge the strong bidder more than an open auction or second-
price sealed bid and reduce its expected surplus to the bid-taker's 
benefit. Therefore, the bid-taker might be able to capture some of 
the merged bidder's surplus through appropriate auction design. 

7.21 Nevertheless, we can see that regardless of the auction format if 
the merged supplier's costs represent a selection from the costs of 
the merging firms, then the bid-taker is certainly worse off post-
merger. Provided that the auction process is efficient, it will select 
the lowest cost supplier. It makes no difference to the bid-taker's 
average cost whether: 

! the auction process selects the cheapest of n draws of 
cost (that is the pre-merger situation), or 
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! the merger selects the cheapest of m draws of cost and 
the auction process then runs this off against the 
remaining n-m draws (that is the post-merger situation). 

7.22 Even though the merged firm has lower cost on average than other 
bidders through its two 'bites at the cherry', this has no effect on 
the average cost of the cheapest supplier. If the cost of the merged 
firm is simply the lower of the two pre-merger costs, it is still the 
case that the bid-taker is selecting the lowest cost overall from n 
draws of cost where n is the number of firms pre-merger. In effect, 
the lower average cost of the merged firm exactly balances the 
reduced number of other suppliers.  

7.23 What the merger will certainly do is worsen the average price that 
the bid-taker will achieve. However, the models discussed above 
show that this effect may not be as strong as suggested simply 
looking at a reduction in the number of bidders in a symmetric 
auction model. The bid-taker might try to capture some surplus 
back from the merged bidder through changing the auction format, 
but typically this involves introducing some inefficiency. Therefore, 
although the bid-taker might be able to mitigate the impact of the 
asymmetry, it will unambiguously be worse off than pre-merger 
under our current assumptions. 

7.24 From the perspective of the bid-taker facing a fixed population of 
suppliers, there are no productive efficiencies created by the 
merger even though the merged firms have lower costs on average. 
In our example, all that the merger achieves is selection of the 
lowest cost supplier amongst a subset of potential suppliers; this 
would have been achieved in any case by competition amongst the 
full population of suppliers even if the merger had not taken place.  

7.25 This is a key point, as the merging parties could (rightly) claim their 
average costs are lower, even through there is no improvement in 
productive efficiency (that is expected costs are the same for the 
bid-taker) or allocative efficiency (that is the bid-taker is still 
selecting the lowest cost bidder). The benefit of the merger would 
be entirely private to the merging parties and counterbalanced by 
the loss to the bid-taker from higher expected costs due to the 
reduced pool of suppliers. 
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7.26 So far, we have focussed only on the case of private valuations. In 
a common value setting the impact of asymmetries between 
bidders can further weaken competition, as winner's curse impacts 
disproportionately on weaker bidders. This suggests that the issue 
of asymmetries is much more pressing when there are common 
values; we discuss this situation below. 

Productive efficiencies 

7.27 Mergers are often claimed to lead to lower costs and efficiency 
advantages. Indeed, the merging parties often have strong 
incentives to make such claims. The preceding discussion shows 
that we need to be very careful in considering any claims about 
reduction in the average costs of the supplier achieved through a 
merger. If this improvement is simply a reflection of the merger 
selecting amongst a number of suppliers to pick the lowest cost 
amongst them, then although the average cost of the merged 
supplier is lower, there is no productive efficiency benefit relative 
to a bidding process in which the suppliers participated 
independently and the bidding process picked the cheapest. 

7.28 One way of assessing whether there are productive efficiencies is 
to set an appropriate cost benchmark against which to compare the 
merged supplier's costs. This benchmark should reflect the likely 
efficient cost if the merging parties competed separately. For 
example, with symmetric bidders, if m merged, then the cost 
benchmark is the minimum of m draws from the underlying cost 
distribution. Only where the merged suppliers' costs are on average 
below this level is it reasonable to say that there are productive 
efficiencies. 

7.29 Even these simple examples show that we need to be very careful 
indeed about merging parties' claims about potential efficiency 
benefits. The expected cost of merging parties may fall in any case, 
simply because of the 'selection effect' of choosing the lowest 
supply cost amongst them. However, this is not a benefit of the 
merger. 

7.30 It is usual to distinguish two types of productive efficiency that can 
occur in mergers: 
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! a reduction in marginal cost, and 

! fixed cost savings (that is reductions in total cost without 
a reduction in marginal cost). 

7.31 Efficiency benefits in mergers are typically given greater weight if 
they give rise to savings in marginal cost. This is sensible, as in 
forms of oligopolistic competition, reductions in marginal cost given 
rise to immediate and direct reductions in price. In contrast, the 
impact of fixed cost savings on pricing is less direct and typically 
involves some change in market structure (that is entry) before 
there is an impact on prices. 

7.32 In bidding processes for procurement, it is the incremental cost of 
serving a winning bid that is relevant. Where winning the contract 
would be a modest addition to the supplier's current business, 
clearly marginal costs are the appropriate cost to consider. 
However, where the bid is 'high-stakes' (in the sense of Chapter 
3), the distinction between marginal and other costs is not that 
relevant. Consider, for example, the most extreme case in which a 
supplier is set up solely for the purposes of competing for a bid. In 
this case, all costs are incremental to winning the bid. Therefore, 
the distinction between efficiencies that affect fixed costs and 
those that affect marginal costs may not be relevant to some 
bidding processes, as most costs may be incremental to winning. 

7.33 Of course, there may still be a benefit from savings in fixed costs 
that do not affect the incremental costs of winning a contract, but 
these are more likely enjoyed by the winning bidder than the bid-
taker. Nevertheless, there may be mechanisms by which fixed cost 
savings might affect prices. Lower fixed costs for the merging 
parties might allow them to remain as potential suppliers when 
otherwise they might have exited. Alternatively, if capital markets 
are imperfect and firm-specific risks are relevant to the cost of 
capital, the lower cash-flow risk associated with reduced fixed 
costs might lead in turn to cheaper finance and lower marginal 
costs.  

7.34 To assess the potential impacts of marginal cost savings accruing 
from mergers on the prices that bid-takers pay, we need to 
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examine how competition with asymmetries between bidders is 
likely to operate in bidding markets. The creation of cost savings 
within a bidding coalition is equivalently to the creation of bidder 
asymmetries in which a 'strong' coalition of bidders replaces a 
collection of weaker individuals in the bidding process. For cost 
savings to be passed through to the bid-taker, competition needs to 
remain effective even in the face of asymmetries between bidders 
created by the merger. 

7.35 We have discussed the effects of bidder asymmetries already, but 
it is useful to reiterate some key results that are particularly 
relevant to asymmetry-creating mergers in bidding processes. We 
will restrict our attention to the case of private values for now (see 
Annexe A for a more detailed discussion). 

7.36 First, asymmetries can have implications for both the level of 
competition within an auction and the efficiency of that auction. 
The extent of these effects depends on the precise structure of the 
bidding process in question. For example, first-price auctions cease 
to be efficient in the presence of asymmetries since in this case 
bids depend to some extent on the level of perceived competition 
from other participants, not just each bidder's cost. This issue is 
highly relevant to an analysis of mergers, as creating a new 
coalition of bidders will often be motivated by creating an 
advantage relative to other bidders. 

7.37 Second, as shown by Maskin and Riley (2000), the impact of 
asymmetries on bidding strategies and the expected revenue 
accruing from the auction in question depends on the type of 
auction process implemented and on the precise form of the 
asymmetry created amongst bidders. Although their analysis 
compares the effects of asymmetries across private value 
distributions in open and sealed first price auctions, similar logic 
prevails in the case of procurement auctions in which asymmetries 
between private cost distributions exist. For example, they find that 
when a 'strong' bidder has a valuation drawn from a distribution 
with higher top and bottom bounds than a weak bidder, the 
expected revenue is greater in a sealed bid auction than in an open 
process. An equivalent form of cost asymmetry could easily be 
created by a merger where the merging parties enjoy an advantage 
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not available to other bidders. In this case, the bid-taker would be 
better placed if a sealed bid process were implemented.  

7.38 Third, we have already discussed in this chapter the potential price 
implications identified by Dalkir, Logan and Masson (2000) 
stemming from asymmetries created by some bidders having 
access to more draws from the cost distribution than others. 
However, it is useful to note two of their further findings in relation 
to bidder asymmetries. In particular, they find that strategic 
considerations in the presence of bidder asymmetries may lead 
either to lower efficiency if a merger makes a symmetric situation 
asymmetric or higher efficiency if it creates symmetry from an 
initially asymmetric position. This result is consistent with the 
Maskin and Riley (2000) framework.  

7.39 What we can take from these arguments is that in practice we 
should be more concerned about mergers between strong bidders 
(which are likely to exacerbate asymmetries) than we should be 
about mergers between weak bidders (which are likely to move us 
towards a more symmetric situation). Moreover, we should 
typically be more concerned about the creation or extension of 
asymmetries in open processes than in sealed bids. In this case 
cost savings are less likely to be passed through to the bid-taker 
and more likely to be taken as surplus by the merging parties.  

7.40 These observations are entirely consistent with the OFT's and CC's 
existing guidelines for assessing efficiencies in mergers. The first 
test in the guidelines is whether efficiencies stimulate rivalry, 
counterbalancing any short-term loss in competition. In this case, 
the merger will not give rise to a sustained cost asymmetry 
between bidders, as any cost advantage of the merging parties 
can, at least in longer term, be replicated by rivals. However, if this 
first test is failed, then a sustained cost asymmetry has been 
created or extended.  In this case, we need to consider whether or 
not the bid-taker will capture enough of the benefit to outweigh 
any weakening of competition. 
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Information effects 

7.41 We now turn to mergers in common value auctions. In this setting, 
we need to take into account not only the effects of a reduction in 
the number of participants in the bidding process and the scope of 
any productive efficiencies accruing from mergers but also the 
impact of information effects. When there are common unknown 
factors affecting cost or value for all bidders, mergers provide 
opportunities for coalitions of bidders to share their information in 
order to more accurately estimate this unknown value. These 
information effects may in fact be so strong that mergers can lead 
to beneficial effects in terms of higher revenues for sellers (or lower 
costs for procurers) despite there being fewer bidders in the auction 
process. 

7.42 For a simple example of these effects, consider a tender for a 
construction contract. Construction costs might well turn out fairly 
similar regardless of who won the contract, but are difficult for 
tenderers to estimate ex ante. The level of bids will reflect this 
uncertainty. The bid-taker might get lower bids and sharper 
competition if bidders had better information. Merging may be one 
way for bidders to improve their information, for example pooling 
expertise or data on cost estimation. This might lead to lower bids 
not just from the merging parties, but also from other bidders. 

7.43 A number of different information effects have been identified in 
the academic literature (depending on the detailed information 
structure considered). As noted by Mares and Shor (2005), these 
include what they call: 

! the information pooling effect 

! the inference effect, and 

! the winner's curse effect. 

The first of these effects looks at the potential impact of the 
merger on the strategies of bidders within the coalition, the second 
focuses on the impact on those bidders who remain outside the 
merger and the third effect is applicable both to those within and 
outside the coalition. These are all potential benefits of a merger. 
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7.44 The information pooling effect arises because bidders in a coalition 
are able to aggregate their individual information in order to reduce 
their common valuation uncertainty. As noted by Hoffman, 
Marsden and Saidi (1991) 'with several signals to compare, firms 
can better identify and filter out exceptionally high signals'. They 
also note that a second type of information pooling arises when, 
following a merger, bidders are able to directly compare bidding 
strategies and as such 'may be able to educate one another about 
the need to discount bids'. This type of information pooling effect 
may arise in both common and private value auctions.  

7.45 Both Hoffman, Marsden and Saidi (1991) and DeBrock and Smith 
(1983) present empirical evidence consistent with the presence of 
information pooling in auctions for oil leases. For example, 
Hoffman, Marsden and Saidi (1991, p 107) find that 'joint bidding 
enables a firm to improve its success rate by sharing information' 
and Debrock and Smith (1983, p 404) conclude: 

'joint bidding facilitates the exchange of proprietary 
information and reduces the level of uncertainty that 
impinges on the market for offshore tracts. The end result is 
more efficient exploitation of the potential resources with 
only a minimal impact on the distribution of available 
economic rents. Although certain anticompetitive effects 
devolve from joint bidding because of the consolidation of 
potential rivals, our analysis shows that they do not 
necessarily dominate in the final market outcome'.  

7.46 The inference effect, identified by Krishna and Morgan (1997), 
occurs because 'one bidder's better information may lead others to 
bid more aggressively' (Mares and Shor, 2005, p 7). Mares and 
Shor (2005, p 7) illustrate this with reference to a second-price 
common value auction. In this case, 'a less-informed bidder is not 
as fearful of overbidding since a better-informed bidder would 
effectively set the price'. Therefore, a merger which results in 
either an actual improvement in information within the coalition or 
the perception of an improvement in information can lead bidders 
outside the coalition to bid more aggressively than they otherwise 
would have done. 
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7.47 The winner's curse effect arises simply because a reduction in the 
number of participants in the bidding process reduces the risks 
from over-optimism faced by an individual bidder or bidder coalition 
upon winning the auction. This reduction in the winner's curse may 
lead to more aggressive bidding. Although at first sight, this effect 
appears similar to the inference effect discussed above, it is 
nonetheless distinct. Whereas the inference effect relies on an 
actual or perceived change in the underlying information within the 
coalition of bidders, the winner's curse effect occurs even in the 
absence of such an improvement in information. It stems purely 
from the idea that it is less risky to outbid a smaller number of 
other bidders in a common value auction. Winning by beating 
ninety-nine other bidders is probably more likely due to over-
optimism than it is beating one other bidder. 

7.48 The overlay of the information pooling and winner's curse effects 
on top of the participation effects may make it difficult to predict 
even the overall direction, let alone the magnitude, of the impact of 
mergers between bidders in common value auctions. For example, 
Mares and Shor (2005) find that when underlying values are 
common: 

! in a first price auction, as the number of bidders falls, the 
information pooling effect (assuming an associated 
increase in information precision) has an ambiguous effect 
on the aggressiveness of bidding, the reduction in the 
winner’s curse leads to more aggressive bidding and the 
competition effect leads to less aggressive bidding, and 

! in a second price auction, as the number of bidders falls, 
the information pooling effect (assuming an associated 
increase in information precision) leads to more aggressive 
bidding, the reduction in the winner's curse leads to more 
aggressive bidding and the competition effect does not 
exist.  

7.49 Therefore, it is only in second-price common value auctions or 
procurement processes that the effects work in the same direction 
and the optimal bid unambiguously rises as the number of bidders 
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falls. In a first-price common value setting, the overall effect is 
ambiguous, as examples given by Mares and Shor (2005) show. 

7.50 Empirical evidence regarding the effects of mergers in first price 
common value auctions is equally ambiguous, suggesting again the 
importance of a case specific analysis of mergers which takes into 
account the precise structure of the underlying bidding process. In 
particular, changes in the information available to bidders may 
produce a wide-range of effects. 

Weighing the conflicting impacts 

7.51 The impact of mergers can be complex once we have common 
values due to the changes in information structure that a merger 
can create. Nevertheless, the general presumption should remain 
that asymmetry-increasing mergers lead to weaker competition 
whereas asymmetry-reducing mergers lead to tougher competition. 
Indeed, the impact of asymmetries may be worse when there are 
common values than when there are private values. In particular, 
winner’s curse tends to impact more greatly on weaker bidders 
than on stronger ones and this can be a self-reinforcing effect.  

7.52 Ambiguous conclusions result because there are two other 
conflicting benefits, as we have seen from the discussion above. 
First, reducing the number of bidders may reduce winner's curse. 
Second, the merged parties have superior information about their 
own cost which may reduce winner’s curse, both for themselves 
and for other bidders due to the pooling of information that 
happens within a bidding process. Fortunately there are often good 
practical reasons for not worrying too much about these two 
conflicting factors.  

7.53 First, models demonstrate that the beneficial effect of a reduction 
in the number of bidders typically kicks in once the number of 
bidders exceeds some threshold number. Below this threshold, 
decreasing the number of bidders is typically bad for the bid-taker 
for exactly the same reasons as it would be in a private value 
auction. This is not universally true, as it is possible to create 
pathological examples. Nevertheless, most reasonable 
specifications of cost distributions have this property. This makes 
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intuitive sense as mergers are problematic when there are few 
bidders, not when there are many. Therefore, if competition is 
already ineffective due to there being few bidders, reductions in the 
impact on winner's curse due to there being even fewer bidders are 
unlikely to provide an offsetting benefit. Of course this begs the 
question of where this threshold number of bidders might lie. 
Unfortunately this is case-specific and depends on the nature of 
cost uncertainty. 

7.54 Second, we should not overstate the informational benefits 
(achieved through the information pooling effect and the inference 
effect) of the merging parties having better information about their 
own costs. Consider for example, the merger of two construction 
companies. Does this mean that they will continue to run two 
separate teams of estimators when bidding for contracts to 
improve the accuracy of their cost estimates? This seems unlikely, 
though this is the implicit assumption in the various models 
discussed above. The information available to bidders may be the 
result of purposeful activity, rather than simply being gifted to 
them. In this case, the information available to merged parties may 
be less than that the combination of information available to them 
pre-merger. Presumably our construction companies will rationalise 
some of their estimators even though their estimates might be 
better than those of the individual companies. 

Checklist for qualitative analysis 

7.55 The discussion so far has identified a number of useful qualitative 
markers that any analysis of a merger in a bidding process should 
look at. Given the difficulty of building realistic yet tractable models 
of bidding behaviour, the first step in any merger analysis should 
always be qualitative. 

7.56 When assessing mergers in bidding markets, it is necessary to trade 
off the reduction in competitive intensity against any efficiency 
benefits. In assessing any reduction in competitive intensity, we 
need to ask the following questions: 

! How many bidders are typically expected in any one 
instance of the bidding process? 
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! Are there any predictable asymmetries between these 
bidders pre-merger? 

! Does the merger involve strong or weak bidders? Will the 
merger increase or decrease asymmetries amongst the 
expected participants in the bidding process? 

! If there are asymmetries, is the auction format appropriate 
for coping with this (for example a first-price sealed bid 
rather than an open auction)? If asymmetries are 
introduced, is the bid-taker able to take mitigating action 
against asymmetries? 

! Is the private or common value model more appropriate? 
To what extent are bidders' costs (or valuations) redrawn 
across separate instances of the bidding process? 

7.57 If there are common values, we should typically be more concerned 
about any increase in asymmetries between bidders following the 
merger. However, general conclusions are difficult and strictly we 
would need to gauge the relative importance of participation 
effects, productive efficiencies and information effects. The relative 
importance of all these will depend on factors including the precise 
structure of the bidding process (open or sealed, first or second 
price), the nature of bidders' values or costs (private or common) 
and the extent of any asymmetries created between bidders as a 
result of the merger. Nevertheless, a few simple rules of thumb can 
help: 

! if there are few bidders, the potential benefit of reduced 
winner's curse will be small, so information effects will 
tend to be less important 

! we should consider whether the merging parties will be 
better able to estimate cost (or valuation if buyer) post-
merger. If there is unlikely to be a significant increase in 
the precision of their cost estimates, information effects 
are less important. 

7.58 Turning to productive efficiencies, we need to ask the following: 
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! What is the impact of the merger on the incremental cost 
of winning a bidding process? If the merger only affects 
fixed costs, and not incremental cost, then the 
mechanisms for passing this through to the bid-taker are 
probably weak and less regard should be given to the 
productive efficiency gain 

! Is there a true productivity efficiency gain or is the 
reduction in the average cost of the merging bidders just a 
selection effect (that is taking the lowest cost from 
amongst the merging parties, rather than lowering costs 
relative to the pre-merger position)?  

! Is the productive efficiency going to increase or decrease 
bidder asymmetries? If it increases bidder asymmetries, 
there is likely to be much less pass-through of the benefit 
to the bid-taker. 

Quantitative methods 

7.59 We now turn to the use of quantitative methods for analysing 
mergers when there are bidding processes. A number of 
approaches may be used in order to attempt to quantify the effects 
of mergers. For example until recently the 'structural approach' 
was predominantly followed. This involves defining the relevant 
market, estimating the market shares (or ex ante winning 
probabilities in the case of bidding markets) of the agents in 
question pre and post merger and then comparing these with an 
'acceptable' threshold level. However, despite its popularity, the 
structural approach is not without problems. For example, Froeb 
(2005)42 notes that; the market delineation necessary for structural 
analysis may create false boundaries between agents within and 
outside the market; market concentration measures may be poor 
proxies for the level of competition between agents; and market 
share analysis by itself may be a poor predictor of the impact of the 
merger, if for example the price effects of the merger are not 

                                      

42 See Froeb (2005), 'The Use of Economics in Merger Analysis', IBC Conference, Jan 
27, Brussels. 
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explicitly modelled. In addition, the approach relies largely on 
subjectivity in order to determine the acceptable threshold level of 
concentration in the bidding process. Although the structural 
approach may be enhanced by estimating other competitive 
predictors in addition to market concentration, these measures by 
themselves are frequently insufficient to gauge the likely effects of 
the merger. 

7.60 The purpose of this section is to present alternative quantitative 
methods for estimating merger effects. In attempting to quantify 
these effects, the key question is how we can predict the impact of 
the merger before it actually occurs. We focus in this section on 
two different approaches that can be used to hypothesise about 
the unknown world post merger; natural experiments and merger 
simulation. Natural experiments involve the use of empirical data to 
compare situations where the number of bidders or set of 
participants differs across otherwise similar instances of a bidder 
process, whereas simulation methods involve using underlying 
assumptions about the distribution of bidders' costs or values to 
calibrate an appropriate bidding model and then solving that model 
for the pre and post merger equilibria. 

Natural experiments 

7.61 As noted above, the simplest form of natural experiment involves 
comparing previous outcomes in which no merger has occurred (or 
more generally there are a larger number of participants in the 
bidding process) with those in which a merger has occurred (or 
there are a smaller number of bidders), in order to form a prediction 
on the likely impact of a proposed coalition among bidders. This 
prediction necessarily involves generalising from observed 
outcomes either over time, across markets or across auctions. 

7.62 Undoubtedly the biggest advantages of this approach lie in its 
relative ease of implementation and in the fact that existing 
observable scenarios may provide a rich source of information for 
hypothesis forming. However a significant problem with the natural 
experiment approach is the difficulty faced in controlling for other 
possibly unobserved influencing factors across outcomes. Unless 
the only differentiating factor over time or across auctions is the 
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participation rate amongst symmetric bidders, the observed 
differences in outcomes will not be a true predictor of the likely 
impact of a reduction in bidder numbers. For example, if other 
differentiating factors such as changes in costs or changes in 
demand-side preferences are also present over time but are 
unobserved, use of the natural experiment approach may mean that 
the effects of these factors are wrongly attributed to changes in 
the participation rate in the auction. Therefore the approach will be 
inherently biased. 

7.63 As noted by Werden and Froeb (2005),43 a second potential source 
of bias with the natural experiment approach stems from the 
likelihood that the most anticompetitive mergers will be prohibited, 
or more generally that potentially anticompetitive bidding processes 
with only a small number of participants may not go ahead. 
Therefore those mergers which have been allowed, or those 
auctions observed to have lower bidder numbers, may constitute an 
inaccurate sample for comparison if the intention is to estimate the 
extent of the anticompetitive effects of future reductions in bidder 
participation. 

7.64 In an attempt to overcome some of these difficulties, particularly 
those in relation to the possibility of additional influencing factors 
across outcomes, more rigorous natural experiments may involve 
'reduced form estimation', in which as noted by Werden and Froeb 
(2005), 'prices, or possibly price-cost margins, are regressed on 
explanatory variables, including market concentration'.44 This 
estimation procedure may be viewed as an extension to the 
structural approach as it attempts to directly quantify the merger 
price effects from relevant concentration data. However whilst 
following this approach may be more beneficial than using simpler 
natural experiments, since it allows the possibility to control for a 
range of explanatory factors, it should be noted that the results 

                                      

43 See Werden and Froeb (2005), Unilateral Competitive Effects of Horizontal Mergers' in 
P Bussirossi (2005), 'Advances in the Economics of Competition Law'.  

44 See Werden and Froeb (2005), Ibid, p68. 
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obtained will be very sensitive to the data used, the assumptions 
made and the time periods studied.  

Simulation methods 

7.65 In contrast with the natural experiment approach, merger 
simulation models use assumptions about demand or cost functions 
combined with an explicit model of how bidders interact in order to 
estimate the price effects stemming from the proposed merger. As 
noted by Werden and Froeb, whilst natural experiments are based 
on inductive reasoning, merger simulation models rely on deductive 
reasoning. 

7.66 Budzinski and Christiansen (2006)45 characterise the simulation 
procedure by the following steps: 

! First, decide on the functional form for the model. In the 
case that competition occurs via bidding processes, this 
will involve a choice from the various auction models. It is 
important to take into account the specific characteristics 
of the procurement process at this stage. 

! Second, decide on a functional form for demand or cost. In 
the case of bidding markets, this requires specifying the 
value or cost distributions for competing bidders. The type 
of auction model chosen in stage 1 will then determine 
how the winning price and bids are determined from these 
values or costs. 

! Third, specify the model parameters of these functions 
such that they fit the pre-merger equilibrium. This 
calibration stage involves either guessing or estimating the 
underlying parameters by using previous observations, 
evidence from econometric studies or estimation from data 
sets. In the case of bidding markets, as noted by Werden 
and Froeb (2005), in some circumstances, such as under 
the assumption of certain power law distributions, this 

                                      

45 See Budzinski and Christiansen (2006), 'Simulating the (Unilateral) Effects of Mergers: 
Implications of the Oracle/PeopleSoft Case'.  
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calibration may be done with minimal data. However they 
also note that at this stage the underlying model must 
provide a reasonable explanation of the average level of 
prices pre merger. It is only if the fit between the theory 
and the data observed in reality is sufficiently good that 
the merger simulation procedure should continue. 

! Fourth, incorporate any relevant features of the merger 
(for example cost changes stemming from efficiency 
effects or any likely reactions of competing agents) into 
the model. At this stage Werden and Froeb (2005) note 
that it is also necessary to take into account the way in 
which the merger may affect the cost or value draw. For 
example, does the coalition submit a single bid after taking 
the same number of cost draws from the distribution that 
the individual firms would have taken or does the coalition 
simply result in the elimination of one of the merging firms 
and therefore lead to a reduction in the number of cost 
draws taken? 

! Finally, estimate the post merger equilibrium.  

7.67 The merger simulation approach has many advantages. Budzinski 
and Christiansen (2006) note that merger simulation models are 
often hailed as superior to econometric methods such as the 
reduced form regression analysis discussed above on two levels; 
firstly they are more transparent because their formulation requires 
explicit acknowledgment of the underlying assumptions; and 
secondly their results are less subjective because they provide 
projections of the price effect of the merger, not just in terms of 
the direction of the effect but also in terms of its magnitude. 

7.68 Another benefit is that the approach can be used to directly 
calculate the efficiency gains which would be required to 
counteract any negative price effects accruing from the merger. 
There is little scope to incorporate these potential efficiency effects 
in either the structural approach or in natural experiments, however 
as highlighted previously in this paper, efficiencies are potentially 
very important to merger analysis in bidding markets. 
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7.69 Merger simulation also avoids the need for in depth market 
delineation. As noted by RBB (2004), this allows the analysis to 'go 
'straight to the answer', rather than becoming distracted by 
unproductive debates on market definition and purely structural 
factors'.46 Moreover if the underlying model specification is simple, 
the merger simulation analysis can be done relatively quickly and as 
highlighted by Leonard (2004),47 the analysis can be replicated and 
sources of disagreement on the methodology can be easily 
identified. 

7.70 However, despite its advantages, as with any form of quantitative 
estimation, the merger simulation approach is subject to a number 
of limitations and problems. Firstly, it can be used to provide only 
rough estimates of the effects of mergers. For example, after using 
merger simulation methods based on an English auction model in its 
case against the proposed merger between Oracle and PeopleSoft, 
the Department of Justice predicted a post merger price increase of 
between 5 and 11 per cent for high function FMS software and 
between 13 and 30 per cent for high function HRM software. 
Secondly, the results are heavily dependent on the underlying 
assumptions made and the underlying functional forms of the 
chosen model. As an example of this, note that the European 
Commission also used merger simulation analysis in its case against 
the Oracle/PeopleSoft merger, however its choice to assume a first-
price sealed bid auction led it to predict that prices post merger 
would rise between 6.8 and 21.1 per cent in the high function FMS 
market. As a more extreme example of the dependence on the 
underlying assumptions, the entire merger simulation analysis in the 
DoJ case was eventually disregarded by the presiding judge 
because it was found that the winning bid shares used in the 
simulation procedure were unreliable. 

7.71 Another potential disadvantage with the approach as noted by RBB 
(2004) is that it implicitly assumes that a simple movement from 

                                      

46 See RBB Brief 12 (2004), 'The Emperor's New Clothes? – the role of merger 
simulation models', p1.  

47 See Leonard (2004), 'In Defense of Merger Simulation', DoJ/FTC Merger Workshop, 
February 18.  
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one equilibrium to the other occurs following the merger, leading to 
a failure to take into account the ability of markets to adapt in the 
face of changing circumstances. This dynamic process is not 
captured by the comparative statics exercise of merger simulation. 
As an elaboration to this point, Werden and Froeb (2005) note that 
merger simulation only predicts the immediate price effect of the 
merger, without taking into consideration any longer term changes 
such as entry or exit from the market in question over time or 
across auctions. 

7.72 As with any economic model, in order to be able to estimate the 
simulation model, it is necessary to abstract from reality to some 
extent. The inherent trade off between obtaining accurate results 
and formulating a model that is tractable and for which appropriate 
data can be found provides another potential problem for the 
approach. As noted by van Damme and Pinske (2005),48 a key 
issue in this respect is that of bias versus variance. A model which 
is too simple (for example one which omits key variables or makes 
unrealistic assumptions) will be liable to biased results whereas a 
more complicated model with a greater number of unknown 
variables or more realism will be subject to greater variance.  

7.73 Froeb and Shor (2002)49 note that better data are generally 
available in first price auctions suggesting that merger simulation 
predictions may be more accurate in this case. However they also 
note that the underlying relationship between bids and values is 
more complex in first price auctions, so what may be gained from 
data availability may be lost in intractability. 

Conclusions 

7.74 There are a variety of effects from mergers, some of which may be 
detrimental and some possibly beneficial. There are effects 
resulting from the reduction in the pool of bidders, productive 

                                      

48 See van Damme and Pinske (2005), 'Merger Simulation Analysis: An Academic 
Perspective', TILEC Discussion Paper 2005-013.  

49 See Froeb and Shor (2002), 'Auctions, Evidence, and Antitrust' in Harkrider, 'The Use 
of Econometrics in Antitrust'.  
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efficiencies and information effects which may be present as a 
result of merging bidders sharing information.  

7.75 The key to whether mergers lead to a significant lessening of 
competition is in whether or not the merger increases or decreases 
asymmetries amongst bidders. Where bidding processes are 
involved, mergers that lead to strong asymmetries between bidders 
or which strengthen existing asymmetries (especially where there 
are common values) may have a significant detrimental effect on 
competition.  

7.76 There are a range of qualitative checks and quantitative techniques 
that might be considered when assessing mergers in markets 
characterised by bidding processes. We develop a checklist of 
qualitative markers to be considered as a first step in a merger 
assessment. In particular, it is necessary to trade off the reduction 
in competitive intensity against any efficiency benefits and where 
there are common values determine the effect on bidder 
asymmetries.  

7.77 As a second step in the assessment of mergers, it is possible to 
consider quantitative methods such as natural experiments and 
merger simulation exercises which can be used to hypothesise 
about the nature of the world post-merger. Natural experiments use 
empirical data to compare situations where the number of bidders 
or set of participants differs across otherwise similar instances of a 
bidder process, while simulation exercises involve underlying 
assumptions about the distribution of bidder’s costs or values to 
calibrate an appropriate bidding model.    

7.78 The following diagram summarises how to analyse mergers in the 
case where bidding processes are used. 
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Figure 7.1: Assessment of mergers in markets characterised by 
bidding processes 

Consider merger cases

a) Consider expected number of bidders, strength of these and predictable assymetries amongst bidders

b) Test efficacy of auction design in coping with asymetries

Consider qualitative assessment assessment as a first step

Consider quantitative assessment as a second step

Where common 
value

a) Consider natural experiments 

b) Consider merger simulation methods

Assess participation, productive efficiency and information 
effects
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A HOW BIDDING PROCESSES WORK 

A.1 In this Annexe, we discuss the different forms that bidding 
processes can take. Different types of bidding process may be 
appropriate in different situations depending on the nature of the 
items being bought or sold. Where there is a risk that competition 
amongst bidders may be ineffective, certain bidding processes may 
be more robust than others. 

A.2 We start by briefly outlining the different forms of bidding process 
that are often seen, focussing particularly on the differences 
between open bidding processes and sealed bids. We consider how 
these different rules affect the behaviour of bidders. 

A.3 A key question for a bid-taker is whether using a different type of 
bidding process will affect the outcome achieved. Auction theory is 
very helpful in identifying those circumstances in which the choice 
of rules for the bidding process is irrelevant. By implication, this 
helps in understanding what circumstances affect the performance 
of different auction rules and bidding processes. Two features turn 
out to be critical: 

! interdependencies between bidders' valuations (or costs), 
and 

! whether there are predictable asymmetries between 
bidders. 

A.4 We briefly consider what additional issues may arise if there are 
auctions of many items in a simultaneous process or if a bidding 
process is repeated over time. 

Different forms of bidding process 

A.5 There are many different forms of bidding process commonly in 
use. In this section, we do not survey the full range of auction 
processes that a bid-taker may choose from;50 rather we 

                                      

50 A full review of the plethora of auction formats in use and different reasons for using 
those lies outside the scope of this report. See Milgrom (2004). 
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concentrate primarily on single lot auctions. These are significantly 
simpler than auctions with multiple lots but nevertheless illustrate 
many of the most important points. We distinguish in particular 
between: 

! sealed bid processes, in which all bidders make bids 
simultaneously in a one-shot process, and 

! open bidding processes, in which there are multiple rounds 
of bidding and bidders have the opportunity to respond to 
bids made in previous rounds. 

A.6 However, these are not the only ways of auctioning a single lot. It 
is possible to form many different hybrid processes that combine 
aspects of sealed bids and open processes. For example: 

! a so-called 'Anglo-Dutch hybrid' auction,51 where open 
bidding is used to eliminate all but two bidders, followed 
by a sealed bid, or 

! a sealed bid that may eliminate some bidders, followed by 
an open process in which remaining bidders can improve 
their offers (a process sometimes used by investment 
banks selling assets). 

A.7 As we discuss below, particular forms of bidding process may be 
more or less desirable depending on the particular application at 
hand and, especially, depending on the likely nature of competition 
amongst bidders. 

Sealed bid processes 

A.8 We consider first sealed bid processes. We take the example of a 
procurement auction in which the bid-taker is buying a single unit 

                                      

51 An English auction is an open auction for a single lot in which the price is successively 
increased until just one bidder remains, typically through a process of bidders crying 
out improved offers. A Dutch auction is an auction in which the price is started at a 
high level and lowered progressively until one bidder accepts the price and the 
auction stops. For a single unit, the Dutch auction is completely equivalent to using a 
sealed bid.  
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from potential suppliers who are bidding. The bid-taker wants to 
minimise the price paid. 

A.9 The defining feature of a sealed bid process is that all bidders 
simultaneously choose their bids without knowledge of the bids of 
others. There are two variations of a sealed bid process for a single 
unit: 

! a first-price sealed bid in which the winning bid determines 
the amount paid, and 

! a second-price sealed bid52 in which the strongest losing 
bid determines the amount paid. 

These two situations create somewhat different incentives for 
bidders. 

First-price sealed bids 

A.10 In the more common first-price sealed bid, bidders face a trade-off 
when deciding what to bid as: 

! making a lower bid increases the chances of winning, but 

! the closer the bid is to the supplier's cost, the less profit 
the bidder enjoys if he wins.  

Therefore, there is an optimal bid level that maximises expected 
profits.  

A.11 This optimal bid level will depend strongly on each bidder’s 
expectations about other bidders and what they will do. No bidder 

                                      

52 This is also called a Vickrey auction. Vickrey auctions have the characteristic that it is 
a dominant strategy for bidders to bid their valuations. These can be generalised to 
situations with many lots. For example, if N identical items were being sold, the 
Vickrey auction would charge the highest N bidders the amount of the N+1 highest 
bid. With multiple lots, there are other options intermediate between the Vickrey 
auction and winners paying what they bid. For example, a uniform auction would 
involve the highest N bidders winning, but all paying an amount equal to the Nth 
highest bid. All these variations of the pricing rule are subject to the revenue 
equivalence theorem (discussed below), hence only affect outcomes where there are 
asymmetries (leading to inefficient allocation) or common values. 
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will know either the costs of other bidders or what bids they will 
make, though he or she will have some beliefs about what these 
might be. This creates significant strategic complexity, as the 
optimal bid for one bidder depends on what other bidders do and 
vice-versa.  

A.12 Although we can use theoretical models to consider what a rational 
bidder might be expected to do, the decisions that bidders make in 
first-price auctions are complex. As a result, theory may be an 
imperfect guide to the outcomes of such auctions. In particular, we 
cannot guarantee that sealed-bid auctions will necessarily lead to 
efficient outcomes even in circumstances where theory would 
predict they might. 

A.13 Further analysis of bidding behaviour needs some assumptions 
about the beliefs that bidders hold about each other. The simplest 
case to consider is where each bidder knows its own cost and has 
beliefs about the costs of each other bidder that are independent 
(the so-called independent private values model). Often this is not a 
very realistic assumption, as in practice a supplier might be working 
with an estimate of its own cost that it might update in the light of 
what other bidders might do (the so-called common value model).  

A.14 We discuss the issue of beliefs about other bidders and valuation 
models below. For now, we maintain the simplest possible 
assumptions – that bidders know their own costs with certainty 
and have some beliefs about others’ costs that are symmetric. In 
particular, this means that bidders would not change their 
assessment of their own cost even if they knew other bidders’ 
costs (their private values). The box below discusses the outcomes 
in a simple model of a sealed bid under these assumptions. 

Box A.1: Bidding strategies in first-price sealed bid auctions 

How much should I bid as a potential supplier in a first-price sealed bid 
procurement auction?  

Suppose there are n bidders, each of whom faces a cost of supplying the 
product, denoted by c. These costs vary across bidders. We suppose that they 
are randomly determined, drawn from a uniform distribution between zero and 
one. Although each bidder knows his own cost, he does not know other 
bidders’ costs, only that they are drawn from this distribution. For example, a 
bidder with a cost of ½ would expect another bidder to have a lower cost 
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than him with probability ½. 

We can suppose that there is a relationship between cost and bid made. 
Bidders will make a bid at some level above cost, depending on how 
competitive the auction is. The more bidders there are, the closer bids will 
need to be to cost. 

Given that bidders are all in symmetrical positions with regard to their beliefs 
about others, the relationship between cost and bid should be the same for all 
bidders. If we suppose that other bidders’ bids have a certain relationship to 
cost, we can determine what the probability of winning will be with a certain 
bid. Given our own cost level, we can determine the optimal bid that trades 
off profits in the event of winning (that is bid less cost) with the probability of 
winning (greater with a lower bid).  

Therefore, given beliefs about the relationship between bids and cost for all 
bidders but one, we can determine the optimal bid for the one remaining 
bidder as a function of cost. We can then look for a situation in which beliefs 
about what other bidders will do correspond with what it is optimal for them 
to do. This is a so-called Bayesian Nash equilibrium53 in which bids are optimal 
given beliefs and beliefs are rational given bids. 

Suppose there are n bidders in a procurement auction, each of whom faces a 
(non-identical) cost of supplying the product, denoted c, which is 
independently drawn from a uniform distribution on [0,1]. In equilibrium, a 
bidder with cost c will make a bid equal to b, where b is some function of c. 
In other words, we suppose that there is an inverse bid function " relating bids 
to costs, that is "(b) = c  

If all bidders bid according to their optimal bid function, a bidder will win the 
auction if and only if his cost is less than or equal to the costs of all other n–1 
bidders. Given the assumption of independent private value have a lower cost 
than each of these bidders are independent events. Therefore if all other 
bidders bid according to the inverse bid function ", the probability the bidder 
wins with a bid of b is given by Pr[bidder wins bidding b] = [1 - "(b)]n-1 

Hence the expected payoff from bidding b if its cost is c, denoted #(b), is 
given by: 

#(b) = [1 - "(b)]n-1(b – c) (i) 

The optimal bidding strategy can now be found by maximising expected 
payoff. Differentiating equation (i) with respect to the choice of bid and 
setting the result equal to 0 gives: 

"’(b) = [1 - "(b)] / [(b – c)(n – 1)]  (ii) 

At a equilibrium in which all bidders are bidding according to the inverse bid 

                                      

53 See Part III of Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) for an explanation of Bayesian Nash 
equilibrium. 
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function ", the cost of the bidder we are considering is given by c = "(b). 
Therefore, in equilibrium it follows that: 

"’(b) = [1 - "(b)] / [(b – "(b))(n – 1)]  (iii) 

This is a differential equation for the inverse bid function that must be 
satisfied in an equilibrium. Solving it requires us to specify a boundary 
condition. This is obtained by noticing that the highest cost bidder has no 
option but to bid its cost, as bidding any amount above this will lose for 
certain. Therefore, we need to solve (iii) subject to the boundary condition that 
"(1) = 1. 

In more complex models, we might need to solve this differential equation 
numerically. However, in this case it is possible to find a simple linear solution. 

Let the relationship between b and c be linear, such that: 

c = "(b) = $0 + $1b  (iv) 

% "’(b) = $1  (v) 

We can then derive the coefficients by substituting equations (iv) and (v) into 
equation (iii). This gives that: 

$1 = [1 - $0 - $1b] / [(1-$1)(n – 1)b – (n – 1) $0]  (vi) 

We also know that "(1) = 1, which implies that  

1 - $0 = $1  (vii) 

Substituting equation (vii) into equation (vi) and simplifying gives that 

$0 = 1 / [1 – n] 

$1 = n / [n – 1] 

Therefore, we obtain the inverse bid function: 

c = 1 / (1 – n) +[n / (n – 1)]b 

Turning this around, we can express the equilibrium bid as a function of cost 

b = 1 / n +[(n – 1) / n]c  (viii) 

Equation (viii) gives the optimal bid as a function of cost and number of 
bidders. 

This formula implies that bids are above cost with 

1 - c 
b – c = 

n 
We can then see that: 

! as the number of bidders increases, bids fall ever closer to 
cost; and 

! higher cost suppliers need to bid closer to cost than do low 
cost suppliers. 

Both factors reflect the competition that a particular bidder faces. Competition 
is tougher with more bidders, as raising the level of a bid causes a more rapid 
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decline in the chances of winning. Therefore it becomes optimal to bid closer 
to cost. Where a bidder has a relatively high cost, it knows that its chances of 
winning are low unless it bids close to cost. 

 

A.15 With private values, increasing the number of bidders leads to each 
bidder making a lower bid. Bids become closer to cost as a result of 
the terms of the trade-off between the probability of winning and 
profits in the event of winning become worse. More bidders is 
beneficial for the bid-taker in two ways: 

! through a competition effect – each bidder is bidding 
closer to cost, and 

! through a population effect – the bidding process selects 
the lowest cost supplier and with more potential suppliers 
the expected value of the lowest cost will fall. 

A.16 Therefore, claims that bidding processes may lead to Bertrand-style 
competition in which the ‘winner takes all’ and hence leads to 
sharp rivalry even with few competitors do not hold in this case. 
The price that the bid-taker expects to get will fall as the number of 
bidders increases. Price-cost margins narrow as the number of 
bidders increases and bidders’ behaviour changes.  

Box A.2: Varying the number of bidders in a first-price sealed bid 

We continue with our simple model of a procurement auction outlined in the 
previous box. The equilibrium bid as a function of cost and number of bidders, 
n, is plotted below. 
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Optimal Bid as a Function of Cost and Number of 
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As n becomes large, the optimal bid approaches the cost. This is the 
competition effect at work. 

In addition, as the number of bidders increases, the average price paid falls. The 
auction selects the lowest cost bidder and there is a greater population to select 
from as the number of bidders increases. It can be shown that the expected 
value of the lowest of n independently distributed draws from a uniform 
distribution (between zero and one) is 1/(n + 1). This is the expected value of 
the lowest cost and falls as the number of bidders increases. This is the 
population effect – with more suppliers the chances of finding a lower cost 
supplier increase. 

Drawing on our previously derived relationship between bids and cost, the 
expected value of the winning bid is given by 2/(n + 1). This relationship is 
plotted below. 
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The decline in the expected winning bid is due to a combination of the 
competition effect and the population effect; bids approach cost, but the 
expected lowest cost also falls. As the number of bidders becomes large, the 
expected value of the winning bid approaches zero.  

 

A.17 From the perspective of a bidder in a first-price sealed bid, 
competition is clearly not Bertrand-style. If a bidder knew a rival’s 
cost and had a lower cost himself, marginally undercutting the rival 
would be desirable. However, in a sealed bid process bidders 
typically do not know other’s costs and must form expectations 
about others’ likely bids. Therefore, increasing the bid level creates 
a progressive decrease in the anticipated probability of winning. 

A.18 This situation is very similar to the position of a supplier in a 
conventional market.54 When faced by a mass of customers, 
increasing the price leads to some of these customers switching to 

                                      

54 For an interpretation of the optimisation problem facing a bidder in a sealed bid auction 
emphasising marginal revenues, see Bulow and Klemperer (1996). 
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alternative suppliers or not purchasing at all. Therefore, there is a 
progressive decline in the demand facing that supplier. The only 
difference in the case of a sealed bid is that the supplier is 
considering expected demand rather than actual demand. The fact 
that eventually ‘winner takes all’ does not affect the fact the ex-
ante expected demand changes progressively and smoothly with 
the bid level. 

Second price sealed bids 

A.19 Would using a second-price sealed bid make any difference to these 
conclusions? We maintain the previous example of a simple 
procurement auction. 

A.20 In a second-price auction, bidders do not need to second-guess 
what other bidders will do. In fact, each bidder can do no better 
than to bid their own cost. If each bidder simply bids their own 
cost, then the lowest cost bidder will win, as this bidder will make 
the lowest bid. The winner will be paid an amount equal to the bid 
of the next lowest cost bidder. 

A.21 The logic for this is that in a second-price auction, the bid that a 
bidder makes determines whether or not a bid will be successful, 
but does not affect the price in the event of winning, as this is set 
by the strongest loser. Therefore, a bidder should simply set its bid 
to screen for situations in which it would be happy to win. This is 
achieved by bidding at cost. In contrast, if a bidder bid more than 
its cost, this does not affect the amount it will be paid if it wins, 
but does mean that it may lose in some cases when it would have 
liked to have won (that is if someone else bids between its bid and 
its cost). 

A.22 Moreover, we can see that this argument for bidding at cost does 
not depend on what other bidders do. It is optimal to behave in this 
manner regardless of what other bidders do, that is bidding one’s 
cost is a dominant strategy. The second-price auction is 
strategically simple, unlike the first-price auction. 

A.23 At first sight, the second-price auction appears superficially similar 
to Bertrand competition, in that: 
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! bidding at cost has been induced providing there are at 
least two bidders; and 

! bidders’ behaviour in the second-price auction does not 
change as the number of bidders increase, just as price is 
at cost in Bertrand competition regardless of the number 
of competitors (provided there are at least two).  

A.24 However, despite this superficial similarity, competition in a 
second-price sealed bid is not analogous to Bertrand competition as 
the bid-taker does better with more bidders. It just happens that for 
bidders, the optimal trade-off between the probability of winning 
and profits in the event of winning is particularly simple in the case 
of a second-price auction.  

A.25 Although a second-price auction eliminates the price-cost margin in 
bids and hence we do not see a competition effect of adding more 
bidders, there is still a population effect. As the number of bidders 
increases, the average value of the second lowest bid (which 
determines the price) falls. Therefore, the price that the buyer 
expects to pay declines as the number of bidders increases, unlike 
Bertrand competition.  

A.26 Indeed, the population effect is even stronger with a second-price 
sealed bid than with a first-price sealed bid, as the second lowest 
cost declines more quickly as we increase the number of bidders 
than does the lowest cost. In fact, we will see in a moment that 
the stronger population effect in a second-price auction exactly 
makes up for the weaker competition effect as compared with a 
first-price sealed bid under the assumptions we are making. 

A.27 Bidding at cost sounds like an attractive feature of a second price 
auction from the perspective of the bid-taker. Whereas with the 
first-price auction bidders will be making bids with a positive 
margin over cost, in the second price auction, bids are at cost. 
However, lower bids are only achieved by giving the successful 
bidder a price equal to the lowest losing bid, rather than the lowest 
bid as with a first-price auction. 

A.28 An obvious question is whether the bid-taker will expect to pay 
more or less with a second-price or a first-price auction. Theoretical 
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analysis shows that under the assumption of symmetric private 
values, it does not make any difference. This is the so-called 
revenue equivalence theorem (RET)55, discussed in the box below. 

Box A.3: The revenue equivalence theorem 

Consider a seller using an auction to sell an item (or items). For a large class of 
auction formats and valuation environments, it turns out that the revenue a 
seller would expect is the same for all auction formats within the class. 

The main assumption for this result is that bidders have independent private 
values. This means that bidders will not update their beliefs about the value of 
the item even if they observe the bids of others. We also need to assume that 
bidders are risk neutral, so only care about average outcomes.56 A further 
necessary assumption is that losing bidders get nothing.57 

Given these assumptions, any auction mechanism that leads to efficient 
allocation and in which bidders behave rationally (that is their behaviour is a 
Bayesian Nash equilibrium) leads to the same expected revenue. 

Note that this is a statement about the probability distribution of the revenues 
that the seller receives. This distribution is not the same for all auction 
formats, even under the assumptions of the RET. For instance, the variance of 
revenues from a first-price auction is typically larger than those of a second-
price auction even if the average value is the same. 

Some intuition into this result can be obtained from a simple example. 
Suppose that the seller is selling a single item and there are two potential 
bidders. Bidder A is prepared to pay at most £5 and bidder B is prepared to 
pay at most £10. Clearly efficient allocation will involve B winning. However, 
this must involve B expecting to pay at least £5, else there would be an 
opportunity for A to win the item. If there were a first price sealed bid where 
A and B knew each others’ valuations, clearly B would need to bid a tiny 
amount more than £5 to be sure that B would not win. This is largely the 
same outcome as in a second price auction (where each bidder would bid their 
valuation) or an open auction (where A would drop out once the price got to 
£5). 

Essential to the RET is the assumption that the different auction processes we 
are considering all produce efficient allocations. This may require further 
assumptions about bidders. For instance, a second-price sealed bid is efficient 

                                      

55 For an early statement of the RET, see Milgom and Weber (1982).  

56 This means that that a bidder is indifferent between, say, getting £1 with probability 
½ and nothing with probability ½ as compared with getting 50p for certain. 

57 Strictly, we only need that the bidder of the worst type (that is lowest value) receives 
zero payoff. 
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even if there are asymmetries between bidders, whereas a first-price sealed 
bid is no longer efficient in this case. Therefore, second-price and first-price 
sealed bids only produce the same expected revenue if bidders are symmetric. 

 

A.29 The RET is not intended to suggest that the design of auction 
processes is irrelevant. Rather, it is a useful tool in identifying those 
circumstances in which auction design does matter. The 
assumption of private values is key. Without this assumption, 
bidders may change their assessment of cost or value in the light of 
other bidders’ behaviour. In this case, different auction formats 
may perform differently because they reveal differing amounts of 
information about what other bidders are doing. Indeed, if there are 
interrelationships between bidders’ valuations, then the very fact of 
winning an auction is potentially informative and needs to be 
considered when determining how to bid. We discuss this in more 
detail below when we consider common values. 

A.30 For a first-price sealed bid to produce efficient outcomes (that is 
the highest value or lowest cost bidder winning) it is necessary that 
bidders are symmetrical. This means that the relationship between 
cost (or value) and bid is the same for all bidders. Therefore, the 
ranking of bidders’ bids exactly reflects the ranking of costs. The 
lowest cost (or highest value) bidder will win and so the auction is 
efficient. However, if bidders are asymmetric this is no longer true. 
Bidders may vary in their assessment of the extent of competition 
created by other bidders. Therefore, one bidder could have a lower 
cost and yet a higher bid than another bidder. First-price sealed bid 
auctions are not efficient in this case. 

A.31 If we relax either the assumption of symmetry, or the assumption 
of private values, there will be a difference between the expected 
price paid in the first and second price sealed bids. Often bid-takers 
face a choice between using a first-price sealed bid or an open 
process, in which case the issues of common values and bidder 
asymmetries typically affect which approach is superior. We 
explore these two issues in more depth below. 

A.32 Second-price auctions are not commonly seen, even though at first 
sight there appears to be some theoretical advantage in that the 
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decision making process for bidders is simpler. In practice this 
should increase efficiency, as the lowest cost bidder should 
certainly win and this does not depend on bidders engaging in any 
complex thought processes. In the first-price auction, the lowest 
cost bidder will not necessarily win, as this depends on its bid 
strategy and second-guessing what other bidders may do. If 
bidders are quite asymmetric, there may be a significant probability 
that the strongest bidder does not win. Even if bidders are 
reasonably symmetric, the complexity of the decisions that bidders 
need to make could lead to inefficient outcomes if they fail to 
behave in line with theoretical predictions. 

A.33 There are, however, a number of practical problems with second 
price auctions: 

! They create stronger incentives for collusion or pre-auction 
consolidation than do first price auctions, which we 
discuss in Part II of this report. 

! They may be problematic for bidders, as their costs are 
visible to others unlike a first-price auction. Bidders might 
be concerned that this would disadvantage them in other 
contests. In the extreme, this could be a disincentive to 
participate. 

! The bid-taker might be concerned that there is a visible 
difference between what it paid and the lower amount that 
the winning supplier was prepared to accept. The bid-taker 
appears to have ‘left money on the table’, which might be 
problematic to explain. 

A.34 Even in this very simple example, we can see that there may be 
practical constraints arising given the bid-taker’s choice of bidding 
process. 

Open bidding processes 

A.35 Open bidding processes are simple and commonly used auction 
formats. Unlike sealed bids, they provide an opportunity for bidders 
to enter into new bids in response to the bids of competitors. A 
well-known format is an open outcry auction, where bidders can 
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successively call out bids exceeding the current highest bid until 
there are no further bids. Sales of antiques and paintings commonly 
use this format, though an auctioneer may suggest a new price 
(exceeding the current highest price), which bidders may accept. 

A.36 Open bidding processes have often been used for spectrum 
auctions, where bidding proceeds in rounds. Bidders make 
decisions in the course of a round, which are then disclosed at the 
end of the round. Bidders have the opportunity to increase their 
bids (subject to certain constraints). The auction continues in this 
manner until there is no further activity. Such methods have been 
used to sell many lots simultaneously (a so-called simultaneous 
multiple round auction or SMRA).  

A.37 Open bidding processes may emerge from sealed bid processes 
where bid-takers are unable to commit not to receive further bids 
after disclosing the results of a sealed bid process. Therefore, 
informal bidding processes (for example house sales) may often 
reduce to open processes. 

Changing the number of bidders in open bidding 
processes 

A.38 As with a second-price sealed bid, provided there are private 
values, the strategy of bidders in an open auction does not depend 
on beliefs about what others do. With just a single lot, the strategy 
is extremely simple: keep bidding while it is possible to do so above 
cost. Once bids have dropped to the second lowest cost, only one 
bidder will remain and so the auction will terminate. Therefore, as 
with a second-price sealed bid, the price is equal to the second 
lowest cost. 

A.39 An open bidding process would at first sight appear to have a 
strong ‘winner takes all’ characteristic. In a procurement auction, 
undercutting the current lowest bidder displaces that bidder and 
could potentially win if there are no further bids. Successive rounds 
of bidding superficially appear to demonstrate sharp rivalry, with 
the leading bidder changing back or forth as bids are revised. 
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A.40 Nevertheless, we can still expect the bid-taker to achieve better 
terms the more bidders there are. Using our previous terminology, 
there is no ‘competition effect’ from adding more bidders; the 
behaviour of bidders does not change as the number of bidders 
changes. However, just as with a second-price sealed bid, there is 
a strong ‘population effect’. The price is determined by the second 
lowest cost, which on average will be lower the more bidders there 
are. The revenue equivalence theorem tells us that with symmetric 
private values, the amount that the bid-taker will expect to pay is 
the same as in the second-price or first-price sealed bid. Therefore, 
the expected amount paid will fall progressively as the number of 
bidders increases.  

Intuitive arguments that the number of bidders does not 
matter 

A.41 The assumption that bidders’ costs are random is essential to our 
previous conclusion that there is a progressive reduction in the 
amount that the buyer pays. Given this assumption, we get a 
greater representation of low cost suppliers as the number of 
suppliers increase. 

A.42 Clearly if an auction already has the two strongest bidders present, 
adding further bidders who have higher costs will have no further 
effect on the outcome of an open auction process. Conversely, 
removing bidders will have no effect unless we remove one of the 
strongest two. This observation is sometimes made as yet another 
incarnation of the argument that competition in open bidding 
processes is somehow immune to there being few bidders. 

A.43 The problem with this line of argument is that it presupposes that 
we can be certain who the two strongest bidders are in advance of 
the bidding process running. In practice, auctions are used precisely 
because the bid-taker has imperfect information about the relative 
strengths of different bidders so wishes to create competition 
amongst them to reveal this information. Therefore, we should be 
suspicious of arguments that implicitly suppose that there is some 
capacity on the part of the bid-taker to identify the strongest two 
bidders.  
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A.44 Even if we remove a bidder who would not win because its cost 
was greater than the lowest cost producer, this might still increase 
the amount the buyer needs to pay, as this bidder might have had 
the second lowest cost and so have determined the price.  

A.45 In practice, we would not expect to see situations in which a 
bidder had no chance whatsoever of winning, as then we would 
not expect that bidder to even participate in the bidding process. 
Where the probability of winning is low, even very small 
participation costs may be a substantial disincentive to 
participation. Therefore, where a bidder is participating in an open 
auction process, that bidder presumably expects that it might win 
with some material probability. Therefore, we can expect that 
removing this bidder from the auction will have some effect on the 
bid-taker.  

Common vs. private values and the winners’ curse 

A.46 So far we have assumed that bidders know about the value or cost 
to themselves of the item for which they are bidding. However, 
often this is not the case. In particular, there is often some 
uncertainty about value or cost that affects all bidders in a similar 
way. For example: 

! in a procurement auction, suppliers may face common 
determinants of cost that are presently unknown, such as 
details of the buyer’s specification or input costs, and 

! in an auction of a land tract for oil extraction, all bidders 
face the risk of whether or not oil will be found, with each 
potentially having some information from geological 
surveys. 

A.47 These are situations in which there are so-called common values. 
There are unknown factors that affect a number of bidders. As a 
result, the valuation of one bidder is potentially informative for 
other bidders.  
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Implications for rational bidding – the winner’s curse 

A.48 Where there are common values, rational bidders should take this 
into account when deciding how much to bid. Clearly in open, 
multiple round bidding processes, bidders can see what others are 
doing and so might update their views about their own valuations. 
However, even in a sealed bid auction, there is information released 
by the process of competition with other bidders that each bidder 
should take into account. In particular, if a bidder wins an auction, 
this is probably by virtue of having a lower cost or higher value 
than other bidders (notwithstanding possible inefficiencies in the 
auction process). Therefore, the very fact of winning is itself 
informative about other bidders’ costs or valuations and should be 
taken into account when deciding how to bid. 

A.49 An easy way of understanding this issue is to imagine that in a 
procurement auction all suppliers would incur the same cost in 
meeting the buyer’s order, but that suppliers only have estimates of 
this. Therefore, seeing other suppliers’ estimates would be useful, 
as combining this with a bidder’s own estimate of cost would 
produce a more refined estimate. Clearly whoever won the auction 
would have the lowest estimate of cost and there is a risk that 
winning might simply reflect over-optimism on the part of the 
winner – the so-called winner’s curse. 

A.50 In practice this example is rather too stark, as the cost of each 
potential supplier might depend on some common factors and also 
the efficiency of the supplier. For example, the cost of undertaking 
a building contract will depend on some factors unknown but 
common to all builders (for example ground conditions) but other 
idiosyncratic factors specific to each builder (for example skill and 
experience). Nevertheless, the danger still remains of winning by 
virtue of being too optimistic about these common factors, rather 
than being the most suitable to undertake the job. The more 
important common factors affecting cost are relative to 
idiosyncratic factors, the greater this danger. 
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Declining seller revenues with more bidders 

A.51 A rational bidder can anticipate this problem and reflect the 
possibility of winner’s curse by being cautious in what it bids. The 
more bidders participate, the stronger the impact of the winner’s 
curse is. If a bidder wins by virtue of undercutting ninety-nine other 
bidders, this is more likely to reflect over-optimism in estimating 
cost than if it beat one other bidder. Therefore, where there are 
common values the possibility arises that adding more bidders does 
not lead to better expected outcomes for the bid-taker.  

A.52 For example, if selling a single lot where there are strong common 
values, it is even possible that the expected revenue of the seller 
first increases with the number of bidders, as bidders may bid more 
aggressively (the competition effect) and there are more bidders to 
choose from (the population effect). However, revenue may 
eventually decline once the number of bidders increases past a 
certain point, as the impact of stronger winner’s curses leads to 
increasingly conservative bidding.  

Reducing winner’s curse by revealing information 

A.53 Because common values lead to more conservative bidding 
behaviour, it is in the interests of the bid-taker to try to reduce the 
impact of winner’s curse. This means improving the information 
available to bidders about factors that are unknown but which 
affect the valuations or costs of all bidders in a similar way.  

A.54 For example, a purchaser of building services might get design and 
survey work undertaken at her own expense and share this 
information will all bidders for the construction work. When 
investment banks are selling corporate assets, it is usual to set up a 
data room for all potential buyers to conduct due diligence and 
assess the value of the assets. Governments selling rights, licences 
and concessions will typically try to define the rights and 
obligations on purchasers as clearly as possible. 
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Reducing winner’s curse through the choice of bidding 
process 

A.55 The impact of winner’s curse will vary across different types of 
auction formats depending on the information that is revealed to 
bidders over the course of the auction. In particular (provided 
bidders are reasonably symmetric) open auction formats may reveal 
information to bidders that reduces the impact of winners’ curse 
and leads to more competitive outcomes. 

A.56 This rationale has often been used to support the use of open, 
multiple round auction processes for the sale of radio spectrum. 
These auctions are a classic example of common values. Bidders’ 
valuations for radio spectrum depend on the potential size of the 
market for services to customers derived from the spectrum and 
the costs of providing these services. These factors are unknown 
yet largely common to all bidders. By using an open process, 
bidders can see when others drop out or keep going and can 
benchmark their own estimates of value against others’ bidding 
behaviour. 

A.57 At first sight, this looks like a strong argument for using open 
bidding processes, as the revenue equivalence theorem tells us that 
on average they do as well as any other efficient process if there 
are private values and they appear to do better if there are common 
values. However, we also need to consider the question of 
asymmetric bidders, as it turns out that often open bidding 
processes fare badly in this case, especially if there are common 
values.  

Bidder asymmetries 

A.58 Asymmetries amongst bidders can have severe effects on the 
intensity of competition in a bidding process. This is an issue for 
both private and common values, though the problem of 
asymmetries is significantly worse in the case of common values. 
Where there are severe asymmetries, competition may be 
ineffective. 
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What is a bidder asymmetry? 

A.59 If bidders are symmetric, then all bidders believe that their costs or 
valuations are drawn from the same probability distribution. This 
does not mean that all costs or valuations turn out to be the same. 
Nevertheless, from the perspective of any bidder, all other bidders 
have the same chance of winning. From the information available 
to the bid-taker prior to the auction, the bid-taker cannot judge any 
particular bidder as being stronger or weaker than another, so all 
are perceived to have equal probabilities of winning. Equally, from 
the perspective of one particular bidder, any other bidder is as likely 
to win as any other. 

A.60 Bidders are asymmetric whenever there are variations in the 
perceived strength of bidders prior to an auction or bidding process, 
that is some bidders are thought to be more likely to win than 
others. This is a statement about the beliefs bidders (and the bid-
taker) hold about other bidders’ costs or valuations prior to running 
an auction, rather than whether bidders turn out to have different 
costs or valuations once the auction has been run. 

A.61 Where there are bidder asymmetries, it is no longer the case that a 
bidder would judge all other bidders as having equal strength. 
Rather, given a pair of other bidders, one may be believed more 
likely to win than the other. We are interested primarily in 
situations where there is general agreement about which bidders 
are stronger and which are weaker, so the structure of 
asymmetries is common knowledge amongst bidders and the bid-
taker.58 This is typically the case where beliefs have been formed 
from publicly available information.  

Implications of asymmetries for first-price sealed bids 

A.62 Once there are bidder asymmetries, there are differences in the 
performance of different auction formats even in the case of private 

                                      

58 If this is not the case, there may be inconsistent beliefs about the relative strength of 
bidders. It is not obvious how to analyse such situations or even how to define weak 
or strong bidders in this case. 
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valuations. First-price auctions are not efficient (that is the lowest 
cost or highest value bidder wins) in such circumstances, as bids 
depend not only on the bidder’s valuation or cost, but also on its 
perceptions of competition from others. As a result, it is possible 
that a lower cost bidder might have a higher bid than another 
bidder, and so fail to win. This inefficiency would not arise in a 
second-price auction, as no bidder can do better than to bid their 
own valuations. Similarly, an open auction would be efficient. 

A.63 From the perspective of the bid-taker, efficiency is not the direct 
concern, but rather what the bid-taker must pay if it is a buyer or 
raise in revenue if it is a seller. In the case of symmetric bidders, 
maximising revenue or minimising cost requires the greatest 
valuation or least cost bidder winning. Therefore, maximising 
revenue requires efficient allocation. However, in the case of 
asymmetric bidders, matters are more complex and there can be a 
tension between maximising revenue (or minimising costs) and 
awarding efficiently. 

A.64 Consider a simple example. Bidder A is a strong bidder, with a 
valuation of £100 for an item being sold. Bidder B is a weak bidder, 
with valuation £20. The bid-taker does not know the exact values 
of these valuations, but can anticipate that A is much stronger than 
B. In an open auction (or a second-price sealed bid), the item will 
sell to A for just over £20, despite B’s valuation being so much 
higher at £100. Therefore, A enjoys almost £80 of surplus. What 
would happen in a first-price sealed bid? A would be very unlikely 
to bid just £20, as it would be risking losing £80 of surplus if B 
turned out to have a value even a little higher than £20. The 
optimal bid for A will depend on its beliefs about the likely valuation 
of B, but will likely be a significant proportion of its valuation of 
£100. Therefore, the bid-taker will raise more revenue with a first-
price sealed bid than with an open auction process. 

A.65 Although the first-price sealed bid is inefficient, in that A does not 
necessarily always win even if it has the highest value (say for 
example A bid £15 thinking B’s valuation is only £10 and B bid 
£18), this process is preferable for the bid-taker. In fact, it is 
precisely the inefficiency that the first-price sealed bid introduces, 
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in terms of the risk of A losing, that encourages A to bid more 
aggressively and so increases revenue. 

A.66 Full analysis of asymmetric auctions is tricky as there are many 
possible aspects to asymmetries between bidders that we may 
need to consider (see Maskin and Riley (2000)). However, once 
there are asymmetries, it is not the case that all auction formats 
deliver the same revenue. Where a strong bidder would otherwise 
be unchallenged in that there is a small (or even zero) chance of a 
weaker bidder having a similar valuation or cost, a first-price 
auction will often be able to do better for the bid-taker provided 
that the weaker bidder continues to bid.59 

Asymmetric bidders and common values 

A.67 Where there are common values and bidder asymmetries, the 
situation becomes more complex. Despite this situation being very 
difficult to analyse with full-specified theoretical models, there are 
strong reasons to expect the effect of bidder asymmetries in 
weakening competition to be more severe when there are common 
values.  

A.68 When there are bidder asymmetries, the impact of winner’s curse is 
different on different bidders. In particular, stronger bidders are less 
subject to winner’s curse than weaker bidders. The box below 
explains this in detail, but the intuition is simple. Where a bidder 
has a small chance of winning, it is more likely that winning results 
from overestimating its valuation (or underestimating cost) than 
would be the case for a bidder that would have a large chance of 
winning in any case. 

                                      

59 Maskin and Riley (2000) consider three different types of asymmetry, of which two 
favour the first-price sealed bid and one favours the open auction. In the case of the 
open auction generating more revenue, this is typically because a first-price sealed bid 
would create a low-balling incentive for the strong bidder as there is a significant 
probability that the weak bidder would not bid. Maskin and Riley (2000) suggest that 
this may be the reason art auctions are often open processes, as bidders’ tastes are 
idiosyncratic and given a sealed bid they might take their chances with a low-ball bid. 
The more significant cases for procurement settings are where there are overlapping 
ranges for costs, but with one bidder having a lower range for costs than others. In 
this case, the first-price auction tends to do better. 
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A.69 The effect of winner’s curse is to cause bidders to bid more 
conservatively. A vicious circle can result. Because of stronger 
winner’s curse, the weak bidder bids more conservatively, and 
much more so than the strong bidder. This means that if the weak 
bidder does in fact win, then this is even more likely to be because 
of being overly optimistic. This in turn creates a greater need for 
the weak bidder to bid conservatively and so on. The box shows 
that this vicious circle can become a runaway feedback effect, 
where it is not even worth the weak bidder taking part. 

A.70 Even in less extreme cases, the combination of common values 
with asymmetries can lead to differences in bids between strong 
and weak bidders being greater than differences in costs or 
valuations. In effect, the combination of common values and 
asymmetries leads to a magnification of the effects of asymmetry. 
This means that even modest asymmetries can lead to the 
probability of weaker bidders winning being quite small. Given this, 
even modest participation costs may lead to weaker bidders simply 
not choosing to participate in a bidding process.  

Box A.4: Common values and bidder asymmetries 

Klemperer (1998) shows how small asymmetries between bidders can have a 
significant effect on the outcome of an auction. He finds that small advantages 
for one bidder, such as a slightly larger gain from winning an auction or a small 
ownership stake in the item being bid for can “greatly increase a bidder’s 
probability of winning, and greatly reduce the price he pays when he wins” 
(Klemperer (1998 p 758)). 

A small advantage for one bidder will allow him to bid more aggressively than 
he would have done otherwise, increasing the ‘winners curse’ for his 
competitors, and thereby necessitating that they bid more conservatively than 
they would otherwise have done. In turn, this increases the impact of the 
advantage. The ‘wallet game’ (Klemperer, 1998) is an example with symmetric 
bidders in which bidders have ‘almost common values’.in which this effect is 
subject to a runaway feedback. In its simplest form, the wallet game with 
symmetric bidders can be described as follows. 

Two bidders (A and B) check how much money they have in their wallets and 
then participate in an ascending English auction for which the lot is equal to the 
combined contents of both wallets.  

The unique symmetric equilibrium of this game specifies that each bidder bids 
twice the amount of money is his own wallet. To see this, suppose that bidder 
B is following this strategy. If bidder A wins at a price p, then he knows that 
bidder B has p/2 in his wallet. If bidder A has v in his own wallet, this means 
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that he receives a prize of v+p/2 overall. Bidder A will want to win this prize 
whenever it is more than the price he needs to pay to get it, that is when 
v+p/2>p. This happens when p<2v. Therefore, knowing that B is prepared to 
bid up to twice the amount in his wallet, A is also prepared to bid up to twice 
the amount in his. This shows that this behaviour is an equilibrium. 

Klemperer (1998) first compares this outcome with that in which one bidder 
receives a small extra payment upon winning the auction. For example, we 
might suppose that one bidder needs a new wallet, but the other does not. In 
this latter case, he shows that the bidder who receives the extra payment will 
always win the auction in equilibrium. This is intuitive since this bidder will 
always make more money from winning than his competitor and therefore he 
should always be willing to out-bid any rational opponent. In addition, he also 
shows that the competitor will never bid more than the amount of money in its 
own wallet and therefore the final price paid for the lot will be lower when 
asymmetries exist. This follows as a direct result of the magnification of the 
winners curse noted above.  

Finally Klemperer (1998) compares the auction with symmetric bidders with the 
case in which one bidder has an ownership stake such that he receives a 
fraction of wallet’s sale price after the auction. Again he shows that the bidder 
with the ownership stake will always win the auction in equilibrium and the 
price paid will equal the value in his opponent’s wallet. The intuition for this 
result again revolves around the magnification of the winners curse. In this 
case, the bidder with the ownership stake has an incentive to bid more 
aggressively in order to inflate the sale price. This forces his competitor to bid 
more conservatively and leave the auction earlier. 

 

Choosing the right process 

A.71 Often, bid-takers are able to select a bidding or auction process 
that is most appropriate to its needs. For example, governments 
selling valuable rights or concessions such as licences to use radio 
spectrum or exploit oil tracts often expend considerable time and 
effort deciding how exactly to structure the rules. Private 
companies using tender processes for procurement will typically 
choose to structure the process one way rather than another. 

Typical considerations when choosing a bidding process 

A.72 In many practical applications of bidding processes, common value 
uncertainty is important. For example, bidding processes are often 
used for procurement where the buyer specifies the characteristics 
of the goods being procured and potential suppliers need to 
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estimate the costs of meeting these requirements; there would 
typically be common cost drivers affecting all suppliers, but which 
could be only imperfectly estimated. Where items are being sold, 
there is often a possibility of re-selling them later, but the future 
resale price is difficult to predict. This is again an unknown factor 
affecting the valuations of all bidders similarly. 

A.73 At first sight, this suggests that a bid-taker would typically be well 
served by using an open bidding process. Hopefully, this mitigates 
the impact of common value uncertainty and leads to more 
competitive bidding. Furthermore, it is a relatively simple procedure 
for bidders which does not require any complex decision-making 
(unlike a first-price sealed bid) and which should be fairly efficient. 
Indeed, many real-world bidding processes are open procedures in 
which bidders can successively improve their offers. 

A.74 However, as we have seen above, open processes may perform 
poorly when there are significant asymmetries between bidders. 
Competition between bidders may not be effective if there are 
strong asymmetries, especially if there is strong common value 
uncertainty as well. It is also possible that incentives to participate 
in the auction may be poor for weaker bidders under these 
circumstances. In this case, the bid-taker might be better off using 
a first-price sealed bid. This may increase the competition faced by 
strong bidders and encourage greater participation by improving the 
chances of weaker bidders. These benefits come at the cost of 
increasing the likelihood of inefficient outcomes, but in this case 
the bid-taker may be happy to tolerate this as the more aggressive 
bidding by strong bidders may more than compensate. 

A.75 Clearly there is significant tension between reducing the adverse 
impacts of asymmetries and reducing the impact of winner’s curse. 
Although first-price sealed bids are useful in reducing the impact on 
bidder asymmetries, they reduce the information available to 
bidders for benchmarking their own valuations against competitors. 
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Therefore, bidder asymmetries need to be sufficiently severe to 
warrant taking this approach.60 

A.76 In practice, bid-takers may have a range of further considerations. 
In some cases, there may be additional concerns that strong 
common value uncertainty should be mitigated because of possible 
adverse effects on the viability of the winner. For example, winning 
a building contract through unrealistic low-balling might then lead 
to the contractor renegotiating or even going bust. A government 
allocating a commercial television licence might be concerned about 
the winner having unrealistic expectations about advertising 
revenue and failing part way through its licence term. In this case, 
there may stronger reasons for using more open processes than we 
have considered so far. 

A.77 In some cases, the bid-taker may be concerned about collusion 
between bidders. In this case, the use of an open process might be 
undesirable as it may facilitate bidders monitoring compliance with 
collusive agreements and maintain options to respond if others 
renege on collusive arrangements. In contrast, with sealed bids, 
colluding bidders may fear that other bidders might renege on 
collusive agreements. If reneging collusive bidders make bids that 
were not expected, there is no opportunity to respond with a 
further bid, unlike an open process. We explore these issues further 
in Part II of this report. 

Practical limitations on what bid-takers can do 

A.78 Although bid-takers can play around with the bidding process to 
make competition amongst bidders tougher, there are often 
significant practical and legal constraints on what they can do.  

A.79 First-price sealed bids are often a good way of ensuring reasonable 
competition even if some bidders are strong, but running such a 

                                      

60 The Anglo-Dutch hybrid auction where open bidding is followed by a sealed bid has 
been proposed by Klemperer (2002) as a possible means to enjoy some of the benefits 
of open auctions (in terms of increasing pay-off relevant information being made 
available to bidders) whilst maintaining the benefit of a first-price sealed bid in terms 
of limiting the impact of bidder asymmetries. 
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process requires a commitment on the part of the bid-taker not to 
let bidders revise their bids. In many situations, it may be difficult 
for the bid-taker to enter into this commitment. The box below 
discusses the example of the National Lottery operator renewal, 
where a legal challenge forced the bid-taker to allow the 
improvement of a losing bid, effectively turning a sealed process 
into an open one. 

A.80 Where governments are involved in bidding processes, there may 
be legal constraints on how such processes may be structured that 
would not apply to a private company. For example, public 
procurement processes are governed by EU-wide procurement 
rules. Auctions of licences, rights and concessions are often 
governed by specific sectoral regulations. These regulations 
typically require that tender processes and auctions are run in a 
non-discriminatory manner. This rules out certain measures that 
could be used to encourage competition, such as specific 
handicapping measures against strong bidders. Whilst the 
effectiveness of such measures is somewhat controversial, they 
have been used in some situations. For example, in some early 
radio spectrum auctions in the US, bidders with participation of 
minority groups were given bidding credits. Given that these 
bidders typically tended to be weaker entrants, some have claimed 
that the funding necessary for these bidder credits was more than 
paid for by the greater receipts achieved due to more vigorous 
competition from weaker bidders against stronger bidders.61 

A.81 A particular problem for public procurement processes is that 
governments may feel the need to make bidding processes highly 
transparent, for example releasing information about all bids 
received in a bidding process. Compliance with EU procurement 
rules does not necessarily require this level of transparency. 
Nevertheless, public bodies may be concerned about perceived 
fairness or accusations of corrupt behaviour. However, where there 
is a small and unchanging group of suppliers (as might often arise 
for specialist goods and services), repeated bidding processes 

                                      

61 Cramton (1997). 
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might risk collusive or tacitly collusive outcomes if there is a high 
level of transparency. 
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Box A.5: The bid-taker’s commitment problem 

As noted by Klemperer (2005, p 5), two conditions for bidding markets to 
function effectively are that “competition begins afresh for each contract, and 
for each customer” and that “entry of new suppliers into the market is easy”. 
However in some cases, such as bidding processes for specialised repeat 
projects, these conditions are likely to fail due to the presence of incumbency 
advantages for existing agents, and the result may be a small number of 
bidders for the project. In this situation, the necessity to use formal sealed bid 
auctions rather than open processes may be easier in theory than in practice 
due to the possibility of ‘commitment problems’ for the bid-taker. These 
commitment problems may arise if the bid-taker cannot credibly commit to his 
future behaviour, for example if his promises not to renegotiate following a 
sealed bid process are not believed by bidders.62 Alternatively they may arise 
if the bid-taker’s behaviour following a sealed bid process is restricted by legal 
or political constraints. 

This commitment problem was evident for the National Lottery Commission in 
its auction for the second national lottery licence in 1999-2000. In November 
1999, the Commission invited bids for the licence. However by the February 
2000 deadline, only two compliant bids had been received. These bids were 
from the existing lottery provider Camelot Group plc and a new entrant, The 
People’s Lottery Limited.63 

The final outcome of the bidding process was somewhat different from the 
model process hoped for. Some key events following bid submission according 
to the Comptroller and Auditor General (2002, p 1-3) are summarised below: 

! 23 June 2000 – the Commission extends its original timetable 
from 30 June to 31 August to allow both bidders to improve 
their proposals. 

! 23 August 2000 – the Commission rejects both bids and 
announces that it will negotiate only with The People’s Lottery. 

! 24 August 2000 – Camelot seeks judicial review of the 
Commission’s decision. 

! September 2000 – the Commission’s decision is overturned by 

                                      

62 There is an analogy here with the problem that a durable goods monopolist faces 
when it cannot commit to a particular future pricing policy. See Coase (1972). 

63 The Comptroller and Auditor General (2002, p 4), identified a number of reasons for 
the low participation rate in the bidding process. These included, among others, 
factors relating to Camelot’s incumbency advantage, such as the fact that “without 
cooperation from the incumbent licensee, the level of risk that would have faced a 
new licensee on handover was considerable. For example, the new operator would 
have had to put in place its own network of retail outlets” and also “the incumbent’s 
established lottery infrastructure and knowledge of lottery retailers gave it a clear 
competitive advantage”. 
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the High Court and Camelot is readmitted to the bidding 
process. 

! 19 December 2000 – By a four to one majority, the 
Commissioners choose Camelot as the preferred bidder. 

In this example, the restrictions placed on the Commission by the legal ruling 
to allow Camelot to participate at the negotiation stage had a significant effect 
on the final outcome. 

 

A.82 We have seen that there may well be mitigating actions that bid-
takers can take when faced with competition problems. They might 
try to encourage weaker bidders to participate to strengthen 
competition for stronger bidders and boost participation. They may 
be able to use bidding processes that are less susceptible to 
collusion. However, these are at best mitigating actions. Where 
there are a very limited number of bidders due to entry barriers, the 
bid-taker cannot simply create effective competition by choosing a 
sufficiently clever bidding process.  

Repeated auctions 

A.83 Quite often bidding processes may be repeated over time. There 
are two cases we need to consider: 

! a given bid-taker running a similar process at intervals (for 
example, a maintenance contract might be regularly put 
out to tender), and 

! similar items being sold or procured by different bid-takers 
with bidders being drawn from a common pool. 

A.84 In both cases, we are interested in what interactions there might be 
between successive bidding processes. If there were no 
interactions and each bidding process was completely uninfluenced 
by previous ones, then we would expect to see different bidders’ 
perceived probabilities of winning reflected in the frequency with 
which they won across the sequence of bidding processes. 
Therefore, repeated processes may provide some opportunity to 
observe (rather than conjecture) which bidders are stronger or 
weaker. 
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A.85 In practice, there are two main types of interaction that may occur 
across a sequence of auctions: 

! there may be toe-hold advantages conferred from winning 
early auctions that improve a bidder’s chances of winning 
later auctions, or 

! there may be capacity constraints, so that winners of early 
auctions do not participate or bid less aggressively in later 
auctions. 

A.86 The implications of these two types of dynamic interaction are 
quite different. In the first case, winning an auction increases the 
probability of winning later auctions. In the second case, the 
reverse is true and winning an auction reduces the chance of the 
same bidder winning a subsequent auction, at least for a time. 

Incumbency advantages 

A.87 Toe-hold advantages are quite common. For example: 

! winning one procurement tender might help in bidding for 
similar work in the future, as the initial contract might be 
taken as a signal that the bidder is well qualified 

! successful bidders in procurement tenders may acquire 
skills or assets that can be reused (that is economies of 
scale across instances of the bidding process), or 

! buying an oil tract may increase the valuation of a bidder 
for subsequent tracts released in the same area. 

A.88 In effect, winning earlier auctions may give rise to bidder 
asymmetries in later auctions. As previously discussed, these may 
have quite dramatic effects on competition if there is strong 
common value uncertainty. 

A.89 If winning earlier auctions leads to a position of incumbency and a 
strong position in subsequent auctions, we would expect to see 
this reflected in a bidder’s initial bidding behaviour. For example, in 
a procurement auction the bidder would not just be competing for 
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the initial contract, but also to gain the incumbent position for 
competing for subsequent contracts. This is strongly analogous to 
competition with switching costs or ‘lock-in’ in a conventional 
oligopoly. The consequences are very similar in both cases. 
Although any excess profits that the bidder might earn from its 
incumbent position would be competed away by the initial 
competition, prices would be initially low but increase over time. 
This distorted pricing structure might lead to various adverse 
consequences depending on the case at hand. 

Capacity constraints 

A.90 Where there are repeated bidding processes with bidders subject to 
capacity constraints, there may be implications for participation 
within individual bidding processes. In particular, if we identify the 
population of bidders participating at various times in the sequence 
of bidding processes, we cannot expect all of these to be potential 
participants in any particular bidding process. Those bidders who 
have won recent previous auctions may not be able to participate 
as a result of limited capacity. Even where capacity constraints are 
not sharp, bidders may be subject to short-run decreasing returns 
to scale and so may bid less aggressively in subsequent auctions. 
Therefore, there may be asymmetries created amongst bidders due 
to earlier wins. 

A.91 It is important to consider such possibilities in order not to 
overstate potential competition. In particular, with capacity 
constraints (or more generally short-run decreasing returns) 
competition in any particular bidding process will not be as vigorous 
as looking at the population of potential bidders might suggest. 

Multiple lot auctions 

A.92 So far we have considered many bidding processes involving single 
items being bought or sold. This is sufficient to consider many of 
the key issues. However, there are many examples of prominent 
auction mechanisms that involve multiple units being bought or 
sold together in a unitary bidding process. For example: 
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! procurement auctions may break the buyer’s requirements 
into a number of lots auctioned together 

! radio spectrum auctions may sell a number of lots, defined 
by breaking up spectrum by frequency or by geography, 
and 

! CO2 abatement auctions sell obligations to reduce 
emissions where bidders buy various amounts. 

Multiple lots allow multiple winners 

A.93 We have already noted that in such auctions, there is little sense in 
which ‘winner takes all’. The bid-taker’s objective in offering 
multiple lots is presumably to allow for the possibility that there 
might be multiple winners. If economies of scope meant that it was 
only efficient for there to be a single winner, there would be no 
sense in using multiple lots auctions, as packaging everything up 
into a single lot would be much simpler. 

A.94 All of our preceding discussions about private and common values 
and the impact of bidder asymmetries remain equally relevant for 
multiple lot auctions and bidding processes. However, auctions for 
multiple lots involve many new issues as compared with single-lot 
auctions.  

A.95 We cannot necessarily treat lots as being independent, as they may 
be substitutes or complements for bidders. Indeed, lots may even 
simultaneously be both substitutes and complements for the same 
bidder. For example, a bidder buying radio spectrum might need to 
purchase a number of lots (say for a particular technology to have 
sufficient spectrum overall for its application) but is otherwise 
unconcerned about which of the available lots he buys. 

A.96 Bidding processes in these situations need to allow bidders 
sufficient flexibility to express their demand of substitutable or 
complementary lots. Where there are linkages between lots, 
running separate auction processes for each will usually be quite 
inefficient. Designing an auction process that achieves the bid-
taker’s objectives is typically difficult and compromises must be 
made. For example, SMRAs have been used to allow bidders to 
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switch across lots within a single auction process. However, 
bidders may then face a risk of winning some lots without winning 
complementary lots. More complex auction formats can get around 
this by allowing bids to be made for packages of lots. However, 
this in turn may introduce other problems in terms of favouring 
bidders aggregating lots at the expense of those bidders not 
aggregating lots.  

A.97 Although complex auctions have primarily been the preserve of 
governments allocating valuable licences, rights and concessions, 
such processes are increasingly finding application for private 
companies, both for procurement and for sales. Whilst significant 
effort has been expended in the last decade on developing practical 
auction formats for complex allocation tasks, the challenges for bid-
takers in developing processes to achieve their objectives may be 
considerable. Therefore, we need to be much more cautious about 
assuming that the bid-taker might be able to mitigate adverse 
competition impacts through the rules of the process. 

A.98 Complex multiple unit auctions may allow considerable greater 
opportunities for bidders to game the bidding process and seek to 
influence the outcome. In particular, various forms of tacitly 
collusive outcome may emerge in such auctions.  

A.99 Certain multiple unit auctions may create the potential for market 
sharing outcomes. Bidders might organise themselves so that direct 
competition is avoided by bidding on different lots. In many 
auctions, there may be natural ways to do this, so such outcomes 
might emerge easily through tacit collusion. For example, a buyer 
might use a procurement auction to procure services in a number of 
different geographical areas by offering a number of geographical 
lots. Although suppliers might have the ability to compete with 
each other for all lots, they might limit their bids to natural ‘home 
territories’. It may be individually rational to behave in this way, as 
the foregone business from outside the home territory may be more 
than compensated for by a higher price achieved within the home 
territory due to softer competition. This does not require repeated 
interaction between bidders for such an outcome to emerge; tacitly 
collusive outcomes can occur even in a one-off bidding process. 
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A.100 A related phenomenon of so-called strategic demand reduction has 
been observed in multiple unit auctions where lots are largely 
identical. In this case, a bidder decides to bid for fewer lots than 
would be profitable given the prevailing prices. The motive is to 
reduce the intensity of competition and secure those lots that it 
does win for a lower price, even though the bidder would be happy 
to take more lots at the closing price. This motive can be present 
even for bidders who are buying a relatively small proportion of the 
total number of lots available. Because of the nature of the bidding 
process, even small bidders may have some influence over the 
achieved price. 

A.101 There are measures that sophisticated bid-takers can deploy to try 
to mitigate some of these problems. For example, market sharing 
outcomes can be made much more difficult to achieve if there is 
limited transparency of which bidder is bidding on which lot. Even 
if an open process is desirable (say there is significant common 
value uncertainty), it might be possible to release information only 
about price and number of bidders that reduces winner’s curse, but 
hide which bidder was bidding on which lot. Certain auction 
formats are more susceptible to strategic demand reduction than 
others, depending on the certainty with which bidders can expect a 
lower price on the lots they do win from bidding on fewer lots. 
Introducing sealed bid elements at the end of an open auction 
process can greatly frustrate all these various forms of tacit 
collusion (see for example Ausubel, Cramton and Milgrom (2006)). 
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B RELEVANT CASES INVOLVING BIDDING PROCESSES 

Arcelor and Corus (see Competition Commission (2005)) 

B.1 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 

Background 

B.2 In September 2004, the OFT referred to the CC the acquisition by 
Arcelor of part of the UK hot rolled steel sheet piling (HRSSP) 
business of Corus. Arcelor had a 5-15 per cent market share of this 
market, and Corus had 65-75 per cent of the market. As part of its 
submissions, Arcelor argued that the supply of HRSSP has some of 
the characteristics of a ‘bidding market’, where historical high 
market shares do not represent market power. Specifically: that 
every quotation is a new game; the fact that a supplier wins one 
job does not predispose the customer to award the next contract to 
it; and all suppliers are able to get access to the customer base and 
all customers actively seek quotes from, and negotiate with, 
multiple sources. 

Finding 

B.3 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.4 The CC approved the merger on the basis that the main event 
influencing the intensity of competition was the closure of Corus’s 
HRSSP business, which would have happened without the merger, 
rather than the merger itself. However, it rejected Arcelor’s 
arguments that this was a bidding market, on the basis of evidence 
that: there are a very large number of relatively small orders; most 
contracts are awarded in relation to specific projects; and Corus’s 
former customers indicated to the CC that they had entered into 
bilateral negotiations with their supplier rather than run competitive 
tenders. 

Boeing and Hughes (see European Commission (2000b)) 

B.5 Competition Authority: European Commission 
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Background 

B.6 In May 2000, the Commission initiated an investigation into the 
acquisition by Boeing of Hughes Electronics Corporation, including 
its satellite division HSC. HSC and Boeing both operated as satellite 
prime contractors, manufacturing satellites and equipment, and 
providing satellite launch services. However, the merger did not 
involve direct overlaps between the parties, since only HSC was 
active in the commercial area, and neither HSC nor Boeing had 
supplied government GEO or NGSO satellites to European 
customers. Nevertheless, given HSC’s 40-60 per cent market share 
in commercial communication satellites, the EC considered it 
necessary to examine whether the addition of Boeing’s satellite 
business would strengthen HSC’s strong position, in particular in 
the markets for commercial GEO communication satellites and 
commercial satellite launches.  

B.7 The Commission found that satellites are almost always procured 
through international competitive bidding procedures involving 
several satellite prime contractors. The other major players in the 
market were: Lockheed Martin (20-40 per cent market share), 
SS/Loral (10-20 per cent) and Alcatel (10-20 per cent). In view of 
the considerable losses of revenue (up to one million dollars per 
day) caused by a satellite failure, the EC noted that the selection of 
the satellite prime contractor is primarily based on its proven 
reliability and price, with the satellite durability and the 
manufacturing lead times also playing an important role. 

Finding 

B.8 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.9 The Commission’s detailed investigation concluded that the merger 
will not create or strengthen a dominant position. A key element in 
its decision was recognition that “satellite markets are bidding 
markets, where the conditions of competition are determined by 
the presence of credible alternatives to HSC’s products” (European 
Commission (2000b, paragraph 42)). In that context, it concluded 
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that the presence of three other large and credible prime 
contractors was sufficient to ensure adequate competition. 

B.10 Patterson and Shapiro (2001) contrast this decision with that of 
General Electric and Honeywell, also in 2000, which the EC 
rejected. They question why the EC did not apply the same bidding 
markets framework used here in the GE case. 

Carl Zeiss and Bio-Rad Laboratories (see Competition 
Commission (2004a)) 

B.11 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 

Background 

B.12 In December 2003, the OFT referred to the CC the proposed 
acquisition by Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH (Zeiss) of the microscope 
business of Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. The CC found that there is a 
distinct, global market for advanced 3D light microscope systems in 
which the entities to merge both competed, and that, within this 
market, there is considerable and variable segmentation based on 
customers’ varying requirements. 

B.13 The Competition Commission (2004a, paragraph 4.5) observed that 
“[t]he process by which the products produced by the parties are 
sold has some characteristics of a bidding market. There is normally 
a public or informal bidding process each time a microscope system 
is purchased. Systems may be individually configured to meet the 
specific needs of customers, and competition may take place on 
the basis of improvements in specification within an agreed price 
for which grant cover has been obtained.” It also noted that 
customers are well informed and exchange information. 

Finding 

B.14 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.15 In conducting its investigation, the Competition Commission 
(2004a, paragraph 4.6) concluded that a SSNIP test was 
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inappropriate, as “the individually configured nature of the products 
sold and the bidding features of the sale” would mean that “a 
traditional analysis based on price could lead us to define markets 
that are too narrow.” Instead, it concluded that it was more fruitful 
to analyse the competitive pressure that rival firms exert on one 
another through their R&D programmes. On this basis, it found that 
competition to introduce product innovations supplements price 
competition in driving overall profit margins down, and that 
suppliers are constrained by the buyer power of expert consumers 
in a bidding market. It observed that there is competition between 
several large suppliers, with smaller suppliers occupying niche 
positions and exerting some competitive pressure on the larger 
suppliers. Further, the emphasis on product differentiation meant 
that the market was not conducive to collusive behaviour. 

B.16 Consequently, the CC approved the merger with Zeiss on the basis 
that this would not result in substantially less competition in the 
relevant markets than if Bio-Rad’s business were sold to an 
alternative purchaser. 

Celesio AG and Healthcare Services Group plc (see Office of 
Fair Trading (2005)) 

B.17 Competition Authority: UK OFT 

Background 

B.18 In 2005, the OFT undertook an investigation into the acquisition by 
Celesio of Healthcare Services Group. The parties overlapped in the 
supply of contract logistics services to the healthcare industry, 
specifically in the provision of 'cold-chain' logistics, that is the 
storage and transportation of healthcare products requiring a 
controlled low temperature environment. The OFT estimated their 
combined market share of the cold chain storage market at 35-45 
per cent. 

B.19 The parties argued that headline market share is a poor measure of 
competition, as a large part of this was accounted for by a single, 
four-year NHS contract. Moreover, they argued that market share is 
“not indicative of future competitive pressures in this bidding 
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market” (Office of Fair Trading, (2005, paragraph 19)). Contracts 
tend to be for two to three years and customers secure a 
healthcare logistics provider through a bidding process. Customers 
are, in the main, large, sophisticated multinational pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. 

Finding 

B.20 Merger Not Referred. 

Comments 

B.21 Fundamental to the OFT’s decision not to refer the merger to the 
Competition Commission was the analysis of bidding data. While 
this showed that the two companies had, on a number of 
occasions directly competed for contracts, it also indicated that 
there were at least three other strong competitors, and that other 
smaller firms have also participated in bidding rounds and have, in 
some cases, won contracts. 

B.22 Moreover, the OFT (2005, paragraph 24) concluded that “the 
nature of the bidding market and the buyer power of manufacturers 
are also likely to counter any non-coordinated effects of the 
proposed acquisition.” Customers do believe that they have a 
degree of buyer power and are able to negotiate advantageous 
terms in many cases. The OFT considered that there was little 
likelihood of coordination between bidders, not least because there 
appears to be no or limited transparency as to either prices or the 
identity of competitors. Further, it noted that “the likelihood of 
coordination being sustained, if reached, is reduced by the buyer 
power that customers possess in this bidding market. Contracts are 
not frequent, increasing the temptation to deviate in order to win a 
large contract and reducing the opportunity for punishment 
strategies to be implemented” (Office of Fair Trading, (2005, 
paragraph 40). 

CHC Helicopter Corporation and Helicopter Services Group 
ASA (see Competition Commission (2000a)) 

B.23 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 
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Background 

B.24 In September 1999, the CC launched an investigation of the 
acquisition by CHC Helicopter Corporation (CHC) of Helicopter 
Services Group ASA (HSG). Through their respective UK 
subsidiaries, Brintel and Bond, both companies supplied helicopter 
services to oil and gas installations on the UK Continental Shelf 
(UKCS). The CC concluded that the Northern Zone of the UKCS 
(north of latitude 56°N) and the Southern Zone were distinct 
markets. The two companies competed in both markets. One other 
helicopter operator, Bristow, competes for contracts in both zones. 

B.25 The CC assessed the public interest implications of the merger by 
considering four interlinked questions: (1) whether Brintel would 
have remained in the market in the absence of the merger; (2) 
whether entry barriers were sufficiently high that entry by another 
operator would be unlikely even if prices were to rise after the 
merger; (3) whether the merger, by creating a duopoly, would 
materially reduce the level of competition; and (4) whether the 
buyer power of the oil companies was insufficient to prevent any 
reduction in competition leading to higher prices or other adverse 
effects. 

Finding 

B.26 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.27 Although the CC did not explicitly consider the concept of a 
‘bidding market’, its views on the nature of the bidding process 
were important in its decision to clear the merger. The CC disputed 
arguments that Brintel may not have been sufficiently strong to 
remain in the market without the merger. It also concluded that 
while there was no reason to believe that Brintel/Bond and Bristow 
would not engage in independent pricing, it was likely that there 
will be a loss of competition arising from the reduction in the 
number of competitors from three to two. However, it found that 
entry barriers (owing to restricted capacity at airports and 
regulatory barriers) had been significantly reduced during the 
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1990s. More importantly, it observed that the oil company 
customers “are much larger and commercially stronger 
organizations than helicopter operators and their purchasing power 
is concentrated (BP Amoco plc and Shell UK Limited account for 
almost half of the total value of UKCS helicopter contracts)” 
(Competition Commission (2000a, paragraph 1.11). The 
Competition Commission (2000a, paragraph 1.11 – 1.12) found 
evidence that “in recent years [the oil companies] have become 
more determined to use their buyer power to force down the supply 
costs”, and that buyer power should “be sufficient to prevent any 
reduction in competition arising from the merger leading to higher 
prices or other adverse effects.” Indeed, it speculated that oil 
companies would be capable of inducing new entry if they believed 
that this was in their interests. 

Compass and RGUK (see Competition Commission (2002a)) 

B.28 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 

Background 

B.29 In March 2002, the proposed acquisition by Compass of Rail 
Gourmet Holding AG (RGHA) was referred to the CC. RGHA 
enjoyed an 80 per cent market share in the supply of on-board 
catering on UK railways, whereas Compass had only a 3 per cent 
share. Compass also had a 60 per cent share of railway station 
catering, but the CC concluded that this was a separate market. 

B.30 The CC defined the nature of competition for on-train food services 
as that of a ‘bidding market’, in which contracts for these services 
are put to tender by the train operating companies (TOCs). It 
further observed that opportunities for competition in the industry 
were limited as: there are relatively few contracts in total in the 
market; and tenders occur periodically and the contract durations 
are quite long. Moreover, as has occurred in the past, contracts can 
be renegotiated with the existing provider, rather than retendered. 

Finding 

B.31 Merger Approved. 
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Comments 

B.32 The Competition Commission (2002a, paragraph 1.12) argued that 
Compass acquisition would “not in itself discourage other potential 
competitors from bidding for the on-train food service contracts, or 
give rise to opportunities for the combined entity to exercise market 
power in a way which would be detrimental to competition.” 
Moreover, it concluded that the lack of competition was to a 
significant extent the result of legacy structural issues and that 
more could be done by TOCs to “bring more players into the 
provision of food on trains, with a view to increasing quality and 
variety” (Competition Commission (2002a, paragraph 2.41)(for 
example by retendering contracts more frequently). 

Cott Beverages and Macaw (Holdings) (see Competition 
Commission (2006)) 

B.33 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 

Background 

B.34 In November 2005, the completed acquisition by Cott Beverages 
Ltd of Macaw (Holdings) Ltd was referred to the CC. Cott supplies 
own-label and tertiary-branded soft drinks (CSDs) in polyethylene 
terphthalate (PET) bottles and aluminium cans, amongst other 
products and services. Macaw predominantly supplied own-label 
PET-bottled CSDs with a limited portfolio of tertiary brands. 

B.35 The Competition Commission (2006, paragraph 4.55) defined the 
relevant market for own-label PET-bottled CSDs in terms of “the 
production capacity that could be used to produce own-label PET-
bottled CSDs at short notice (that is less than one year)” in Great 
Britain. Prior to the merger, Cott and Macaw were the two largest 
producers of own-label CSDs in the UK, and the third and fourth-
largest producers of CSDs in total. Despite this high level of 
supplier concentration, the CC found no evidence of market share 
being exercised by suppliers before the merger. 

B.36 After the merger, Cott had a marker share of around 50 per cent 
based on production capacity and 65 per cent by sales volume. 
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This increase in market share was sufficient, the CC decided, to 
warrant investigation into whether the merger could lead to a 
significant lessening of competition (SLC). 

Finding 

B.37 Merger Approved – the CC concluded that there was no likelihood 
of an SLC, notwithstanding the merged entity’s high market share. 

Comments 

B.38 A key argument put forward by Cott as to why the merger should 
be approved was that the supply of own-label PET-bottled CSDs 
fits the three criteria identified by Klemperer (2005) as necessary to 
satisfy the “typical definition of an ideal bidding market’’ 
(Competition Commission (2006, paragraph 5.24)). Cott argued 
that provided there were at least two firms in the market, this 
would be sufficient to ensure competition, and that there should be 
little concern about the relationship between market concentration 
and competition in the supply of own-label PET-bottled CSDs. The 
three criteria referred to by Cott were: 

! that competition for supply contracts is ‘winner takes all’,  

! competition is ‘lumpy’, that is that each contest is large 
relative to a supplier’s total sales in a period, and 

! competition begins afresh for each contract, and for each 
customer, such that there is no ‘lock-in’ by which the 
outcome of one contest determines another. 

B.39 Cott further argued that the market was ‘contestable’, in that entry 
of new suppliers into the market is easy. 

B.40 The CC did not agree that the market for own-label PET-bottled 
CSDs fully meets each of these criteria. It found that individual 
supply agreements are not always so large that each contest is 
large relative to a supplier’s total sales (this was only true for 
contracts with the four largest retailers and then only if these 
retailers chose to tender a large proportion of their business for 
supply by a single supplier). The lumpiness of supply agreements is 
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also limited, as retailers often re-tendered their supply agreements 
every 12 months and ‘churn’ of supply agreements had recently 
increased. The CC further noted that Klemperer (2005) considers 
that, once any of the extreme assumptions of an ‘idealised bidding 
market’ are relaxed, “we are quickly back into the familiar world of 
problems of dominance and unilateral and coordinated effects” 
(Competition Commission (2006, paragraph 5.27)). 

B.41 Nevertheless, the Competition Commission (2006, paragraph 5.26) 
recognised that “the loss of one of these supply agreements [with 
the big four retailers] can have a substantial impact on a supplier’s 
financial performance for that year.” Further, it concluded that the 
merger would not affect the effectiveness of retailer bargaining 
power over suppliers. 

B.42 The CC also disagreed with Cott that there was a significant threat 
of new entry. However, it did conclude that remaining competitors 
have existing spare capacity and could take measures to further 
increase the volume of spare capacity available to them, and thus 
undercut any price increase that Cott sought to impose. This 
finding, together with the conclusion that retailers have substantial 
bargaining power and can easily switch competitors, led to the 
conclusion that merger could not be expected to result in an SLC in 
the market for own-label PET-bottled CSDs. The CC also concluded 
for similar reasons that, the merger could not be expected to result 
in SLC as a result of the coordinated exercise of market power. 

Drager and Air-Shields (see Competition Commission (2004b)) 

B.43 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 

Background 

B.44 In December 2003, the OFT referred to the CC the proposed 
acquisition by Dräger of certain assets representing the Air-Shields 
business of Hill-Rom Inc. This case concerned the supply of 
neonatal warming therapy products to UK hospitals. Dräger and Air-
Shields are leading international manufacturers of these products 
and sell in the UK, mainly to NHS trusts, through owned 
distributors. The CC identified four distinct UK markets, three of 
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which the merged entity would have a market share in excess of 
60 per cent (the closed care incubator, open care warming bed and 
transport incubator markets). 

B.45 It was put to the CC that these high market shares were not 
relevant to an assessment of competition, as these were bidding 
markets, characterised by large purchases following an open tender 
process. 

Finding 

B.46 The Competition Commission (2004b, paragraph 9.2) concluded 
that the merger may be expected “to give rise to a substantial 
lessening of competition (SLC)” in three of the four markets. 
Nevertheless, the acquisition was approved, subject to remedies, 
not least because the Competition Commission (2004b, paragraph 
17) judged that “given the global nature of this merger and the fact 
that manufacturing takes place overseas, it is likely that prohibition 
of the merger would be impractical, even if we found it to be an 
appropriate remedy.” 

Comments 

B.47 The Competition Commission (2004b, paragraph 9) found that the 
markets displayed “some of the characteristics of a bidding market, 
in which having a high market share does not confer market power 
because market share can easily be lost in the next bidding round”. 
However, it also identified psychological and practical barriers to 
switching supplier (such as hospital preferences for having a single 
supplier for particular types of product) and low price sensitivity 
(owing to an emphasis on clinical preference over price). This led 
the CC to conclude that market shares were a relevant indicator of 
potential market power. Further, it concluded that the merger 
would lead to a SLC in the markets for closed care incubators, 
open care warming beds and transport incubators. 

B.48 The CC still approved the acquisition on the basis that: (a) that this 
was a global merger and it was not practical for the UK to block it 
alone, even if this was found to be an appropriate remedy; (b) there 
was sufficient scope in the medium term for competing players to 
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expand their UK market share; and (c) that UK Health Departments 
and their procurement agencies could do more to encourage market 
entry from overseas and increase the exercise of buyer power by 
NHS trusts. However, it was concerned that it would take a 
number of years for the latter remedies to become effective. 
Therefore, to prevent the merged entity from abusing its market 
power in the interim period, the CC imposed a number of time-
limited conditions on the merged entity’s ability to withdraw 
products from the UK market and increase its retail prices for 
products, accessories and aftercare. 

General Electric and Honeywell (see European Commission 
(2001)) 

B.49 Competition Authority: European Commission, US Department of 
Justice, Canadian Competition Authority 

Background 

B.50 The proposed 2001 merger of General Electric (GE) and Honeywell 
was investigated by a number of competition authorities around the 
world. GE makes, sells, and services large aircraft engines, whereas 
Honeywell made small aircraft engines, various avionics 
components, and other ‘non-avionics’ components, such as 
environmental control systems, wheels and brakes, and auxiliary 
power units. Competition and/or potential supply relationships 
between the two companies were relatively limited given the giant 
scale of the merger. Rather, their product ranges were largely 
complementary, being aimed at the same client base within the civil 
aerospace sector. 

B.51 GE argued that the merger would be pro-competitive, generating 
synergies that could be passed on to customers through lower 
prices. However, in Europe, opponents argued that the merger may 
be detrimental to long-term competition, as the merged entity may 
be able to use bundling discounts across related markets to 
strengthen GE’s dominant position in aircraft engines for large 
commercial aircraft and create a dominant position in Honeywell’s 
markets. 
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Finding 

B.52 Merger Approved by US Department of Justice and Canadian 
Competition Authority, Restrictions Imposed by European 
Commission 

Comments 

B.53 The North American and EU authorities took opposing views on the 
merger. The US and Canadian authorities cleared the merger 
(subject to limited in conditions in the United States), whereas the 
EC imposed conditions that led to the collapse of the deal. In its 
decision, the EC gave great weight to bundling concerns, which 
were not considered relevant by the US or Canadian authorities. 

B.54 Some academic commentators, such as Patterson and Shapiro 
(2001) and Nalebuff (2002) have criticized the EC decision, arguing 
that it failed to assess competition in the context of a bidding 
market. Patterson and Shapiro (2001, p 6) suggest that GE was 
erroneously “considered dominant because GE had won more 
engine orders recently than its competitors, often by bidding 
aggressively”, whereas in the United States Nalebuff (2002, p 22) 
observes that “the fact that GE had won several of the recent 
engine competitions was viewed as evidence of competition as 
work.” Patterson and Shapiro (2001) are sympathetic to GE’s 
arguments that Boeing and Airbus, which did not oppose the 
merger, were quite capable of implementing procurement policies 
to protect their own interests and those of their airline customers; 
and that given the lack of historic evidence of bundling of avionics 
and non-avionics products having a significant impact on the 
market, the claim that rivals such as Rolls Royce, Pratt & Whitney, 
and Rockwell Collins would be weakened and ultimately exit the 
industry was purely speculative. 

Group 4 Falck and The Wackenhut Corporation (see 
Competition Commission (2002b)) 

B.55 Competition Authority: UK Competition Commission 
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Background 

B.56 In May 2002, the CC launched an investigation of the proposed 
acquisition by Group 4 Falck A/S (G4F) of The Wackenhut 
Corporation (TWC). Both companies provided custodial and facility 
management services in the UK, notably for the UK prison service. 
In determining whether the merger could lead to a significant 
lessening of competition, a key consideration was the nature of the 
bidding processes for custodial services and prisoner and immigrant 
detainee transport contracts, “in particular the confidentiality of 
sealed bids and the possible incentive not to raise prices in markets 
where the ‘winner takes all’” (Competition Commission (2002b, 
paragraph 2.79)). 

B.57 The CC noted that there had been, on average, two or three other 
companies competing against TWC and G4F companies for these 
contracts. Officials from the Prison Service expressed concern 
about the market power that the enlarged group would be able to 
exercise. They said that the specialized nature of the contracts and 
the high costs involved in preparing bids, particularly PFI bids, 
presented substantial barriers to entry to any new entrant to the 
market. They also believed it was possible that some companies 
might be deterred from bidding because of reputational risk. 

Finding 

B.58 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.59 The Competition Commission concluded that the particular 
characteristics of the markets being investigated should ensure 
sufficient competition between firms, notwithstanding a reduction 
in the number of competitors. Specifically, it concluded that “the 
markets are characterized by infrequent sales opportunities. Bidding 
at any price but the lowest always carries the possibility of the 
contract being lost to a competitor—a high penalty. The bidding 
process is demanding on resources, providing an incentive to put in 
the keenest possible bid. This means that the presence of even one 
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rival credible bidder is likely to act as some constraint on another” 
(Competition Commission (2002b, paragraph 2.82)). 

B.60 The CC also considered that the sealed-bid design of the bidding 
process was likely to prevent the transmission of price information 
between competitors during the bidding process. This would 
prevent firms following any price rises set by the enlarged G4F 
group, as could happen in other kinds of market. It further argued 
that competition in the public sector markets affected by the 
acquisition could be enhanced if the purchasers of the relevant 
services were to exercise their buyer power more effectively. 

IBM and Schlumberger (see Competition Authority (Ireland) 
(2004)) 

B.61 Competition Authority: Irish Competition Authority 

Background 

B.62 In May 2004, the Authority was notified of IBM’s proposed 
acquisition of Schlumberger Business Continuity Services (Ireland), 
as part of a wider purchase of Schlumberger’s global business 
continuity business. The Authority concluded that there was a 
distinct product market for business recovery hotsite services in 
Ireland, dismissing arguments from IBM that this was part of a 
broader IT market. IBM and SBCS had market shares of 49 per cent 
and 20 per cent respectively, compared to 23 per cent and 9 per 
cent for the two other companies operating in this market (Synstar 
and Network Recovery respectively). However, neither Synstar or 
Network Recovery provided recovery onto mainframes, an 
important service for high-end customers. As part of its 
investigation, the Authority considered whether this was a bidding 
market and what impact this would have on competition post-
merger. 

Finding 

B.63 Acquisition Blocked. 
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Comments 

B.64 The Competition Authority (2004, paragraph 3.15) observed that 
“shares in bidding markets and in IT markets can change relatively 
quickly”. For this reason, its investigation did “not rely strongly on 
market shares and instead examines competitive effects directly” 
(Competition Authority (2004, paragraph 3.15)). Nevertheless, it 
blocked the proposed acquisition on the basis that it would 
substantially lessen competition in the business recovery hotsite 
market, especially in relation to high-end customers. The Authority 
argued that Synstar and Network Recovery lacked the requisite 
capability, capacity, industry reputation and experience to constrain 
a short-run exercise of market power post-acquisition. Further, it 
found evidence that price elasticity of demand was low, and that 
the merged entry was in a strong position to price discriminate as 
existing contracts gave it a strong insight into the ability and cost 
to firms of attempting to self supply. 

Murray & Roberts and Skanska (see Competition Tribunal 
(South Africa) (2004)) 

B.65 Competition Authority: South African Competition Tribunal 

Background 

B.66 Three companies operated in the South African underground mining 
sector: Murray and Roberts, Cementation, and Shaft Sinkers. 
Murray and Roberts had agreed to buy Cementation, which would 
have the effect of reducing the number of players form three to 
two. Given the distinct nature of this market and substantial 
barriers to entry, there was concern that competition for tenders 
might be reduced. 

B.67 The Tribunal concluded that this was a ‘bidding market’, as: the 
client set, with a high level of detail, the terms of the bid, which it 
communicates to a pre-selected group of prospective suppliers; 
there are a series of exchanges between the client and bidders, but 
bidders are not given sight of the proposals of their rivals; it is 
useful for the winner to take the entire contract (winner takes all); 
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and individual contracts often account for a very large proportion of 
the bidder’s turnover going forward. 

Finding 

B.68 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.69 The Tribunal concluded that a high level of competition would 
remain even with two players. It argued that the nature of the 
bidding market created strong incentives for competition and made 
collusion unlikely. It cited approvingly evidence presented that “In 
bidding markets … as long as there are at least two firms capable 
of making credible bids, competition can be as vigorous with two 
firms as with three or more” (see ‘When Two is Enough’ – Lexecon 
Report – June 1995). 

Oracle and PeopleSoft (see European Commission (2004) and 
Department of Justice (2004)) 

B.70 Competition Authority: European Commission, US Department of 
Justice / US District Court 

Background 

B.71 Oracle made a hostile bid for PeopleSoft in June 2003. The bid was 
investigated by both the US and EU authorities. The two companies 
were the second and third providers of enterprise application 
software (EAS) in terms of market share; particularly human 
resources (HR) and financials (FMS) software. The different types 
of software were often sold as bundles. The largest provider was 
SAP, which was particular strong in Europe; other smaller providers 
existed with less complete ranges of products. Oracle did not plan 
to integrate the two companies but rather to cease actively selling 
the PeopleSoft products. 

B.72 The EAS overall market is fragmented but is relatively concentrated 
at the ‘high end’, with the largest customers wanting the highest 
functionality products. Procurement and implementation of high 
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function products are expensive and take up to three years. 
Contracts for EAS software are awarded after a process of 
negotiation, which usually takes a number of rounds of negotiation 
and involves several suppliers. Competitors compete both on price 
and the ‘fit’ of their software with the specific requirements of the 
customer. 

B.73 Much of the analysis focused on whether there was a distinct 
market for high-end EAS and who competed in this market. 
Reflecting recognition that was a ‘bidding market’, analysis on both 
sides focused on the nature of bidding process and observations 
from actual bidding data. 

Finding 

B.74 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.75 The US DoJ was the first to rule on the Oracle bid. It rejected the 
merger on the basis that it would result in a significant lessening of 
competition in the provision of high function HR and FMS software. 
Its analysis was based on the conclusion that there is an entirely 
separate competition for each organisation buying high-end 
software. The DoJ argued that each transaction could be modelled 
as an ascending bid auction process. It concluded that Oracle’s 
acquisition of PeopleSoft would increase winning bids in the 
particular auctions in which the merging firms offer the two best 
choices for that particular organisation. 

B.76 The DoJ’s decision was challenged and overturned in the US 
courts. At the trial, one of the government’s economic experts, R. 
Preston McAfee, simulated the merger using an ascending bid 
auction model. This predicted average price increases of 5–11 per 
cent for high function FMS software and 13–30 per cent for high 
function HRM software. Oracle rejected this model. Its expert, 
Jerry Hausman, presented regression analysis showing that adding 
one or two vendors in the bid competition did not affect the price 
discounts given (although he had to concede in cross-examination 
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that specifically adding People-Soft or SAP had a material affect on 
the discount offered by Oracle). 

B.77 Ultimately, Judge Walker rejected the DoJ’s argument that there 
was a distinct market for high-end products and did not 
acknowledge any scope for separate competition for each 
customer. Instead, he accepted Oracle’s broader market definition 
and applied an analytic framework used for differentiated consumer 
products in which all customers face the same prices. On this 
basis, he concluded that the DoJ has presented insufficient 
economic analysis to support its claims, and cleared the merger 
without conditions. 

B.78 The European Commission, which ruled after the US Court 
decision, also cleared the merger. The EC, like the DoJ, had 
originally opposed the transaction. It reached a different view to 
the DoJ on whether buyers could be believed when they told 
competing bidders what the other bidder(s) had offered. This led 
the EC to model the sales process as sealed-bid rather than 
ascending auction. The model predicted substantial price increases 
due to the reduction of bidders from three to two. But as Henley 
Manning and Reed (2005, p 3) note: “However, in its final 
evaluation of the bidding data, the Commission determined that the 
absence of a significant, appreciable effect of the number and 
identity of the final round bidders in the bidding data regressions 
did not enable it to show anti-competitive effects from the merger.” 
After examining new bid data provided by Oracle and evidence 
presented at the US trial, the EC concluded that there would be 
sufficient post-merger competition in distinct markets for high-
function HR and FMS software. 

Pirelli and BICC (see European Commission (2000a)) 

B.79 Competition Authority: European Commission 

Background 

B.80 In March 2000, the Commission began an investigation of the 
proposed acquisition of a proposed concentration by Pirelli of part 
of the business of BICC General in the field of general wiring and 
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power cables in the United Kingdom, Italy, Asia and Africa. A 
preliminary examination led it to conclude that the proposed 
concentration could create or strengthen a dominant position as a 
result of which effective competition would be significantly 
impeded in the common market. 

B.81 The EC observed that the combination of Pirelli/ BICC’s activities in 
the United Kingdom and in Italy would remove one of the main 
competitors in an already concentrated market, and create the 
leading cable manufacturer on the EEA level. The operation 
continued a restructuring process in the cable industry, which has 
been triggered by the gradual liberalisation of the electricity sector 
and had already led several cable suppliers to exit the market 
(Siemens, KWO Kabel, Delta). 

B.82 However, it also identified the power cable market as one 
characterised by bidding processes. It observed that “tenders take 
place infrequently, while the value of each individual contracts 
usually is very significant. Contracts are typically awarded to a 
single successful bidder (so-called “winner-take-all”-principle)” 
(European Commission (2000a, paragraph 79)). 

Finding 

B.83 Merger Approved. 

Comments 

B.84 Notwithstanding the high level of market concentration, the EC 
approved the merger. It concluded that “[a]fter the proposed 
transaction, there would appear to be a sufficient number of 
credible European bidders left to maintain prices at competitive 
levels” (European Commission (2000a, paragraph 95)). The EC 
identified four first-tier competitors in addition to a number of 
second-tier manufacturers. “Demand is characterised by large 
sophisticated customers with substantial buyer power, which 
enables them to encourage further market entry through strategic 
contract allocation, if necessary” (European Commission (2000a, 
paragraph 95)). “Strong incentives therefore exist for all 
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competitors to bid aggressively for each contract.” (European 
Commission (2000a, paragraph 82)).  

B.85 Patterson and Shapiro (2001) contrast this decision with that of 
General Electric and Honeywell, which the EC rejected. They 
question why the EC did not apply the same bidding markets 
framework used here in the GE case. 

Mercury PCS II (see Department of Justice (1998)) 

B.86 Competition Authority: US Department of Justice / US District 
Court 

Background 

B.87 In August 1996, the FCC commenced an auction (the ‘DEF 
auction’) to award PCS spectrum licences. Defendant Mercury PCS 
II was among the successful bidders in the DEF auction. Mercury 
bid on several licenses and sometimes submitted bids that ended 
with three-digit numerical codes. Mercury used the coded bids to 
communicate with rival bidders during the auction. By using the 
codes, Mercury created links between two or more specific markets 
and thereby proposed to competing bidders that they not bid 
against each other in the linked markets. Through the use of the 
coded bids during the auction, Mercury and one of its rivals (High 
Plains) reached an agreement to refrain from bidding against one 
another for PCS licenses, which the FCC alleged was in violation of 
Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1. As a consequence of 
this agreement, Mercury and its rival allegedly paid less for PCS 
licenses, thus depriving the Treasury of the United States of 
revenues. 

Finding 

B.88 Consent Decree Issued Against Mercury PCS. 

Comments 

B.89 The US District Court found that Mercury’s behaviour had 
‘anticompetitive effects’. The Final Judgment remedied the 
anticompetitive effects by requiring Mercury to refrain from 
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entering into anticompetitive agreements and from using coded bids 
in future FCC auctions. 
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C MONTE CARLO EXAMPLES 

Introduction 

C.1 This annexe considers the use of simple statistical techniques to 
test hypotheses about bidding processes. In particular, we are 
interested in whether it is possible to identify incumbency effects, 
sustained bidder asymmetries or collusion purely from observing 
the outcomes of repeated bidding processes.  

C.2 We limit our analysis to simple non-parametric methods that do not 
require any particular assumptions to be made about the 
distribution of costs or valuations of bidders. For example, tests on 
runs of winning and losing fall into this category. More generally, 
there are a variety of advanced techniques subject to current 
research that try to identify the underlying distribution of bidders’ 
costs or valuations and then test alternative auction models 
mapping these structures into outcomes. We have already 
discussed some of these methods in Chapters 5 and 6. We do not 
consider these techniques here, as they typically require large 
amounts of data and complex estimation techniques that are 
probably infeasible for rapid deployment in a competition case. Our 
focus is on the use of simple metrics. 

C.3 The approach we adopt here is to specify a number of different 
stochastic models for generating bids. These bid generating models 
vary according to the number of bidders considered, whether there 
are incumbency effects, collusion and other effects. We then 
generate many replications of a sequence of bidding processes with 
each different bid generating model and see whether we can 
distinguish with confidence between bid generating models using 
simple metrics based on the outcomes. We test the statistical 
power of our metrics in distinguishing different hypotheses about 
bidders through Monte Carlo experiments. 

C.4 How the Monte Carlo method works can be more clearly 
understood by considering a simple example with three bidders. We 
first need to make some assumptions about how bidders determine 
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their bids.  Suppose that all bidders have a common cost (for 
example £100) plus or minus some randomly determined shock 
specific to each bidder (for example bidder one’s bid may be £99, 
bidder two’s £103 and bidder three’s £95). Once each bidder’s bid 
has been randomly drawn, the outcome of the auction can be 
determined. In a procurement auction, the bidder with the lowest 
bid is declared the winner (that is bidder three). In the next auction, 
each bidder’s bid will be subject to a different random shock (for 
example their bids may change to £105, £110 and £108, in which 
case bidder one would be the winner).  This process can be 
repeated for a run of, for example, 100 auctions. Once complete, 
various summary statistics can be computed: number of wins, 
average bid, longest run of wins for any one bidder etc. By running 
many sequences of auctions it is possible to compare the statistics 
from each sequence to assess what would be expected on average, 
and the range within which the statistic should fall.  

C.5 The following section discusses several bid generation models: the 
number of bidders is changed; patterns of weak and strong bidders 
are changed; incumbency effects are examined and collusion 
between bidders investigated. We then consider various tests that 
could be used to distinguish between these scenarios and present 
the results of the Monte Carlo analysis. 

The bid generating models 

C.6 A simple procurement auction has been modelled in which bidder 
vie for contracts. Bidders are assumed to have some underlying 
cost that is subject to a common shock (that is the same across all 
bidders) and a bidder specific shock in each auction. The winner of 
each auction is the bidder who places the lowest bid. 

C.7 Bidders’ valuations and bidding strategy are not modelled explicitly; 
rather the bid value for each bidder is given directly by a stochastic 
model.  In particular, we assume that bidders’ raw bids are given 
by: 

Via & 1
2 b i ' 1

2 (zia ' (a ) 
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where Via  is the bid value for bidder i in auction run a, is b i is the 

typical bid value for bidder i in all auctions (which we subsequently 
set to reflect patterns of weakness and strength across bidder), zia  

is a bidder-specific cost shock in auction a and (a  is a common 

cost shock that applies to all bidders in auction a.  

C.8 For all auctions the bidder-specific shock zia  and common shock (a  

were independently and randomly selected from a uniform 
distribution between zero and one. In all scenarios other that the 
cost advantage scenarios (discussed below) all bidders had a 
typical bid value, b i, of 0.5.  

C.9 In the interests of realism, we filter the raw bids through two 
conditions. First, we suppose that bidders only place a bid if the 

value of their raw bid is below some constant threshold value (bi
t
).  

This represents bids not being placed if winning is unlikely, which 
may occur if it is costly for bidders to place bids (for example if 
they must submit a proposal along with their bid).  

C.10 Second, we suppose that bidders have short run capacity 
constraints and that bids will only be made if the bidder has no 
more than a certain number of active contracts from winning 
preceding auctions. In particular, we suppose that each bidder 
faced the same capacity constraint, and that no bidder placed a bid 
if they had won more than 6 out of the previous 10 auctions. 
Notice that short run capacity constraints give rise to dynamics 
within a sequence of auctions, as bidders who win repeatedly may 
drop out of subsequent auctions until they have completed they 
existing contracts. Therefore, our Monte Carlo analysis generates 
sequences of auctions; we call each sequence a ‘run’ of the bid 
generation model. 

C.11 For each type of bid generation model (incumbency, cost advantage 
and collusion are discussed below) as well as for the base case, 
auction runs have been simulated with 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 20, 50 and 
100 bidders.  We consider more scenarios with only a few bidders 
because adding an extra bidder when there are relatively few 
bidders has a larger impact than adding a bidder when there are 
already many bidders. For all scenarios sequences of 200 auctions 
were simulated, with the initial 100 auctions discarded to allow 
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dynamics associated with capacity constraints and incumbency 
effects to settle down to a steady state. This gave a run of 100 
auctions. A thousand runs were then simulated for each scenario, 
so that the confidence intervals associated with our metrics can be 
calculated to three significant figures.  

Incumbency effects 

C.12 The basic bid generation model can be extended to incorporate 
incumbency effects. This is achieved by reducing a bidder’s bid by 
an amount inversely proportional to the number of auctions lost 
since they last won. That is, the model becomes: 

Via & 1
2 b i ' 1

2 (zia ' (a ) )$ ia
1

1' ni
w  

where $ ia is a parameter indicating the strength of incumbency 

effects, taking the values 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 for the models 
incorporating incumbency effects and zero for all other scenarios. 
The number of auctions since bidder i last won is denoted by ni

w . 

Figure C.1C.1 shows the magnitude of incumbency advantages for 
different values of $ ia; the more recent the pervious win, the more 

a bidder’s bid will be reduced by. Over time, the impact of previous 
wins in lowering bids declines to zero. 
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Figure C.1: Incumbency impact over time 
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Collusion 

C.13 There are many forms that collusion in bidding processes can take 
and we make some particular assumptions about how colluding 
bidders might behave. The scenarios modelled here suppose that 
the set of colluding bidders rotate who is selected to be the 
‘winning bidder’64 and a number of other colluders are chosen 
randomly to place ‘phantom’ bids. This is what is commonly called 
a ‘bidding ring’. The various cases considered are shown in 

                                      

64 Unless all bidders are colluding there is no guarantee that the bidder selected to win 
by the colluders will indeed have the lowest bid. 
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Table C.1 below. 

C.14 We suppose that the value of the lowest bid among colluders (that 
is the one which would win if any colluder won) is value of the bid 
for the bidder chosen by rotation to be the winner amongst 
colluders plus 10 per cent. This mark-up reflects the benefit of 
collusion. The value of the phantom bids is the initial value of the 
lowest colluders’ bid plus 20 per cent with some random error of 
between -0.5 per cent and 0.5 per cent. 
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Table C.1: Number of phantom bidders 

Colluders Phantom bidders 

2 1 

5 3 

10 5 

20 5 

 

Cost advantage 

C.15 Where bidders employ different technologies or have economics of 
scale or scope they may enjoy a sustained cost advantage over 
other firms across a whole sequence of auctions. Such bidders may 
be able to benefit from these advantages by lowering their bid to 
increase their chance of winning. If they did not adjust their bid at 
all, the chance of winning would be the same, but they could take 
the cost advantage as profit. In practice, a cost advantage may 
lead to both a somewhat lower bid and greater expected profit. We 
do not explicitly model the optimal choice of bid in such a situation, 
but rather suppose that bids are simply lower by some factor. We 
then see whether we can identify a sustained cost advantage from 
the outcome data. 

C.16 Cost advantage is modelled as a difference in the typical bid value, 
b i. Four forms of cost advantage have been modelled for each set 
of runs involving a different number of bidders, these are show in 
Table C.2, the first number in each line of a cell indicating the 
number of bidders, the second their typical bid value. The forms of 
cost advantages attempt to capture: 

! cost advantage 1 - a single bidder with a cost advantage 

! cost advantage 2- a few bidders with a cost advantage 

! cost advantage 3 - two sets of bidders with a different 
cost advantages over the main set of bidders, and 
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! cost advantage 4 – each bidder has a different cost.  
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Table C.2: Typical bid value for bidders with cost advantage 

Bidders Cost 
advantage 1 

Cost 
advantage 2 

Cost 
advantage 3 

Cost 
advantage 4 

2 1 * 0.45 
1 * 0.5 

1 * 0.35 
1 * 0.5 

1 * 0.3 
1 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 

3 1 * 0.4 
2 * 0.5 

2 * 0.4 
1 * 0.5 

1 * 0.35 
1 * 0.4 
1 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 

5 1 * 0.4 
4 * 0.5 

2 * 0.4 
3 * 0.5 

1 * 0.35 
1 * 0.4 
3 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1  

8 1 * 0.4 
7 * 0.5 

2 * 0.4 
6 * 0.5 

1 * 0.35 
3 * 0.4 
4 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 

10 1 * 0.4 
9 * 0.5 

2 * 0.4 
8 * 0.5 

1 * 0.35 
1 * 0.4 
8 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 

20 1 * 0.4 
19 * 0.5 

4 * 0.4 
16 * 0.5 

1 * 0.35 
3 * 0.4 
16 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 

50 1 * 0.4 
49 * 0.5 

4 * 0.4 
46 * 0.5 

3 * 0.35 
3 * 0.4 
44 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 

100 1 * 0.4 
99 * 0.5 

4 * 0.4 
96 * 0.5 

3 * 0.35 
3 * 0.4 
94 * 0.5 

All bidders 
randomly 
between 0/1 
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The tests 

C.17 By using results from multiple runs it is possible to identify whether 
simple metrics and standard statistical tests can determine whether 
incumbency effects, collusion or cost advantages are present, and 
whether these various effects can be distinguished from one 
another. A test is successful in identifying a particular effect if the 
confidence region (for example 90 per cent, the 5th percentile to the 
95th percentile) of the tests from models with the relevant effect 
does not overlap with the confidence region of tests from models 
involving other effects. The wider the confidence region (that is 95 
per cent is wider than 90 per cent) that can be employed without 
overlap, the more confident one can be in the discriminating power 
of the test. 

Run-tests 

C.18 A run-test is a nonparametric statistical test for identifying non-
random persistent runs in series of binary data.65 For example, if 
incumbency effects are present, one might expect to see protracted 
runs of the same bidder winning. Put differently, because the same 
bidder continues to win successive auctions the identity of the 
winner is not random and independent across successive auctions.  

C.19 Where data are not binary a simple rule is used to convert the data 
to binary form. For example, we can construct a binary variable for 
each bidder indicating whether they won or lost in each auction (for 
example if bidder one had a sequence lost-lost-won-lost-lost-lost, 
this would translate to 0-0-1-0-0-0). 

C.20 The test statistic for run-test is given by: 

ˆ z & r ) ur

* r

 

                                      

65 For a detailed description of run-test, and distribution tables, see: Edgington ES, 1961, 
“Probability table for number of runs of signs of first differences in ordered series”, 
Journal of American Statistical Association, 56: 156-159; Madansky A, 1988, 
“Prescriptions for Working Statisticians”, New York, Springer; and, Swed FS and C 
Eisenhart, 1943, “Tables for testing randomness of grouping in a sequence of 
alternatives”, Annals of Mathematical Statistics, 14: 83-86.  
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where r is the number of distinct runs irrespective of length (for 
example in the sequence 0-0-1-0-0-1-1-1 there are four runs, two 
of length two, one of length one and one of length three), ur is the 
expected number of runs given by 

ur &
2n0n1

N
'1, 

n0 is the number of observations of zero and n1 observations of 
one. * r is the variance of the number of runs estimated by: 

* r &
2n0n1(2n0n1 ) N)

N 2(N )1)
 

C.21 Figure C.2C.2 shows the 90 per cent confidence interval for the 
average proportion of run-tests on individual bidder’s win/lose 
sequences that reject the hypothesis of random data that is 
independent over time.66 To be able to able to distinguish between 
two scenarios it is necessary for the error bars to be non-
overlapping. Therefore, when there are only two bidders it is 
impossible to differentiate between any of the scenarios, while with 
100 bidders there is sufficient information to distinguish between 
most of the scenarios. 

C.22 It is obvious that incumbency and cost advantages are difficult to 
distinguish.  However, this should not be a surprise as both lower 
the costs of one or a few bidders. The only difference being that in 
the case of cost advantage differences are permanent whereas for 
incumbency differences are dynamic and only retained while a 
bidder continues to win auctions. A large amount of data is 
necessary to distinguish these two effects. 

                                      

66 For the 2 bidder case, we reject the hypothesis of independent events more than 5 per 
cent of the time as a result of the effect of the capacity constraint, which creates a 
linkage between successive auctions. With more bidders, the capacity constraint 
becomes less important, as no bidder wins sufficiently often for the constraint to be 
material. 
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Figure C.2: Proportion of bidders for whom win sequence rejects the 
hypothesis independent events 
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Proportion of wins 

C.23 With a large enough number of auctions to examine, one would 
expect that all bidders would win an equal share of auctions. For 
example, if there are 5 bidders and 100 auctions, each bidder 
should on average win roughly 20 auctions. If one or more bidders 
win substantially more auctions this might indicate some influence 
such as a cost advantage. 

C.24 In reality, even in a series of auctions with symmetric bidders, if 
there is some random element to determining bids, some bidders 
will win more frequently than others due to random fluctuations. 
This will be more prominent in series with fewer auctions. 

C.25 The 90 per cent confidence interval for the proportion of 100 
auctions won by any single bidder is shown in Figure C.3. The 
mean of the proportion of wins is determined by the number of 
bidders, 5 bidders would result in and average of 20 per cent, 10 
bidders of 10 per cent and so forth. If any bidder wins more or less 
auctions than suggested by the confidence interval, then that 
scenario can be ruled out. For example, if there are three bidders 
and a bidder wins more than half of the auctions, then we can be 
confident that there must be randomly determined cost advantages. 
Similarly, if a bidder won 20 per cent of the auctions then there 
could not be weak incumbency, but there may be strong 
incumbency, collusion or cost advantages.  
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C.26 Where there are relatively few bidders, one can be fairly confident 
that each bidder will win at least one auction, but as the number of 
bidders increases, it becomes more likely that there will be bidders 
who do not win any auction at all. However this becomes less 
certain if there is collusion, incumbency effects or cost advantages. 

C.27 Incumbency effects and cost advantages tend to widen the 
confidence intervals, as does collusion given the assumptions we 
have made.  This makes discrimination between the different 
scenarios more difficult as outcomes are more noisy. Indeed, the 
stronger the impact (the greater the incumbency effect, the more 
colluders, or the larger the cost advantages) the greater the 
difference between the lowest and highest expected proportion of 
wins.  

Figure C.3: Proportion of wins for any one bidder over 100 auctions67 
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67 Mean shows the theoretical average number of wins, where this deviates from the 
midpoint of the error bar there are several auctions without a winner. 
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Average level and spread of bids 

C.28 One might observe differences in the level of the bids placed 
depending on whether there are incumbency effects, collusion or 
cost advantages. Certainly, if there is collusion one would expect 
the average value of all bids to increase. Specifically, a more 
competitive auction should increase the range of bids seen, and, at 
the same time, reduce the expected difference between the 
winning and second placed bid to the benefit of the bid-taker. 

C.29 Figure C.4 shows the 90 per cent confidence intervals for the 
standard deviation of bids in each of the scenarios modelled. 
Although with collusion one might expect a narrowing of the 
standard deviation of bids this is not what is observed in our simple 
models. The reason for this is that there are countervailing impacts 
of collusion on the bids: 

! the variance of bids will tend to increase with collusion 
because the lowest bid from the colluders will have a 
markup applied; and 

! the colluding phantom bids are closer together which 
reduces the variance of bids. 

C.30 Because colluders can control the number of bids they place, the 
markup they apply and how the value of phantom bids, it is entirely 
with their power to place bids so that the overall standard deviation 
does not change. This shows the difficulty of formalising any 
collusion detection criterion, as if the colluders know what test will 
be applied it is often possible to engineer the collusive bids to pass 
the test. 

C.31 The difference between the winning bid and second placed bid, 
Figure C.5C.5, shows a similar pattern to the standard deviation of 
bids. Incumbency effects, collusion and bidder asymmetries all 
increase the average differences between the winning bid and the 
second placed bid, but is it often difficult to disentangle these 
various causes. 
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Figure C.4: Standard deviation of bids across bidders 
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Figure C.5: Average difference between winning and second place bid 
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Colluders vs. non-colluders when these are known 

C.32 We now break the assumption that there is no prior knowledge 
about who is colluding and suppose that we can identify a putative 
group of colluders by some other means. We are interested in 
whether the auction outcomes could confirm these suspicions. 

C.33 We can examine whether the difference between winning and 
second placed bids is affected by collusion if the winning bidder is 
from the group of colluders. Comparing the case of all auctions 
with colluders with those auctions where a colluder won, this 
difference is smaller than would otherwise be expected due to the 
presence of phantom bids. Where a colluder wins they do so by a 
narrower margin. This suggests that considering auctions where 
the second bid is close to the winning bid as being competitive may 
be misguided. More sophisticated modes of collusion, such as 
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bidding rings with phantom bids, can create an illusion of 
competition. 

C.34 We can also test to see if the variance of colluders’ bids is different 
to the variance of the bids of a randomly selected, similarly sized 
set of non-colluding bidders. Because bidders who collude do not 
select their bid from the same distribution as other bidders the 
mean and/or variance of their bids should be different. 

C.35 In each auction the standard deviation of bids for the set of 
colluding bidders was calculated. The standard deviation of bids is 
also calculated for a control set of bidders, incorporating as many 
bidders as bids from the colluding set (less than the number of 
bidders because only some colluders submit phantom bids).  

C.36 For each run, the difference between the two measures of standard 
deviation is tested using a t-test. Table C.1 shows the proportion of 
runs for which the difference is significant. Where there are few 
colluders there is some evidence of different variance in the value 
of bids, but this is not repeated for larger sets of colluders.  

C.37 That collusion is more difficult to identify with more colluders 
occurs as a result of the assumptions we have made about how the 
bidding ring operates.  The difference in variance is greater for 
smaller sets of colluders because the mark-up applied to lowest 
collusive bid has more of an impact; this is diluted by phantom bids 
for larger bidding rings. To see why, consider the example where 
the variance of phantom bids is the same or less than the variance 
of normal bids, but there is a large mark-up between the lowest bid 
of the colluders and the phantom bids. If there are only three bids 
placed by the colluders then the large difference between the 
lowest colluding bid and phantom bids will dominate, but where 
there are many colluders, the variance of phantom bids will 
dominate. This is shown in Figure C.6; with only a few colluders 
the variance of their bids is considerable greater than the variance 
of non-colluders, with many colluders the variance approaches that 
of the phantom bids, which is less than the variance of non-
colluders. This shows that be correctly picking the step between 
lowest colluding bid and the phantom bids, and the variance of 
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phantom bids, colluders can mimic the variance of the non-
colluders. 

Table C.1: Proportion of t-test indicating unequal variance of bids 
between colluders and control set 

Colluders Bidders 

5 10 20 

8 100%   

10 40.5%   

20 39.1% 0%  

50 38.1% 0% 0% 

100 37.4% 0% 0% 

 

Figure C.6: Variance of colluding bids 
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Conclusions 

C.38 These simple numerical examples demonstrate the potential 
difficulty of trying to identify effects such as incumbency, collusion 
and sustained advantage in outcome data. Even with a considerable 
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amount of data it is difficult to isolate effects from alternative 
explanations.  Elementary techniques such as looking at runs of 
outcomes may sometimes be useful although failure to find 
evidence may often be down to insufficient data to run the 
discriminating test. 

C.39 The waters are further muddied because it will not always be the 
case that there is only a single impact on a bidding process, nor 
that bidders determine their bids in such a simple manner. Caution 
should be used when attempting to claim that a bidding process is 
either competitive or not; at first sight uncompetitive processes 
may seem competitive and competitive ones not so. Before any 
claims that there is a particular problem with a bidding process all 
possible explanations should be considered. For example, just 
because several bidders all produce similar bids does not mean they 
are colluding, it may be that they have similar costs, or that they 
are using similar information. 
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